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PART 0 INTRODUCTORY PART

1

WHAT THIS

THESIS

IS

ABOUT

Monolithic this thesis is not. It reflects the history of our
preoccupation with G6del’s Incompleteness Theorems over the

last four years.
In part 1 and 2 we concentrate on generalizations of G6del’s
First Incompleteness Theorem like the B6del-Rosser-Mostowski
Myhill-Kripke

Theorem [GRMMK
for short].

pressed howfew specific

One cannot but be im

facts about formal theories are needed

to prove this theorem [just consistency and a weak kind of re

presentability of the partial recursive functions). The rest is
done by recursion theory; one is tempted to say that here re

cursion theory plays the role of "general nonsense" with respect
to the theory of formal systems. An obvious question in this

context is whether the applications of recursion theory to for
mal systems can be made uniform, whether one can give recursion

theoretic results in "the right form" for these applications.
In part 1 and 2 tentative

answers are considered.

In part 1 we

adapt Ersov’s theory of Numerations for our purpose. A disad
vantage of the framework thus obtained is this: when one analyses
an application to a formal system it sometimes turns out that

there is a direct "theory-free" proof in which less about the
system is used than demanded by the framework. For example in

certain applications to arithmetic one uses the existence of the
ZS-truthpredicate, to lambda-calculus the existence of the uni
versal constructor E. These facts are not needed for your average
recursive inseparability argument. So perhaps still some improve
ment is possible.. All the same the framework is rather natural
for a wide range of applications.

As so many, we were at first

fallacy:

victims of that easy, youthful

to think that C6del's Second Incompleteness Theorem

is "just" a formalization of G6del’s First Incompleteness
Theorem and that theneﬁone C5del’s Second Incompleteness

Theorem does not differ

phoghammaticaﬂﬁy from Gbdel's First

Incompleteness Theorem. (Clearly this fallacy is just an instance
of a far more general fallacy,
a wrong appreciation

of the very aims of formalization.)

time we saw the fallacy’s
Smorynski’s benificial

and is ultimately connected with
In due

true nature, mainly because of Craig

influence.

The strength

of CRMMK
is also

a weakness, when looked upon as a basis for further

cause it is so mucha recursion theoretic

work. Be

result one is encour

aged to forget the intrinsic interest of the concepts of formal
provability and concistency.
Consequently part 3,4 and 5 are devoted to the concept of formal

provability, or to be more specific to Provability Logic. Prova
bility Logic is of course not the only possible approach to study
formal provability (there is e.g. the work of Jeroslow], but we
think its results, in particular De Jongh’s Theoremand Solovay’s
Completeness Theorem are at present the deepest ones pertaining
specifically to formal provability. Solovay’s Theoremseems the
natural generalization of G6del’s Second Incompleteness Theorem
at least from "a propositional point of view".
Part 4 adds a new element: it is on the provability

logic of

intuitionistic arithmetic. Maybethis is the proper place to
state our view on Intuitionism / Constructivism. we think classi
cal mathematics is just plainly true, e.g. Format’s Theoremis

either true or false.Even if it is very well possible that it is

true but not provable in principle

for humanbeings. In other

words that it is simply outside the scope of the humana priori.

[Can the mathematical a priori for Martians be stronger at

some points than ours?) Still
legitimate

Constructivism is a perFectly

branch of Mathematics like Numerical Analysis, Homo

logical Algebra or Algebraic Geometry. It could be considered

as that branch o¥ mathematics that does systematically

("ghimlly")

what in other branches is done case For case ("locally"):
ding algorithms

fin

corresponding to Existence Theorems (this

”hackneyed business" of numerical content).

that mathematicians are often interested

A Further point is

in theories with many

models. Nowtheories like Classical Arithmetic and Analysis
suffer Troma lack oF (reasonable) models. In the Intuitionistic/

Constructivistic

case however there are manymodels. In current

developments in Intuitionistic

Model Theory people try to put

this aspect to good use. At present it is impossible to judge

the merits of topos theory as intuitionistic

model theory, but

surely there is more than a grain o? a good idea behind that

approach.

The remaining section of the Introductory Part is an exposition
o¥ Solovay’s Completeness Theorem, to introduce the reader to
parts 3, 4, 5. The thesis

is concluded by an Epilogue on the

provability

logic of Heyting’s Arithmetic, both to elaborate on

the results

of part 4 and to provide some context For them.

2

SOLOVAY’S COMPLETENESS THEOREM,
AN INTRODUCTION

This exposition is mainly intended as an introduction to Solovay’s
way to embed Kripke Models into arithmetic.

fer the reader to the literature

Consequently we will re

for most facts about Modal Logics

and Kripke Models. Moreover to make this

exposition

not too long we

will freely use notations and definitions from other parts of this

thesis.
2.1

Modal Logics and Kripke Models

2.1.1 Modal Logics
Define: Del: = i, Dn+1l: = U(Dni). Uwl: = T.

Ga for a E {O,1,...,w}
Modal Propositional

is the following theory in the language of

Logic Lpr

- The rules and axioms of Classical Propositional
Natural Deduction formulation)
‘ F-A = FWDA

(G6del’s

Rule]

- F(UA+ EDA)
- I-(|3(A->B)—>
— F (C](E]A

(ClA—>ElB]]

4 A) +|UA)

I-Dal.
Gmis also called:
B20” is

Ga+l- pi

8.

—>Clpi.

G* is:

- All theorems of G
- Modus Ponens Rule
- F-([3A » A)

(Ldb’s

Axiom]

Logic (e.g. in

2.1.2 Kripke Models
A Kripke model <w,<,£> is defined as in 6.8 o? part 4 of this

thesis omitting however the monotonioity condition:
MI<W'= ¥(w) E ¥(w'). A model satisfying
be called

this condition will

monotonic. we assume that every model has a bottom.

|=K is detined as in 6.8 o? part 4.

Wewill be interested mainly in finite
For technical

irreflexive

Kripke models.

purposes - only to become apperent later

- we want

to attach an w-tail to their bottoms. Numerating the elements o? W
by natural numbers in a suitable way we arrive at the Following

deFinition:
A Kripke model K = <w,(,F> is a taii

mode£ if:

- < is irreflexive
- if

m ¢ 0 then

— if

n ¢ 0,

- tor

0 < m

n < m, then

n > m

some N ¢ 0:

- For every n,m >vN it n >'m then n < m

- ¥or every n > N f(n)
- ¥(U)

Example:

= F[N)

1

= f[N)

Clearly every Tinite irre¥lexive
some tail

Kripke model is the top part of

model (modulo isomorphism] and vice versa: proper top

parts 0? tail models are finite irretlexive

Kripke models.

we will call N as in the last clause o? the de¥inition a tail ele
ment. Note that this is not unique.

In this exposition we will Formulate everything in terms o? tail
models. This causes a slight

loss of naturalness.

But in this way

we avoid the tedious chopping oF¥ and tagging on 0? tails

and the

accompanying extra burden of notation.
The main lemma on tail
2ﬁL2.1 Tail

For every tail
EH=KA iF¥

models is:

Lemma

model K:

For some M, For all

n > M

rH=KA;

EH#KA iFF For some M, For all

n > M

rH#KA.

P1005: induction

on A.

D

we need one more deFiniton.

of n:

d(n]:

Clearly

d(0]

Let K be a tail

model. Define the depth

= sup {(d(k)+1) Ik > n}
w and For topmost k: d(k) = 0.

2JL2.2 Completeness Theorem

L)

Bat-A if? For all tail

models K, For all n such that d[n) < a:

rH=KA

Li)

Gmont-A
iFf for all monotonic tail
a
that

d(n) < a

£Li) G*F-A it? tor all tail

models K, For all n such

nkK/X

models K: OEK/\

P1005

L)

See [Bo][So] and part 5 o? this thesis.

ii)

This is an easy consequence of L).

iii)

1%"

0 satisfies

the theorems of 8 because K is well-Founded

upwards. Closure under Modus Ponens is trivial.
Suppose Urﬁ<[]A. Then For all n > U, i.e.
n E u)\ {U}: nl=KA. Hence by the

Tail

Suppose G*b‘A. Clearly CH ((”\([]Bi

tor all

Lemma: U|=KA.

* Bil) + A). where

the Bi are those subformulae of A that have a box in Tront
o¥ them (the boxed subformulae of A).
Hence there is a tail
N|#K /Y\[DBi

model K such for some N(‘#O):

-9 Bi) -> A, i.e.

N|=K /“(DB1

-> Bi) and N|#KA.

Note that we can arrange that N is a tail

element.

That 0|#A Follows easily From:
Cﬁaim for all subtormulae C 0? A:
iF|VkKEIthen

Tor all m < N rn#K[L

i'F N|;éKC then

Tor all

m (N

m|;éKC.

Pnooﬁ 06 the claim: the proof is by induction
cases of atoms, A, v, w are trivial.

on C. The

Hence assume C EIUD.

ITIVHK D[]then (because D is a boxed sub¥ormula of A:
NPKI. By Induction Hypothesis ¥or all m.< N nH=KD. On
the other

hand For all

kkK DEL so certainly

m > N rnhK[L Hence Tor all
¥or all

k:

m 4 N rnkK DEL The second

case is again trivial.
2.2

Embeddingtail

D

models in arithmetic

We want to embed in some sense tail

models into PA. Clearly we can

consider a Kripke model K as assigning a truth values
HANK= {we WI wk1:A} to Tormulae A and consider

stants

the logical

as functions on truth values. The idea is to represent

con

HANK

by a sentence

oF arithmetic.

A Formula A(B] may be considered

a poﬂynoméaﬂin the truth values oF the 3's.

as

Par abus de langage:

A([[3]]K) = [[Af3J]]K.

Suppose we represent

arithmetic;
I-PAA([3])

HBHby the Formula [B] in L, the language oF

again par abus de langage we want:
++[AtE:’)1

(*)

There is a simple reason why this

Finite

irreFlexive

K. Clearly in such a K For some n:

H Ukﬁw LU K = H UkiHK.*‘would

FPA Elggql ++[3:Al.

For the present

give

[For the

case

oF PA):

Quod non.

we Fix a tail

(T may be inconsistent].
values

programme does not work For

HAHas sets

model K and an RE extension

T oF PA

A First step is to represent the truth

in PA. By the Tail LemmaHAHis either

Finite

or coFinite.
DeFine as Formulae oF L:
in case

HAHKis Finite:

in case HAHKis coFinite:

(XE HANK): w {(x=iJ| i|=KA}

(XE HANK): N\{(x¢i]|i#K;A}

[By convention the empty disjunction
T.)

is l, the empty conjunction

One easily veriFies:
I—PA (><€ HANK A x€

|—PA (XE

[[B]]K)

<—>x€

[[A]]K V XE [[B]]KJ <—»xe

[[A A BHK

[[A v

B]]K

|—PA x E [[A]]K<-* x€[[1A]]K

we make the Following assumptions about the prooF predicate

ProoFT(x,y):
F PA ProoFT[x,y)
F PA

1 ProoF[Q,y).

A ProoFT[x,z)

4 y = 2

Clearly the usual proof predicate satisfies

these. (Moreoverif

ProofT(x,y] did not satisfy the assumptions Proof+[x,y):
[32 < x x = 2Z+1. 3y+1 A ProofT[z,y))

certainly

would.)

Further define for f monotonic in <:
lim f = s iff

for some m f(m) = s and for every p,n f[p]

and n > p = f(n)

= s

= s.

The second step is to define a term K: = lim h where h is a total

recursive function.
Define [by the recursion theorem]:
h(U]:

= U

n if for some n > h(k]

h(k+1): ={

(1)

ProofT(k+1, rﬂaénjl

h(k) otherwise.

(Note that the fact that K occurs in the definition

of h is made

possible by the recursion theorem.)
we have:

PA "h is weakly monotonic in 4"

FPA "K exists"

Now(third step) we are in the position to define the representation
of

[[A]]K in

[D-]
1

[A] K’.|.: E («C€[[A]]K].

K,T'

Define

(1)

PA:

f,T where < >

<A>K T: = <A>

I

Take ‘F: P -> L as ‘Ftpil:

=

is defined as in part 4, 6.4.

BecauseF-PA "K exists", scope problems are irrelevant here. we
prefer mostly the large scope reading e.g. for (£‘#n):
3x(£ = x A x=#n).

We have:

2.2.1 Theorem
F

PA

<A>K,T"’ [A]K,T

P1005: induction

on A. The cases ct atoms, A, V,1

(always using that K provably exists).
a) In case[[UBHK is cofinite,

clearly

Now suppose

are easy
A a DB.

H[3BHK=-ﬂBm<=
w.Fbnm3by

Induction Hypothesis:FPA-<B>K,T++ T, hence [T 3 PA)FW.<B>K,T’
soF PAD T<B> K,T or FPA<DB> K,T“ [DB]K,T'
b)

Suppose[[DBHKis finite.
such that

Let j0,...,jS

be the minimal elements

jkl=K DB and jklaé B. Note that

For each i with i|;é|3B

there is a jk such that i < jk.
Clearly by Induction Hypothesis and the Tact that PAE T it is
suF¥icient to prove:
PP AUT[B]K,TT’ [D”]K,T

Argue in PA:

"+" First:
Suppose UTIB]K,T' we have: [3T(£ ¢ jk) by the de¥inition

of

[B]K _ and the fact that jk#K B. Suppose Proo¥T[p+1,r£ ¢ jkT)
and h[p] = y. In case y 4 jk we have h(p+1) = jk,

y ,< jk, h[p+’l] ,< jk. Hence I. (jk.

in case

Conclude mu: ;(jk|h=U,...,s},

hence by elementary reasoning V/{Z =i |i#KElB}.
Secondly

<

Suppose Z = i For an iki3B; by the detinition

o? n and the

tact that i ¢ O:C]T1i¢i ("How else could h move up to i?").
Moreover From 3x hx = i:[3T

Cl.|.\X/{K
= J lj>i}.

3x hx = i.

Combining:[3T«C>i, or

HenceUT[£€[[B]]). (tor,

j>i

=>j|=KB].
D

From here on T and K are Free again.

2.2.2 Didaotioal Corollary: Rosser’s Theorem
Solovay's prooF is a Rosserlike argument, to bring out why
this

is so, we prove Rosser's

RE extension

Theorem from 2.2.1.

Let T be an

oF PA.

Consider the simplest oountermodel to the disjunction property:

(U[pv M +(Cb VUQH:
1

q

We have:

[p]

E L£= 1),

Moreover "Z = 1" and "Z = 2" are provably equivalent

[Q] E [£==2).

to Z1-senten

oes and they are the solutions oF Rosserlike equations:

1«+oTL¢1<o T zaez,

FPA.£

K=2HDT£¢2<DT£¢1.
Here < is de¥ined as in part L 4.2.
Further

by 2.2.1:

K = 1 is a Rosser sentenoe For T:

|-PA(ClT1’.=1vClT-v£=’|)
<Dpv|:|-u

p>KT

VD-I

E
4-»

[D'L]K,T

T’

<|Dl>K’T

E

D J.
T

1::

2.2.3 Definition
the least n such that there is a tail
d(A):= {m with d(m) = n and nuﬁ<A if there

w otherwise.

model K and on

is one.

2.2.4 Corollary
There is an F: P + L such thatF1”\<A A UA>¥’T-HJ3$[A)l.
Pn006:in case d(A) = m we have GP-A, so any F will work. Suppose

d(A] = M. Clearly there is a tail
such that

mality

model K with tail

d(A) = M and NMK/L Take F(p i J: = [pi]

K,T

element N
. By the mini

o¥ d(A] for every n > N: nhﬁ<[A A[3A). Moreover Tor n 4 N

nlaé A A DA hence:
I-PA <A /\UA>"c’T

[A /\DA]K

4-»

T *-*

[Dd(A)i]K T6

d[A)i
UT.

D

2.2.5 Example

In case the propositional
0? 2.2.4: 1.
1|#KA

Formula A is not valid we can take the N

The interpretations
or l, we ¥ind:

2

l-PA <A AUA>‘C’T

3

U

of the atoms come out T

<—>
_

D1_l

=

J.
U

a

2.2.6 Corollary o¥ 2.2.4
Suppose a is the least element oF {U,1,...,w}

such that TFl3$l.

we have:
I-8 a A e For every

¥: P » LFW.<A>¥’T.

P1005

= routine.
”=" Suppose Ga}/A. Then there
N ¢=U such

that

d(N]

is a tail

= d(A).

model K and a tail

PJHKA and

element

I-PA~<A A[3A>K T HD$i(A)i_

d(AJ

Supposel-T<A>K T, thenl-T<A

A[3A>K,T’ hence FT UT

L. But d

there are tail models K’ andrnkK,C@l, m#K,A. Clearly ¥or
such m d(m) < a. Hence d(A) < a. Contradiction.
U

2.2.7 Corollary
Suppose T is a true
I-G*A<=>'FOI‘ all

RE extension

o? PA. We have:
F,T

1°: P—> L ]N|=<A>

Pnooﬁ

= routine.
"=" Suppose G’V/L Then there
By 2.2.1:

is a tail

model K with OMK/L

DVk=<A>K’T<+[A]K’T. Moreover DJ#«€= 0. Hence

INI-—“| <A>K’.|..

D

2.2.6 Remark

Inspecting

the de¥inition

OF [E = i] we see that [pi]

K,T

is a

Boolean Combination oF Z?-sentences:
Z = i:

E ((3x hx = i] A Vxy[(hx

Hence we can sharpen 2.2.6,

= i A y >'x)

2.2.7 by stating

Theorems ¥or F: Lpr e Bool(Z?-sent).

a hy = i]).

the Completeness

when we want to restrict

ourselves e.g. to f: Lpr e (E?-sent) we get:

2.2.9 Corollary
Cmonk-Ae
¥or all
a

t:

L

pr

F,T
FT.<A>

9 Z0-sent
1

,

where T is as in 2.2.6.
Phooﬁ: as the prooF oF 2.2.6;

remark that ¥or monotonic K and

¥inite Hp.n
3

K

I‘PA \N {K = i |i|=K;ij}

\N {(3x hx = i) |iJ=Kpj}

++

2.210 Remark

As was pointed out by Guaspari the interpretations

used in 2.2.6

do not even exhaust Bool(ZU-sent): there is a H?-sentence 9 such
1

that

for every RE extension

every

tail

T of PA (we need PA}-"PA E T") and

model K: |+PAs2 ++ [p]K T.

P4005: By 3.6 of part 1 of this thesis
such

that:

PA + E|PA_L + §2<—>AVPAJ.

PA I—W {£1 = i|il=KU.L}

Hence PA +[3PAif-[p]K

there is a H?-sentence 9

for every ]'[?—sentence A. By 2.2.’|

++ ElTl.

T +*

V/{K = i| iPl<[Dl.A

pl}

W{3x hx = 1 | i|=K(D_L

‘H

A pl}.

In other words PA +[3PAl F [p]K T++ B for some Z?-sentences

B.

Clearly

D

VPA§2++B for

PA +[3PAl +S2++1 BHPAi-

Next we prove the Uniformination

proved first

Theorem. This seems to have been

by Artyomov using a different

method (see [Ar]l.

2.241 Uniformization Theorem
Let T and a be as in 2.2.6. There are Z3-sentences
such that for f: Lpr 4 L with f(p.]1 = Q.1 we have:
for

every

Q0, Q1, 97...

A E Lpr: FGaA = Fw—<A>f’T.

Pnooﬁ: Let Y: = {<A>KTIK is a tail

model such that

element

n 95 0 n|#KA and d[A) = d(n]}.

Clearly

Y is recursive

.

and TV‘Y (i.e.

for some tail

for every C E Y: THIS].

0

Define for B E Z2(x):
x B"- = {c e ZU(xl
2

Applying part

| (Vx(B++

c)

A I:

T

Vx(B++ 13)) |- T Y}

1, thm. 3.6 we find an Q(x) such that

XQ[X) = Z.

Take Qi: = Q(i). Suppose Gah‘A(pU,...,pn)
counter

model.

sufficient

and K is the appropriate

We know Tb‘<A>K T and we want Tb‘<A>¥’T, hence it

to show: T + (Q0++ [p0]

K,T

A UT(Q0++ [pg]

U

+...+

(Qn ++ [pn]K,T

Take D(x):

1)

.

A T(Qn<+ [pn]K TJJV-<A>K T

= ((x = O A [pg]
[x

K,T

is

= n A [p

K,T

J v...v

]
n K T1]

we have:

Vx(Q(x)<+ D(x)) AI3T Vx(Q(x)*+ D(x))FT

N\(Q(i)*+ D[i]) A[jT N\(Q(i)*+ U(i]]FT
N\(Q(i]** [Di]K’T] AIDT/“(Q(i)** [Di]K’T).

And:

VX(Q(x)++ D(X)) A DT Vx(Q(x)++ D(x)]VT.<AK

>

Hence:

N\((Qi<+ [pi]K T) A[3T(Qi++ [pi]K T))VT.<A>
Conclude:

2.3

VT<A>F’T.

On the metaphysics of Solovay’s Theorem

What does Solovay’s Theorem tell

‘metaphysical’,

us? Clearly the question is

maybe even in the pejorative

member of the unholy company of ‘vague’,

sense - that dreaded

‘meaningless’

and their

kin. Nevertheless it imposes itself.
A fist

point is that Solovay’s Theorem implies G6del’s Second In

completeness Theorem without using any further
So Solovay’s tells

information on PA.

us anything G6del’s does. What then does Godel’s

Theoremsay? That is a controversial subject. Interpretations are
strongly and often strangely dependent on philosophical points of

view (examples are

[Du], [Sto], For the standard view see [Sm]).

we will not pursue that matter here.
So what more does Solovay's

Incompleteness
Let us split

Theorem tell

us than C6del’s Second

Theorem?
Solovay’s Theorem in two: the Soundness and the Com

pleteness halF. Soundness is implicit in L6b’s 1955 article([L6]).
Wewill read Soundness as closure

o? PA under the Ldb Conditions

and L6b’s Rule [even i¥, strictly speaking, as stated it is a bit
weaker). Soundness thus viewed is and is exactly the articulation

of the propositional provability principles implicit on the one
hand directly

in the concept oF Formal provability,

on the other

hand via L6b's and De Jongh’s theorems in the Arithmetical
Point Theorem or Selfreference
Lemma.

Fixed

But what does Completeness, the fact that these are all principles
mean? Is Completeness surprising?

For Completeness we only need

interpretations in Bool (Z?-sent], doesn't that suggest that we
get Completeness just because classical modal propositional logic
is too poor to register Turther provability principles? The case
¥or e.g. modal predicate logic could be Far more difficult possi
bly using sentences of any complexity, possibly having no RE axio
matization. On the other hand this cannot be the whole truth. Un

deniably, interpretations

stitute

in PA and RE theories

extending PA con

a more speci¥ic semantics than say Kripke models, e.g. we

cannot get the logic of Finite linear irre¥lexive Kripke models
(because oF the Rosser-like

phenomena in Solovay's Theorem).

As we will see in the epilogue,

the provability

logic of HA

is quite different

from that of PA and more complex. Hence Com

pleteness of G for interpretations

in PAis in a very essential

way bound to classical logic. Inspection of Solovay's proof
shows that one needs the fact that existence of limits of recur
sive functions wemdymonotonic in a finite

ordering or equiva

lently decidability of Z?-sentences is provable in the theory.
This shows at Keabt that Solovay's Theorem is about formal

provability in the context of classical logic. It is of course
also another sign of the fact that manyclosure properties of
HAare provable

in HA. One may however not conclude that

Solovay's

Theorem shows that the metamathematics of PA is more difficult

(in the sense that it needs stronger principles) than the meta
mathematics of HA: for one thing e.g. the modal predicate
of HAand PA could very well be equally

logics

complex, moreover we can

not even add (e.g. using the Selfreference

Lemmaas in part 4,

theorem 5.2) propositional provability principles to PA. The pro

positional provability logic of the resulting theory always col
lapses

into B or G + Dkl for some k.

The above remarks are very tentative,

they just touch the problem

mﬁsed, but one point emerges clearly:

the relevance of future

work on generalizations of propositional provability logic [e.g.

to predicate logic, quantified propositional logic, intuitionistic
logic), and on interpretations as semantics in general (e.g. the
logic of the truth predicates of the complexity classes of sen
tences,

the logic of Ag—modelsof PA etc.)

to the proper appre

ciation of Solovay's result.
Let us close with the remark that from a certain

point of view

Solovay’s theorem LA surprising.
tactical,
at all.

Formal provability

is a syn

man-madeconcept, not prima ¥acie a bona Fide modality
Modal Logic, even if conceived in sin, may have been

redeemed by Gddliness, it is also true that the completeness

theorem For interpretations
salvation

from Syntactical

is Formal provability’s
Earth into Modal Heaven.

Sole Wayto
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ABSTRACT

Applications of complete and precomplete numerations (as
introduced by Ersov) to term models of A-calculus, structures

associated with partial recursive functions and Peano arith
metic. Someresults: a version of G6del“s First Incompleteness
Theorem for X-calculus (a consequence is that any countable
p.o. can be embeddedin the p.o. of RE X-theories); a topologi
cal explanation of the Range Theoremof X-calculus; represen

tability

of the partial recursive functions in any REA-theory

and in any RE extension

of PA.

§0 INTRODUCTION

In this paper I use someof Ersov's concepts to prove results
about structures such as term models of X-calculus. These re

sults and their proofs are "coordinate free" i.e. they use
(nearly) no specific properties of e.g. X-calculus. As a conse
quence theorems from arithmetic carry over to X-calculus and
vice versa. For example there is a version of the G5del-Rosser
Mostowski-Myhill-Kripke Theorem for RE X-theories.
§l introduces the relevant concepts from the theory of numer
ations. §2 is a small study of "intensional" phenomenain pre
complete numerations by means of topological considerations.
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E.g. I bring out the topological content of the well known
Range Theorem of X-calculus. §3 contains some consequences of
the Fixed Point Theorem for precomplete numerations. §4 gives a

construction which one could call: "Howto Kleene a Curry", i.e.
a construction to form a complete numeration from a precomplete

numeration by identifying certain elements.
To read the paper a general background in recursion theory and
A-calculus (e.g. Rogers (1967) and Barendregt (1978)) should be
sufficient.
I took some care not to presuppose knowledge of
Ersov (1973) and Ersov (1975). Actually, I think the present
paper could be considered as an introduction to the idea of pre
complete and complete numerations.
§l

INTRODUCTION

TO SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

1.] DEFINITION. A numeration Y is a pair

surjective

(v,S),

where V is a

function from E1 to S.

If Y] = (v1,S]) and Y2 = (V2,S2) are numerations then u is a
morphism from Y] to Y2 if u is a function from S 1 to S2 and if

there is a recursive w s.t.
iN

w

v1

S]

445M

v2

U

commutes.

—>S2

Numerations with their morphisms form the category of numer

ations.
1.2 DEFINITION.If Y = (v,S) is a numeration then we will

say

m “V11 for v(m) = v(n).

1.3 DEFINITION.Wewill call a numeration positive

if

“y is an
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1.4 DEFINITION.A numeration Y = (v,S) is called precomplete

if for every partial recursive w there is a total recursive w
s.t. for every n E Domxpm(n) ”Y w(n).
We shall say that w makes w total modulo Y.
1.5 DEFINITION.A numeration Y = (v,S) is complete if there is

an a E S s.t. for every partial recursive w there is a total
recursive

Ws.t.

n q? Domtp

for every n E DomqD w(n) “V w(n) and for every

\)(11J(n))

= a.

Wewill call "a" a special element of Y.
1.6

EXAMPLES OF NUMERATIONS

1.6.1

TERMMODELSOF AB-CALCULUS. Let A be the

set

of closed

terms. A X-theory T is a consistent set of identities

A

between

elements of A closed under the rules of AB-calculus. Suppose
F'_1 is an elementary bijective coding of A in E1 ("elementary"

means: easy to give, primitive recursive etc.).
Let for M E A : lIM]]T := {N E AI(M=N) E T} and take

n4T:={ﬂMﬂT|M E A}. Define:

AT(Flfl)

MTof T is the numeration

(XT,I%Q.

1.6.1.1

:= HMHT.Now the term model

THEOREM.MT is precomplete.

Proof. Let m be partially

recursive. There is a represen

tation F of w in AB-calculus. Let E E A be the universal

con

structor i.e. the X—terms.t. AB F E[j§j =‘M, for all ME A.
Take w(n) := |_E(Fn)_1,then it is easy to see that w makes w
total

modulo MT.

[3

1.6.2

THE RECURSIVENATURALNUMBERS.The recursive

natural

bers are the O-place partial recursive functions. Define:
{n}0 = 2 {n} <> (5{n}0)

num
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Let
1N*

IN U {+}.

Further take
*(n)

{{n}O
if
{n}O +
+ else.

The numeration N* of recursive natural numbers is (*,lJ*).
1.6.2.1

THEOREM.N* is complete.

Proof. Let Q be partially recursive. Suppose Q has index p.
Take an index p' s.t. {p'}n 35{{p}n}Ofor all n.
Construct a primitive recursive Sg with {Sé(m,n)}O 35{m}n.
Take w(n) E5Sé(p',n). It is easy to see that w makes w total
modulo N*. Moreover if @(n)’f we have *(w(n)) = +. It is poss

ible to prove that + is the unique special element of N*.
1.6.2.2 REMARK.
Define term models of KI-calculus

ID

in the ob

vious way. Call them Mi. Take To the closure under the rules of
AI of {M = N I M,N have no KI normal form}.

Then TO is consist

ent and M$0is isomorphic (in the sense of the category of
numerations) with N*. No term model of AB-calculus is isomorphic
with N*.
1.6.3

THE PARTIAL RECURSIVEFUNCTIONS. Let E’ be the set

of par

tial recursive functions. Let K(e) := (AxE EJ.{e})<). Then
P := (K,E’) is complete with as unique special element the no
where defined function. (A is an informal X.)
1.6.4

THE RE SETS. Let Hi be the set of RE sets.

Let H(e)

:= We

(Weis the domain of the partial recursive function with index
e). Then lZ:= (H,E{) is complete with as unique special element
the empty set.
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THE 'INTENSIONAL' PARTIAL RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS. Let

T be a

theory, T32 PA. (The language of T may extend the language of
PA). Define: l[e]lT := {f E INIT l- Vx({g}x E {ﬁx )}.
Take KT(e)

:= [[e]lT and 19*" == {t[e11T|e e m}.

Then PT = (KT,EJO is the numeration of the partial

recursive

functions intensional in T.
T

1.6.5.1

.

THEOREM.P is precomplete.

Proof (sketch). Let m be partially

recursive. Suppose p is an

index of w. Define: w(n) := Ak. {{P}I1}k, where (Ak. {{p}I1}k)

is an index q s.t. PA|- Vx{g}x E{{p}E}x .
(Ak. {{p}t1}k) can be found in a primitive recursive way from p
and n. Then w makes w total
1.6.6

modulo PT.

[3

THE XE-FORMULAE WITH FIXED FREE VARIABLES OF A THEORY
EXTENDING PA.

Let T be a consistent theory T12 PA. Let Z:(x0,...,xk_l)
be the
class of 23 formulae (not necessarily in prenex normal form) of
the language of PA with free variables

among x 0,...,xk_1. We

shall abbreviate (x0,...,xk_])
to E. Take VH7to be an elemen
tary bijective coding of 2g(§). Define for A(x) E 2g(§):
[[A(§)]l§

3; == £362)

6 231(2)

I T 1- v§Z(A<§Z><—+B(§>)}

and

Put:
Then

sigfl 9 ;(r‘A<3*<>‘I) == l[A(§)]l;£ 9 ;.

Sig: 9 ; := {[[A(§<’>11:
; I AGE) 6 23(2)}.
9
.

T

.

T

.

T

Sign ; := (sign ;, Sign ;)
9

.

9

.

9

O +

is the numeration of En(x) formulae of T.
1.6.6.1

THEOREM.
3: ; is precomplete.
9

Proof. Consider w partially

recursive. Let p be an index ofta
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It is well knownthat there exists a 2g(y,;) predicate Tn(y,;)
s.t. for all A(x) E En(x): PAI- Vx(A(x)++ Tn(rA(xf1,x)).
—>

Now take:

0

—>

—>

—>

—>

__>

+
Mm): 3 ( |_3y{p}m § y & Tn(y,x)_1) .

If w(m) E FA(§71 we have:
T 1- v;( E1y{_13}_Ir_1
2 y 3, :rn(y,§2>

So w makes w total

<—>Tn( ri<;Z>‘I,§§)

H

11(2)).

modulo Sig: ;.

1.7 REMARK.
Definition

9

1.1-1.5 are from Ersov (1973)

The expression "making w total modulo Y" is new. That MABis
precomplete was pointed out to me by Henk Barendregt.
§2 A LITTLE

EXCURSION INTO TOPOLOGY

2.1 DEFINITION OF-1OY. Let. Y 0= (V,S) be a numeration.
Let
.
.
.=
C
BY . {SO __S I v (30) in H1}. Clearly BY is a basis for a

topology. Call this topology OY.
2.2 THEOREM.
Morphisms are continuous.

Proof. Trivial.

[3

2.3 REMARK.
As far as I know this

topology doesn't

occur in the

literature.
In Er§ov (1975), Ersov uses a topology based on 2?
instead of H? sets. But doing this one loses Thm. 2.5.
2.4 ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLE.The topology

OY is meant to capture

something of the idea of nearness w.r.t. information content.
The following examplepurports to illustrate this.
Let (Ti)iEnq be a sequence of consistent RE theories containing
PA s.t.

C

0

Ti+] __Ti and iEnqTi

quence of Z]-sentences s.t.

=

'

PA. Suppose (Ai)iEnq is a se

Ti F A.. Consider Sig?A<>with
9

topology 0 PA , then ﬂ9_=‘QB?A<>is the unique limit
PA S1g]’<>
-

([[A.1I

i1,<>

)

iE1N‘

9

of

_
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2.4.1 REMARK.
There is a sequence (Ti)iEnJ
. .

n

taining PA s.t.

Ti+1 $;Ti and iEEJTi

PToof'of'remark.

=
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of RE theories

con

PA.

It can be shown that for any RE theories

U,V with U 2V 2 PA there is a sentence A s.t.

V E (V+A)EU

(see §3 of this paper).
Let T be RE, T §fPA. Let BO,B],...

enumerate the sentences of LT.

Define: T0 := T; Bik is the first
PA

P

.

S ( A+Bik)

'

sentence s.t.
:= PA

.

55 T ’ Tk+1

+ Blk

It is easy to see that the construction works and satisfies
desiderata.
ID

the

Proof of 2.4. First we show that H9_=9ﬁ?A<>isia limit.
Suppose it is not. Then there is an RE set U closed under
“’. PA s.t. for infinitely many i,rA:1 E U and r0 = G7 $5U.
9

Sig]

<>

1

-— 

Let B(x) be a E?(x)-formula which represents U in PA.
Let C:5E (3xI3(x) A T](x)).Then: Vi E E0 Ti F C, but clearly
PAH C (because PA satisfies the existence property for 28

sentences). Contradiction.

..

PA.

For unicity:

9

A

HAH? <> #=ﬂg_=.gD?A<>.
’

_

OA

V

..

assume HAH]<> is also a limit and
PA

{HA H1,<>

’

.

Then there
I

1S an N s.t.

.

I TN V A } is

PA

open

and HAHl’<>

TN H A. But
E

OA.

PA
9

$ OAcontradiction.

2.5 THEOREM.
If Y is precomplete

then OYis hyperconnected

i.e.

every two non-empty open sets intersect.

Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the theorem for
elements of BY. So going over to complements, we have to show:
for any RE sets U,V closed under ~y, if U t’V = Bi then U = R1
or V = EJ. Suppose U,V RE,-closed under ~# and U k’V = Bi. We
are done if U E V or V EU. So assume nu E U\V and nv E V\U, in
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order to derive a contradiction.

Let 2+, 2- EEEJ be two RE,

recursively inseparable sets. Define the partial recursive func
tion w as follows:
nU if n 5 2+

tD(n):5{nVifnE2
+ else

Let Wmake w total

modulo Y.

Consider:
WU

= {mI11)(m) E U}

wv

= {ml1P(m) E V}

Then we have:
1.

Nb b’Wv = El, since

2.

WU, WV are

w is total

and U U'V = R1.

RE.

3. 2-owU=>:“owV=¢.
By familiar arguments we can construct a recursive set which
+
.
.
separates E and Z ,contrad1ct1on.
2.6 COROLLARY.
Let Y be precomplete.

Let S0 EES be discrete

in

OY. (S0 is discrete

if the induced topology on So is discrete).

Let u be continuous

from S + S and u(S) E SO. Then u is constant

on S.

Proof. This is an elementary topological fact.

[3

2.7 DEFINITION.Let Y = (v,S).

SOS28 is RE_without repetitions
'
and for every so E SO{n|v(n) = so} is
RE.

if (i) S0 is finite
or
(ii) There is a total recursive Ws.t. vo w is injective,
vo w(Ii) = SO and m ~yw(n) is an RE relation

2.8 FACT. Let Y = (S,v).

then S0 is discrete.

in m and n.

If S0 EES is RE without repetitions

NUMERATIONS AND ARITHMETIC

Proof. Trivial.
2.9
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ID

FACT. Consider

MT. Define:

uM : MT ~>MT as uM(|IN]])T = [[MN]]

Then uM is a morphism.

Proof. Trivial.

[3

2.10 APPLICATIONS.Consider MAB.One.easily

(i) All finite
(ii)

sees that

SOEEDHXB
are REwithout repetitions.

EJE‘ = {HMHXB
M is in normal form} is RE without

repetitions.

Rememberthat morphisms are continuous; combining 2.6, 2.8, 2.9,
we find:

(i')

If there is an N],...,Nk

s.t.

for any P E A, MP= ABNi

for some 1 <§i <§k then there is an N s.t.

(ii')

a normal form N s.t.

Of course (i')
2.1]

for all P: MP = ABN.

Suppose for any P, MPhas a normal form, then there is
for all P: MP = XBN.

is the range theorem of A-calculus.

DEFINITION.

(i) C, the set of contexts in the language LPA + E]+ p, is

the smallest set s.t.
(a)

A E LPA=’A G C (We allow that A contains

free

variables)
(b)

p G C

(0) A,B€C=>AAB,AvB,A->B,-aA€C

(ii)

(d)

For any xi E Var : A E C =’VxiA,3xiA E C

(e)

A EEC =*[3 A EEC.

We define

Sub : LPAXC-> LPA by:

(a)

A E LPA => Sub(D,A)

(b)

sub(D,p)

= A

(c)

Sub(D,A A B) = Sub(D,A) A Sub(D,B),

= D

where A E {A,v,+};

Sub(D,-1A) = -»Sub (D,A).
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(d)

Sub(D,QxiA) = Qxi Sub(D,A) . Q E {v,3}.

Weallow that xi is among the free variables

(6)

of D.

Sub(D,[] A(;)) = prov(r§ub(D,A(;)Y7,;),
where 2 contains all free variables of A in order of

first occurrence.
We will
2.12

write

for C E C : C[p] and for Sub(D,C) : C[D].

LEMMA. PAlProof‘.

A<—> B=>PA+— C[A] +—>C[B].

Use:

PA I—v§§(A(§)

<—+13(2))

=>

PAF V;(Prov(rA(;i7,;) ++ Prov(rB(;57,;)).
2.13

APPLICATIONS.

2.13.]
or

[3

Let C[p],D[p] E C. Suppose that for all A E 2? PA F C[A]

PA +—D[A].

or

Proof.

Then

for all A 62?,

PA|—c[A],

for

PA +—D[A].

F :

all

A E 2?,

{AGE}? 1 PA|- cm},

A :={AEZ3(1) | PAI-D[A]}.

Well F U A = 2?; T,A RE; T,A closed under provable equivalence.
Apply hyperconnectedness.
[3
2.13.2 Suppose []C[p],

[3D[p] E C, where C and D contain no

free variables. Then
for all AGE? PA|- (I:lc[A] v ElD[A])

implies
or

for all

A E 2? PA I- I:lc[A]

for all A E 20

]PA+— EIDIA].

Proof. Because:
PAl— EIc[A]

v DDIA] =

]N |— I:Ic[A]

v

l:ID[A]

=>
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or

1N |— ElD[A]

PA|— ElC[A] or PA|-

(The last
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=>

I:ID[A].

step is because E]C[A], []D[A] are 2?). Nowapply

2.13.].

D

2.13.3 Let C(x)[p] E C. Suppose that for every A E 2?, there is
precisely one n s.t. PAF C(n)[A] then there is precisely one
no s.t.

for all A €52? PAF C(nO)[A].

Proof.

(the unique n s.t.

m(FKW)

PA.F C(n)[A]) induces a

IN

morphism from Sig?A<> to N = ~1id; and ONis discrete.
’

:N

[3

2.13.4 REMARK.
For a different

proof of 2.13.2 see Boolos (1979)

page 106.
§3 THE FIXED POINT

THEOREM

3.1 REMARK.
Let Y be precomplete.

By definition

there is for

every partial recursive m a total recursive w which makes w
total modulo Y. Wecan even show that there is a total recur
sive

X: 1N2->1N s.t.

An{e}n total

for every index e )\nX(e,n)

modulo Y. For consider

p total and take X(x,y) := p*((x,y)).

makes

p(z) := {zO}z]. Let 0* make

Weshall write {x}Yyfor

X(x,y).
3.2 FIXED POINT THEOREM
(Ersov).

every partial

Let Y be precomplete,

recursive m we can find an n (effectively

index of w) s.t.

then for

from an

@(n)+ =’w(n) ~y n.

Proof. (Wecertainly can afford the space).
Let p be an index of Q. Let q be an index of Ax .{p}({x}Yx).
Say {q}Yq 35q*. Suppose {p}q*+ then:
{p}q*

‘—”-—
{p}({q}Yq)

3 {q}q

~Y {q}Yq 1-”q*.

Cl
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Alternative Proofl Let w make Ax{p}({x}x) total.
index of w. Let r* be {r}r. Suppose {p}r*+ then:

Let r be an

{p}r* § {p}({r}r) ~Y {r}r E r*.
3.3 DEFINITION.We say that a sequence (Ui)iEnq of subsets

ofim

is recursive if there is an RErelation R(i,k) s.t.
k €5Ui ¢=’R(i,k).

r is an index of the sequence if r is an in

dex of R.

3.4 DEFINITION.Let R(x,;) be an RE relation,

R as 3zR0(z,x,;),where

then we can write

R0 is recursive. Define:

€xR(x.§)= 5 (uuR0(uO.u] 5)) 1

So €x.R(x,;) gives an element of {x|R(x,;)} is there is one.
Note that E depends on the choice of R0.
3.5

INDEX AVOIDINGTHEOREM.Suppose

Y is precomplete

and

V. .
is a recursive se q uence s.t.
( 1)1ElN
(i) Each Vi is closed under ~y

(ii) i ¢ Vi;
then we can find (effectively
s.t.

from an index of (Vi)iEnq) an i O

V10 = ¢.

Proof. Take i O a fixed point of Ai(€n..n 6 Vi).
3.6

[3

THE GODEL-ROSSER-MOSTOWSKI-MYHILL-KRIPKE THEOREM. Consider

SigPA+ . Let (T.)
be a recursive sequence of theories s.t.
1
n,x
iem
Ti_2 PA. Let (Ui) iehi be a recursive sequence of codes of for
mulae (say the coding is " ”) s.t. Ui E§LT_
and Ti H A for all
1
"A" E U.. (Wecould say that Ti leaves Ui out). Then there is a
2E(§) formula A0 s.t.
VA 6 2g(§Z) vi

Proof.

6 ]N \/"B" 6 ui Ti+

v§c’(AO+—>A) V B.

Apply the Index Avoiding Theorem. Remember FM7is a
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bijective coding of 2g(§) formulae of LPA in the natural numbers.
Take Vi of the theorem as follows:
,=

vl_A_| .

{I”c‘I|

c

E

0 +

En(x) and 3;

. E

+

H II

ma B 6111 Ti+Vx(A H c) |—B}.
[3

3.7 COROLLARY.
Let Ti? PA be consistent,

RE. Then there

0

is an

infinite recursive0 sequence of E]-sentences BO, 1,... s.t. for
V

any sequence of Z]-sentences C0, 1,...

T+C

is consistent.

O ++

B

C
O,»l

++ B

1,...

Proof. Apply 3.6 for Sig?fX and Ti = T and Ui = {"0 = 1"}.
Let A0 be the formula given by the theorem.
Take B0 = AOQO),B1 = AO(l),...
. It is sufficient
to prove
that for any n: T-+CO‘++AO(O)4-... Cn ++ AO(n) is consistent.
Take D(x) E5(x = 9_A CO) V ...(x

=_n A Cn), then

T4-Vx(D(x) ++ AO(x)) is consistent.

But

T-+Vx(D(x) ++ A0(x)) F CO++ A0(Q),...

3.8 THEOREM.
Consider MKS. Let (Ti)iEnJ

Cn ++ A0(g).

|D

be a recursive

sequence

of KB-theories. Let (Ui)iEEJ be a recursive sequence of non
empty sets of codes of identities of closed A-terms (say coded

by ” ") s.t.

viE1N V"P=Q"EUi Ti|7‘P=Q.
Then there is an 90 E A s.t.

VME/\.Vi€]N V"P=Q"€Ui Ti+§20=M|7‘P=Q.
Proof. As in 3.6.

[3

3.9 COROLLARY.
Let T be an RE X-theory.

s.t.

Then there

are Q],Q2,...

for every M],M2,... T+Q1= M1+Q2= M2-P... is consistent.
Proof‘. Apply 3.8.

given by the theorem.

It is sufficient

is consistent.

Take Ti = T, Ui = {''K = 1"}. Let S20be

Ob...

Take: Q] = Q0 9, 92 = Q

to show that for any n T+Q
O O= M0,...§20n=Mn
Let m be recursive s.t. w(0)==rH67,...w(n)==FHQ7.
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Let F represent

w in AB. Then T4-Q0 = XxE(Fx) is consistent.

And T+§2O = }\xE(Fx)

1- S20 _C_)_
= E(F9_)

= EIT/10"|= M0,...§203

3.10 COROLLARY.
Let Tg>= (I}n,E) be the partial

= Mn.

ordering

of AB

theories or of theories in the language of PA, extending PA,
then Pmcan be embeddedin K” i.e. there is an f :Pw +'I(n s.t.
Vx,y E Pu)(X E)’ lﬁwx)
Proof.

_C_
f(y)).

Let X E ]N. In the case of AB take

f(x) = AB-+{QOn_= KI|n E3<} where 90 is as in 3.9.

In the case

of PA take f(x) = PAn+{AO(n)In E}(}. Clearly in both cases

x_C_y=’f(x)Ef(y).
3.1]

By3.9 and 3.7:1-:7'=y=’f(x)¢f(y).

[:1

INTRODUCTION
TO 3.12. We are going to prove 3.12 both

for RE KB-theories and for RE theories

in the language of PA,

extending PA. To avoid unnecessary duplication we need a little

dictionary:
NOTATION

MEANING FOR PA

MEANING FOR AB

A,B,C

Z8-sentences

Identities between
closed A-terms

QO,X,Y,Z

E?—sentences

closed A-terms

~.

++

Tr

Q = Q

=

KI

Fa

9_=_l

XVA

XVA

XM=XNwhereAE(M=N)

I

X A A

X A A

X(KTr)M = X(KFa)N
AyE (M = N)

X + A

X + A

X(KTr)

T

The set of RE

The set of RE R8

theories, ex-

theories

tending PA, in
the language of PA

V A

where
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Of the special logical constants for A8we really need only Tr,
Fa and V. Weuse the following fact:
3.11.1

FACT FOR As

(i)

AB F Tr v A

(ii)

AB,Fa V A F A

(iii)

AB,A.F K v A

(iv)

AB,x = Y, x v A F Y v A

Proofl All the verifications

are trivial

for examplein case

'21)ifAE(M=N)thenABl-KIM=I=KIN.
3.12 THEOREM.
Any countable

p.o.

Cl

3 = (S;<) can be embedded in

T = (T,EQ.

Let S = (S,<§ be a countable p.o.
3.12.1 DEFINITION.Let P,Q E s; P,Q #9). we define:

P<Q= ‘=’3p€P, C150 p<q
3.12.2 DEFINITION.A function f :S + T is called faithful

tg_S

if: (i) Vp,qES p<q=’f(p) Ef(q)
"

(7,1) (

VA“ f

P9Q #:¢9F’:Q

pep

(p)

l-

A=>

f

qgQ (q)

|-

A =>I><
)

Q,

f

or al

1

SE3

3.12.3 MINILEMMA.
f is faithful‘’

f is an embedding.

Proof. Wejust have to prove that f(pO) E f(qO) =>p0 < qo.
wen:

f<p0> g £<q0> = PEQPO}fun)
( V/ApEr{‘pO}Hp)

g qggqo} £<q>

'— A = <1€L{Jq0}ﬂq)

{p0} < iqo} =’ p0 < qo.

[3

3.12.4 LEMMA.
Let S = (S,<9 be finite

bottom l. Suppose f is faithful

F A) 3

with a distinct

top T and

to 3. Let S0 = (S0,<%) be a p.o.
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s.t.

(i) S0 = S t’{s0},

so ¢ S

(i7:)<=<0Ps
then there is an f0 faithful to S0 with f0 P S = f.
Let's first prove the theorem from the lemmabefore proving the
lemma.

Pr00f'0f'the0rem 3.12. Let S = (S,<§ be Countable. Add to S
a top and a bottom, T and L. (T,i Q S). We get 3' = {S‘J{T,i},<9)
where for any u,v E S U {T,i} :

u<'v‘=”’((u,v€Sandu<v) oru=.Lorv=T).
SupposeS = {s],s2,...}

s :={T,J.,s
n =

Sn

(i‘# j" si=# sj). Define:

sn} (n=O,l,...),

<'1,‘.
(Sn, \
Sn) .

Let T0,T1 be any two elements of T s.t. To EETI and there is an
A s.t. To H A and T] F A. (Note that in the case of PA A 552? so
what we ask is stronger than To S Tl). For example for X8 take
To = K8, T1 = AB-+9 = I and for

PA take

TO = PA and

T] = PA+--wcon(PA).

Take: f O :S 0 + T as fO(l)

= TO, fO(T) = T 1' Clearly f O is faith

ful to 30. By the lemmawe find f0 E f] E ...,

where fi is faith

ful to Si and thus an embedding. Define g := icgofi and f= gl‘ S.
It is easy to see that f is an embedding of S in T.
[3
3.12.5

REMARK.

(ﬂ) We could also do our proof for the case of PA with H?

sentences instead of E?—sentences. This would give the extra
result that we could embedany countable p.o. in the true RE
theories extending PA in the language of PA.
(ii) Wecould also do our proof for the case of PAwith Eg(;)
or Hg(;) formulae. From this would follow that for any T0’T1
'

with

C

PA__ T0

C

T1 (TO,T 1 RE and in the language

of PA) we could
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embed any countable p.o. in the RE-theories in the language of
PA between T0 and T].

Because if To C T] then there must be an n.; s.t.
Zg(§) or a

Now let's

Hg(§) formula F s.t.

there is a

T0 H F and T] F F.

do the proof of the Lemma.

Proof of Lemma3.12.4.
Define:

D

so}
ll

"CH

0

:

{p€S

I s0<O p}.

We have i E ?O,T 5 D0 so §0,§O #=¢.

Let §O,§l,...§N be the subsets of S s.t.
(i = 0,... N) (clearly T $ ﬁo).

C35. and T $ D.
D0 -—
1
1

V

Let §O,...PN.

be the subsets of S s.t.

DOEgﬁj and L ¢ Dj

(j = O,...N') (clearly l $ D0).
Define for i = O,...N:

(31:= {q€SlVp€f’iq§€p},
then:

T E 6.1 so 6.1 ¢=¢;
Qi‘~i€Pi;
A

CY

Define for j = 0,...N':
52-:=
{qES|VpE‘P5J-pﬁgq}.
J
then:

i 5 Dj so aj #=¢,
D. 5.;
J $;QJ

§.

J $§Q

Let f(s)

=> c‘..

Q._ Q]

= T for s E S. Wewill
s

s E SO. Because f is faithful

define

TS . Make f (s) = T for
O

O

to S we have, for i = 0,...,N:

s
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thus there

is an Ai s.t.

V1
Tq F A.1
'

and

qali

tL TP H Ai.

Q;

p Pi

and for j = O,...,N':
13. $A.
J

QJ

and thus there

is a B. s.t.

FL T F B. and
PEP.

p

J

By theorems 3.8 and 3.6 pick Q0 s.t.
and for all X
U

T

+ Q

O

KL T H B..

J

qeq.

<1

J

J

for all 0 < i < N, O<j<N'

'~X H A.

1

p€T’i P
U

T

A

+ Q

O

q€Q_ q
J
-

.

.=

Define. TS .
_

0

'~X H B.

J

U

p€§Tp + 90 v B]-F...Q0
0

Wehave to check that f
Ad(i)

O

v BN,.

is faithful.

Suppose u,v 5 SO and u <% v.

case a)

u,v G S, then Tu E TV.

case b)

u = v = s 0, then T’ C T .
u —- v

case 0)

u #‘sO, V = so. Then u‘<0 so i.e.

soTu§

UAT.ThusT
p€P0

case d)

u 5 BO.

ETS =TV.
u

0

u = so, v #=s0. Then so <6 v. We have v 5 B0 and

thus for any O<j <N' v €Bj,
so T

3

‘W T |- B..

v —- Ev

PPj

Moreover because f is faithful

T 3 U T (forp€13
So

V -peﬁo

p

Therefore

V

p

O

J

=’p< sO<Ov=>p<Ov=>p<v)
O

0

0

and thus an embedding we have:
0

TDUT+S2vB+...S2vB
v —-peﬁo

T P Q V B..

J

O

=T =T.
N‘

so

u
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Ad(ii) Suppose U 4% V (u,v #=¢);we prove that there is a C s.t.
(‘T

uEU u

F C and

U
vevTv "‘ 0°

Wedistinguish three cases:
case a) so $'U, so ¢3V. Then we are ready by the faithfulness

of f.

case b) so E3U, then of course so ¢ V.
Take E':=
(U\{s0}) U P0. Thenﬁiis one of the fj, for
trivially l 955.
. Clearly for
Suppose ll’ 13..we finduﬁévsovcﬁ.
every u E 3 : T F B.
u

J0

so certainly

T P Q v B. .
u

0

JO

Moreover TS F 90 V B. . So
0

30

OTDFL

T|—S2
VB
u
0

50'

u€U u _.u€U\J{sO}

k}

Suppose on the other hand that VEVTVF 90 V Bjo, then

certainly

LL_'T F 90 v B. . But then

qEQ.

q

JO

30
L)

'T

q€Q_ q
30

+ Q0*~Fa

F B.

J0

This contradicts

our choice of 90. So we can take C := 90 v Bj0 .
case 0) so E V, then so $‘U.
/'\I
Take V':= (V\{s0}) L’§O. Then we have: V is one of the

ﬁi, for trivially

T 95V.

Suppose §’= §. . We find U ¥§§ so U C 5.
10

—-

Then

10

FWTBHVTI-A..
L}

Suppose v€VTvI- Aio.

Well: UT = UT
+9 O VB0 +...§2
“’
VGVV

follows

this contradicts

that

VEVV

0

VBN' .11;
N

kLI§ + QO'~Tr F Ai . But V = Pi , so

VEW

O

0

our choice of Q0. So take C := Ai .
O

E]
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3.13 REMARK.
Inspection

of the proof shows that the theories

constructed are all finite over Tb.So using conjunction in case
of PA or pairing

in case of AB, we can formulate the theorem

for sentences instead of for theories.
3.14 REMARK.
The version

of the Godel-Rosser-Mostowski-Myhill

Kripke-Theorem which is closest to mine is that of Kripke in
Kripke (1963). Of course we have been a bit too generous using
PA: a subsystem like Robinson's Arithmetic would have been

sufficient.
§4 THE ANTI DIAGONAL NORMALISATION

THEOREM AND SOME OF ITS

APPLICATIONS.

4.1 MEDITATION.Consider MXB.By identifying

certain

elements,

the unsolvables, and closing off under the rules of KB-calculus
we get MH.MHis complete. Here we have a natural transfor
mation of a precomplete numeration into a complete one. The ele

ments that we identify first are intuitively the "undefined"
elements. By closing off under the rules certain other elements
are also identified.
Nowif we want to generalize the transition form KBto H it
would be nice to have some control over the set:
Aw := {{z0}Yz] I{z0}z1‘f,

z E DJ},

for arbitrary precomplete Y. The Anti Diagonal Normalisation
Theoremseems a step in the right direction; it is not strong
enough to get the consistency of the identification of the ele
ments of AVin the general case.
4.2 DEFINITION.Suppose R(;) and Q(;) are RE-relations.

them in the form: 3yR0(y,;) and 3yQ0(y,;),

recursive. Define:

RG2) < Q62) 3 ‘=’

RG2)<Q(;)

3)’

3 ‘=’ 3)’

RO(y,;)

Wewrite

where R0 and Q0 are

and V2 <y

not QO(Z,;:)

R0(y,;) and V2 <y not Q0(z,;).
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Then R(;) < Q0?) and R(x>)< Q62) are RE relations.

4.3 DEFINITION.Let Y be a numeration. A partial

recursive

A is

a diagonal function for Y if:
Vx E Dom(A)

4.4

A(x) 7LYx.

THE ANTI DIAGONALNORMALISATIONTHEOREM. Given

a precomplete

numeration Y and a partial recursive diagonal function A for Y,
there is a total recursive function {x}Y;A)7s.t.
-A

1)

{x}y+ =’{x}y ~Y {x}Y’ y

2)

{x}y + =~ {x}Y;A y s Dom(A).

Proof. Let 6 be an index for A. Define:

{e}x if {em

< {a}<{y}*y>+

on

{d(5s€sX)}Y : E

{a}<{y}Yy) if {s}<{y}*y) + < {em

Let us write d := d(5,e,x).

(M), then {d}d

W

(am

Suppose: {d}d~¥ because of clause

{a}<{d}*.1) +Y {am

~Y ma.

Contradiction.

So if {d}d4' it does so because of (*). Thus we find :
{d}d+ =>{d}d 2 {e}x.

Suppose {d}d'f then we must have {5}({d}Y«d)+ , else

(**) would

give {d}d a value.

So {d}d‘f "{d}Y<1 ¢ Dom(A).
So take: {x}Y;Ay: §{d(5,x,Y)}Y d(<S,x,Y).

4.5 REMARK.
The idea for the Anti Diagonal Theorem occurred

to

me when I tried to find another proof of the theorem of
Smoryﬁski (1978), which is a consequence of the ADNT.

Smoryﬁski's forerunners are Shepherdson's fixed point and ul
thmately the Rosser Sentence.
4.6 COROLLARY.
Let Y be precomplete.

Let U be RE, non trivial

and closed under ~#, then U is maximal in the RE mrdegrees and
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hence creative. (This corollary can be proved in other ways, see
Er§ov (1973)).
Proof.

Consider an RE set V. Suppose n0 e U, n] $ U. Take..
n

if x E U
1

Ax :35{

+ else

and

no if x €‘V

tD(x) :5

+ else

Clearly A is a diagonal function for Y.
Suppose p is an index of Q, then:

xEV=’{p}xEn
x¢V
4.7

O

=’{p}Y;Ax€U

=’ {p}Y;Ax~Y n O

=’{p}x+ =>{p}Y;Ax $Dom(A) =’{p}Y;Ax¢ U.

E]

COROLLARYOF 4.6.

(ﬂ) Every non trivial

RE set of A—termsclosed under 8

convertibility is creative.
(ii) Any REset U of identities

between X-terms s.t.

if

(M=N)EU and RBI-M=M', }\B|—N=N' thenM' =N' EU is

creative or trivial.
(iii)

Any RE AB—theoryis creative.

(iv) Let T be any RE KB-theory s.t.

T H M = N then:

{(P = Q) I T-+P = Q F M = N} is creative.

Proof.
(i) routine from 4.6.
(71)=’ (ii) =’ (iii), (iv) routine.
4.8

THEOREM. Let

(Ti)].-E]N

'3

be a recursive sequence of AB-theories.

Let (Ui)iEnJ be a recursive sequence of sets of (codes of)

identities between A-terms s.t.
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Ti|7‘M =N.

I := {$2E/\|vPEAviE1Nv"M=N"EU.T.+s2
0
11
Then there is an F E A s.t.

0 =Pb‘ M=N}.

for all i,p,m,n E El:

{p}mEn‘=’}\B|-F_pm=n‘=’Ti|-Fpm=n.
{p}m+ <=>a§20€I>\s|—F£E=§20.
Proof‘. Take:

AFl3_|:E€|_Q_|(EIi€]N3"M=N"€Ui Ti+P =Q|—M=N.
Clearly

A is a diagonal

function

for MABand |—P—|
$ DomA’-="PEI.

Choose p' s.t.
I-37 if

{p}m E n

{p'}m E

+ else
Let p" be an index of {p'}MKB;A,

It is clear that we can find p” from p in an effective

way. So

there is a }\-term Q which represents: \p(p,m): E {p"}m in AB.
(Remember that E is the universal con

Take F : "='(Xxy . E(Qxy)).
structor
We have:

i.e.

VQME A

(73) {p}m E n
where

=’

W17 ~M

A8 I—EFE7 = M).

{p'}m

|—_r_1__l)
=>

KB
(ii)

{p}m+

E if}

=’ {p'}m+

=3‘ ({p"}m

AB 1- E(Qpm)

=> Til-E(Qgg)

E |—M_|
E-(I-117)

= M = 3

=3.

=> {p"}m = W207

=’ AB!-E(QgI3) =EmO_' =90
=’ Ti I- E(Qpm) ' 90. Where Q0 5 I.

Moreover by the properties of elements of I and the fact that
numerals cannot be identified consistently with every term it
follows

V3 Ti H Q0 = _n for QO E I.

A moment-'sreflection

shows that the theorem follows.
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4.9 REMARK.
Obviously a similar

4.10 COROLLARY.
The partial
sented in any RE A-theory.
4.1]

theorem can be given for PA.

recursive

functions

can be repre

EXAMPLE OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPLETE NUMERATION BY
MEANS OF MXB.

Take I as in 4.8 for the constant sequence with Ti = A8 and
Ui = {"K = I"}. Define:
H‘ := A8 + {(M=N)

| M,NE1}.

It is easy to see that if MIEI then M is unsolvable, so H- is
consistent.
4.12

By 4.8 MH—
is complete.

REMARKS.

(i) Wecould do a similar construction

for e.g. PPA.

The point where we use "ME I then M is unsolvable"

con

tains a reference to specific properties of KB-calculus. It
would be nice to eliminate this.

As yet I see no way to avoid

it. Possibly somenatural condition is missing. In the case
.
. .
.
PPA one uses that the identifications
are true.
4.13 REMARK.There are some analogies

between A-calculus

and PA

that invite further reflection. I will state themwithout proof.
Let for e,f€lN,

"e ~ f" mean "Vx{e}x —%
{f}x". Define:

To := PA + {(e_“'f)

I Vn{e}n f,

{f}n f};

it is easy to see that
To == PA + E3-truth.

Let T] := PA + {(e_~'f)

T

I e ~'f}.

P 1 = P up to isomorphism.

We have:
1)

{(M = N) I XBl- M

{(e ~'f)
2)

N} is E?-complete

I PA|- e_~'f) is Xe-complete.

H is E3-complete (see Barendregt (1978));

NUMERATIONS AND ARITHMETIC

{(e ~ f) | T0 - 3 ~;}
3)
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is 2(2). (23 complete?)

H* is Hg-complete and the unique maximal extension of
H;

{(e~f)|e~f}={(e~f)

I T11-g"'£}is1[(2)—

complete and is the unique maximal (consistent)

extension of {(e “'f)

T0+s"‘£b‘9=l

I To F g_“’f} in the sense that

=’ T,1-2’”£

4.16 REMARK.For a proof that MHis complete see Barendregt

(1975). The results on many-one degrees of A-theories mentioned
in 4.15 are from Barendregt (1978).
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An incompleteness result for paths through or within 0
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an incompleteness result for paths through or within 0 and related structures will be
proved. A consequence of this result will be that no complete 17?set is partially many-one reducible
to any path through or within 0. For enumeration reducibility a weak kind of incompleteness is
obtained.
1 INTRODUCTION

Roughly there are four kinds of results connected with completeness for
paths through or within 0:

a) Completeness results for progressions of theories
In [Fe] Feferman produced a path within 0 and a recursive progression of
theories along that path, yielding the true sentences of number theory.
b) Completeness results in the sense of recursion theoretic reducibilities
E.g. it is easy to see that any set of natural numbers is enumeration reducible
to a path within 0 of length wz.
c) Incompleteness results for progressions of theories
In [Fe, Sp] Feferman and Spector established a number of incompleteness
results for 17}-paths through 0. In [Kr] Kreisel gave another incompleteness
result for Hi-paths through 0. We present here a strengthening of Kreisel’s
result with a new proof, using the methods of Feferman and Spector. For the
definition of and the basic facts about 0*; see [Fe, Sp].
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THEOREM: Let 7:be a 17}-path through 0. Let pe Ta be an RE-relation in p, a
s.t. for each a e n: Ta is a set of (codes of) sentences in the language of PA with

N :2Ta. Let 5 be an RE-relation s.t. 5 F0*= 50- and a5b and
be 0*-=ae 0*. Define: Tn= Uaen Ta. Then there is an RE theory Ts.t. INL:T

and T; T,,.
PROOF: Without loss of generality we may assume that a5b=> Ta Q Tb. Define
Kg= {b|b5a}. There is an a*e 0* s.t. Kg‘ 2 7:(see [Fe, Sp]). So Ta»Q T”. If Ta:
is true, we are done, if not, consider:
C:= {c5a*? Tc is not (the set of codes of) a true theory in the language of

PA}.
Observe that C is hyperarithmetic, so C has a smallest element w.r.t. 5, say
co. Pick C16 O*\O with C1$C0. Put T:= Tc].

Cl

d) Incompleteness results for recursion theoretic reducibilities
For example we will show that the halting problem is not partially many-one
reducible to any path through or within 0.
2 NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

We use X, Y,...,A,B for sets of natural numbers; x,y,...,a,b
numbers, and (0,w,(pA,

for natural

for partial recursive functions.

27* := {x! {x}xa-O}

Z := {x| {x}xl and {x}xsEO}

17+ :=lr\J\Z*.

Let R1(x), R2(x) be RE predicates. There are recursive relations R’,(y,x) and
’2(y, x) s.t.:
R1(x)<=>Ely R’1(y,x).

R2(x)<=>3y R’2(y.x).

Define:
R1(x) 5R2(x) :+—>£7y(R’,(y,x)
and Vz<yﬁ

R’2(z,x))

R1(x)< R2(x) M3 y(R’1(y.x) and Vzsy n R’2(z.x))

Note that the meaning of <, 5 depends on the choice of R’,,R’2.For any RE
predicate R(x) occurring in the text we will use one fixed R’(y,x) in the whole
text. If an RE predicate Q(x) is introduced in the text as (e.g.) R1(x)/\R2(x),
where R1, R2 are RE predicates, we take: Q’(y,x)E(R]((y)o,x)AR§((y)1,x)). We
will often use informal expressions as: “we found R1(x) before R2(x)” or “we
found R1(x)vR2(x) before R3(x), because we found R1(x) first” etc. Clearly on
our conventions these expressions have a natural interpretation.
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For:

R1(x)sR2(x) ‘
W(x)_={a1
'" a2 if
ifR2(x)<R1(x)
we use the following shorthand:
a1

if R1(x)

V/(x) :# {£12 if R205)

We will sometimes use abbreviations such as: ‘l,l/5(X)Ey’ for ‘l//1(X)Ey or
I//2(x)Ey’.
Scope should be evident from context.
3. THE CONCEPT OF SEPARABILITY AND SOME RELATED HIERARCHIES

The concept of separability introduced here is a generalization of the usual
notion of separability in recursion theory. It is inspired by the proof of the
Godel-Rosser-Mostowski-Myhill-Kripke theorem and partial many-one
reducibility. An analogous concept could be given for enumeration reducibility.
However in that case the central result of this paper does not hold.
3.1

DEFINITION

X sep(A,B) (X separates A and B) iff there are gm, (pgs.t.:

a)

co,;‘(X>nB=wI;‘<X>nA=a

b)

w;‘(X)u¢g‘(X>=N.

3.2 DEFINITION

X spm Y (X is partially many-one reducible to Y) iff there is a (ps.t. X = (,o‘1Y.
3.3 REMARK

X sep(A, B) and X 5 pmY-+ Y sep(A, B).
3.4 DEFINITIONS

3.4.1 X£Yiff for every (A,B) :Xsep(A,B)-> Ysep(A,B).
3.4.2 XE] Y iff XQY and YQX.
3.4.3 (A,B) s5(A’,B’) iff for every X:X sep(A’,B3-+X sep(A,B).
3.4.4 (A,B) =5(A’,B’) iff (A,B)s5(A’, B’) and (A’,B’)s5(A,B).
3.5 EXAMPLE

Let 7: be a I7}-path through 0, then 7zCl{1}.
' I consider the ‘else: undefined’-clause as implicit in E.
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PROOF: Let 5 be an RE relation that coincides with 50- in 0* and satisfies:

ash and be 0*=:~ae0*.
Put K(a) := {b | bsa}. There is a pe 0* s.t. 7:gK(p) (see [Fe, Sp]). Suppose
that 7:sep(A,B) via «IA,(/13.There are two possibilities:
I. There is an a*e 1t s.t. K(a *) sep(A,B) via rpA,(o3.K(a *)5pm {1} so then {1}

sep(A,B) and we are done.
2. There is no such a*. But in that case: as 1: iff (a .<_
p and go;‘(K(a))U
(pg'(K(a))=# N). This makes 7:E3. Contradiction.
D

The proof works also for enumeration reducibility, thus giving the result of [Kr]
p. 313, §3.
3.6 FACT

If (pis a total recursive function then (A,B) zs((P‘ ‘A, go‘1B).
3.7 FACT

If A,B are RE sets, AﬂB=0, then: (A,B)s5(Z+,E‘).

O ifxeA
1 xe
PROOF: =(p“Z+,
Find a total
recursive (ps.t.:
Then:A
B=(p“Z‘.
E] {(o(x)}(o(x)s { 1 ‘f B
3.8 EXAMPLES

i) It is not the case that: {1} sep(Z+,Z‘).
ii) 17* sep(Z+,Z+).
PROOFOFii:
(pg-(x) :_=_x.

4.

Let p+ be a fixed element of 17*. Make: q2z+(x):sp+ if xeZ+;
[:1

ABOUT DOWNWARD CLOSED AND COMPARABLE SETS

4.1 A set X is Downward Closed and Comparable or DCC if there is an RE
relation <1 s.t.

a)

x<1y and yeX-+xeX.

b)

x,yeX—>x<1y

or

y<1x.

4.1.1 Comment
Note that every RE set and every path through or within 0 is DCC.
4.2 THEOREM

No X, which is DCC, separates (Z+,.»‘I‘).

PROOF: Suppose X is DCC and separates Z+,Z‘
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via (o+,(o‘. We will con

struct recursive sets S‘‘,S‘ s.t. S+ = (S‘)‘ and 2* C;S*, 2?‘ QS‘. Thus obtain
ing a contradiction.
From the definitions of DCC and separability, we see that for every x and y:

(*)

W

}(¢‘(x)<w’(y))

i,je { +, —

or

_} (<o‘(V)<1<o’(x)).

(We take (p’(x) <1(o1(_y)
to imply: (o’(x)l, (p1(y)l).

Find ex (primitive) recursive in x s.t.
0 if (o*(x)<1¢+(y)

or

<o‘(r) <1<o*(x).

{ex}y:#
1 if (p’-'(x)<1(o‘(y)

or‘

cow) <I¢i(x).
By (*) we see that {ex}yl for any x,y. We now construct S +,S ‘ from the com
putation of {ex}ex. We will indicate the proof only for the case {ex}exso; the
case {ex}ex; 1 is similar.

Suppose {ex}exs0, then exeZ*. So (0+(ex)eX and ((o‘(ex)Tor ¢‘(ex)éX).
Now there are four cases to consider:
We put {ex}exsO because we first found that:
Casel

(o+(x)<1(p"(ex).

Then go+(x)eX. PutxeS+.
Case 2

go‘(x) <1go+(ex).

Then(p'(x)eX. Put xeS‘.
Case 3

(0‘(ex) <1(p+(x).

Because (p’(ex) éX, also (p’*(x)éX. Therefore (p‘(x) e X. Put xe S‘.

Case4

qp‘(ex)<1(p'(x).

Then cp+(x)eX. Put xeS"‘.
That S +, S ‘ have the desired properties is immediate from the construction.[:]
4.4 COROLLARY

For no DCC X we have XZpmH+.
4.5 DEFINITION

XSen'Y iff there is an RE relation R s.t. for every x:xeX<-> there is ay s.t.
<m'.-‘:%"‘(O).-e Y) and Rm».
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We say: X is enumeration reducible to Y.
4.6 LEMMA

If Yis DCC:
X sen Y4->
there is an RE relation Q s.t. for every x:

(xeX+-vthere is a ye Y Q(x,y)).
PROOF: Let R be as in 4.5. Take Q: Q(x,y) iff there is a z s.t. /Y\£—‘L‘%)"
1((z),-sy)

and R(x,z).

E]

The idea of the lemma is due to Kreisel, see [Kr] p. 313, §2.
4.7 THEOREM

Let Y be DCC, Xsen Y via Q as in 4.6. Suppose X sep(Z+,Z‘) via ¢2+,(o‘.
Then there are no w“, 1/1‘ s.t. for every z:

((Q(¢*(z).w‘“(z))

and

Ix/*(z)e Y)

OI

(Q(<o‘(z).w‘(z)) and I//‘(z)eY))
PROOF: Suppose there were such u/‘‘,w‘. First remark that Z = {(x, y) Iye Y
and Q(x,y)} in DCC. For suppose that Y is DCC via <1. Put:

<x,y> <’<x’,y’> iffy<y’ and Q(x,y) and Q(x’,y’).
It is easy to see that Z is DCC via <1’.We find: Z sep(E+,E‘) via )(+, x‘ with:

x*(z):s<<o"(z). w*(z)>
and

x ‘(z):s <¢>”(z).v/’(z)>.

Contradiction.
4.8

D

COROLLARY

Let Y be DCC. Suppose q (5Ta is an RE relation in q,a s.t.:

a) as Y-+Ta is (a set of codes of) a consistent theory containing PA.
b) For every n there is an a in Y s.t.
Ta+—“neZ+

”

or

Ta+—“néZ*

”

then there are no w *, ux‘ s.t. for every z:

((u/‘“(z)eY

and

Tw+<z>+—“zeZ*”)

OI‘

(1//‘(z)e Y and
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T.,,~(z)+—
“zéZ+

”)).

PROOF: By taking in 4.7:

X:= U Ta,
aeY

rp"(x):=“xeZ* ”,

(p‘(x):=“xéZ+”.

[I

4.9 COROLLARY

The Godel-Rosser-Mostowski-Myhill-Kripke Theorem: Let (Ta)ae 111be a re
cursive sequence of consistent theories containing PA. Then there is a b s.t. for
every a: Tax—‘‘b627* ” and Tar “béZ+ ”.

PROOF: Take for Y of 4.8 the set N. Clearly condition a) of 4.8 is fulfilled.
Suppose b) were fulfilled. It is easy then to give 1,1/+,1,11‘s.t.
Tu,+(z)l—“Z€Z+

"

Tw—(z)l-“zéZ+

".

OI‘

Contradiction.

E]
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PART 3

A PnopoAitiona£ Lqgic with Exp£icLt Fixed Pointb
Aﬁbeat vL44ea

Abstract: This paper studies a propositional logic which is ob

tained by interpreting implication as formal provability. It is
also the logic of finite irreflexive Kripke Models.
A Kripke Model completeness theorem is given and several

ness theorems for interpretations
Arithmetic.
0.0

complete

into Provability Logic and Peano

The strange tale of the Formalist who lost Modus Ponens

Imagine a formalist.

He has become convinced that any philosophy

of mathematics worth to be taken seriously,

must explain the meanil

of the logical constants. Yet he clings to the tenets of formalism
He sets out to produce a hybrid: formal semantics.

Consider the translation

* from L, the language of Propositional

Logic (PL), to LEV the language of Modal Propositional

It is given by:

Di:
L

*

H

pi
l

(A/\B)i'i'L\*ABJ
(Ave)»’1‘»

A vB*]

(A—»e;ﬁ‘.rJtA*_.e)

Logic (MPL

-02
Uur formalist stipulates:
the classical

the Formalistic meaning of C is to be

meaning 0? C*, where U is interpreted

as provability

in some Fixed Formal system. For deFiniteness he restricts

attention

to Peano Arithmetic (PA). An interpretation

LPAis just ¥ 0 *, where F is some interpretation

his

0? L into

For Provability

Logic [PrL) o¥ LU into LPA [For more detailssee §5). Formal Validity
will be detined as: A is ﬁohmaﬁﬁyvaﬂid iFF for every interpretation
g PA|- Ag.

The Formalist proceeds to formalize.

He looks For a logic - even

be¥ore conception he calls it : Formal Propositional

Logic (FPL) 

satis¥ying
FFPLA if? A is Formally valid.

By Solovay's Completeness Theorem for Provability
is equivalent

to : I-FPLA

Logic (PrL), this

if-‘+‘ I-PPL A*

The logic he Finds turns out to have Full Explicit Fixed Points,
1.9.

-For any A(p,a’) there

is a Esta’) s.t.

3(3) -II-FF,LA(lB(E1').E§).

For this luxury however a price has to be paid. The Fixed Point

Theoremreadily yields an explicit

Liar Sentence. Yet 1 should not

be derivable. So one o? the steps in the usual derivation of i must
be blocked. It turns out to be ModusPonens. The reason is that
PA b’Prov rﬂﬁ e A in general,

e.g.

PA b‘Prov

I‘

0 = 1ﬁ-+g = 1. This,

0?

course, is part of Gddels Second Incompleteness Theorem.

After some soulsearching our Formalist decides to follow the tortoise
and repudiate

Modus Ponens, For - he argues - what can one expect,

have a Formal proof that A* » B* , is no evidence whatsoever

A* is true, then B* is true.

Only lately he is having some trouble expressing the thought

to

that i?

0.1

Motivation

A more serious reason than speculation about strange formalists to
be interested in logics like FPL is the study of notions like PPOV.
Formal provability as coded in PA, which naturally
mathematics of Formal theories.

0.2

occur in the meta

Contents

In the following I will provide a formalization

of FPL and prove

the associated completeness theorem
The notion oF interpretation

described in 0.0 is not the only one

which yields FPL and possibly not even the most interesting

one. FPL

turns out to be also the logic of 2? -sentences of PAby interpreting
the atoms as Z1 -sentences, l as 0 = 1 and treating
junction and implication as be¥ore.

§ 1 contains the Kripke Model theoretic

preliminaries

conjunction,

for the de

velopment of FPL.

§ 2 gives FPL plus associated

Kripke Model completeness theorem.

§ 3 has the basic Facts about FPL.

§ 4 studies

an extension of FPL which is complete For a certain

inFinite matrix.
§ 5 Finally gives three interpretations
completeness theorems.
0.3

Somepartly philosophical

into PAplus associated

remarks

0.3.1 0n a certain equation

Let IPL be lntuitionistic
F-I

P l—

S

_

‘H "U

I'

PrL

Logic. we have

dis

The reason is that * is

a Gddel translation

_

for IPL in S4. we have

*

|- IPL A iff

ks 4 A

FFPLA

FPPLA

as well as
*

iff

The analogy gains substance when one considers that the axioms of

54 are valid for true,real or rigid provability. The crucial rule
gyi, which is blocked in PrL, is justified
have a proof

as follows : suppose we

p of A, then A, on eﬂbe p wouﬂd not be a taue

phooﬁ 06 A.

This argument suggests that what a proof is, cannot be fixed complete
ly by a set of ‘formal’ properties; there must be at least some se

mantical properties.
Uﬁ%2 Liar Paradox and Provability

with the usual derivation
tulated

Paradox

of the Liar Paradox in IPL from the pos

rules $ﬁ—(1) and 3E1(2)

corresponds via * the S4 derivation

(3)
of the (true) Provability Paradox from the postulated rules
U18
D15 (4). In FPLthere is an explicit sentence L satisfying
(1)
and (2), likewise in PrL there is an explicit sentence 8 satisfying

and

(3) and (4). In both cases paradox is blocked by failure

of Modus

DA

Ponens resp. 7r-.

0.4

Prerequisites

§ 1-4 are quite selfcontained.

The reader only needs a basic under-~

standing of Kripke Models for IPL, see e.g. [4] or [10]. §5 requires

an understanding of the main results

C.5

of PrL see e.g.

[2]. [9]. [7]. [8]

Acknowledgements
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Logic should be

For the development of the Kripke Model theory of § 1,[B]

has been my

been my guide. [4]is related to [3].
The present work seems a companion to [2].

between PrL and S4 is studied.

[5 ] where the relation

1

BASIC PRBPBSITIONAL

1.1

Eanguage

LBCIC

Let P : = {pU,p1,...}be the set 0? propositional

variables.

L is

the smallest set s.t.

PEL;J.€L;A,B€L=>(AAB],(AVB), (A4B)€L.
1.2

The Theory

The theory Basic Propositional

Logic BPLis given by the ¥ollowing

groups of rulesohemes
,

91°“? 1'

A

B

(A

“I

TATW

“E

VI

A
(A v B)

B
(A v B7

-

3

(B 4 C)

(A 4 C)

AI?

(A 4 B) (A 4 C)
(A 4 (B A Clj

(A 4 C)

"El

(formalized

4I

VE)

A

B

B)

i
‘LE A

(A 4 B)

(formalized AI)

II:

(A

TP

(Transitivity)

gnoup

B)

3

(B 4 C)

((AvB)4-C)

vE

(A

v

A

B

C

C

B]

(A 4 B)

C

A rulesoheme is considered here as a set of rules.

contains individual elements 0? L,
90

(p0

D1

A p1}

A

6

B

(A A B}

D0

e.g.

A rule always

D1

p0"p1

T———————T
is a rule

and

we may add to our system a set of additional

A ...A
—J—§——5
. Such rules

will

be called

R 0? the form

normal rules.

when P E L, F I-R A rneans : A is derivable
of

rules

From F, with the rules

BPL + R.

we say

I‘F-A
F-A

1.3

for

:

F Fm A

For

:

Z Pg A

A-4FR B

For : A-{Fm RB

A-4F-B

for : A-{Pg “B

A ¥ew basic

¥acts

about BPL

1.3.1 Derived and underived schemes

The Following are easily seen to be derived schemes

"E?

‘

.

(A 4 (B A C))

(A + (B A C))

VI f

:

4 B)
(A 4(A (B
v Cl)

+ C)
(A »(A (B
v Cl)

"H

(A->8)

((A

(A->C)

A B) 9 C)

(A->(B->C))

The Following are not derived ruleschemes as can be seen From the

completeness theorem (1_10);
4E
(or Modus Ponens)

ﬂ_A_:_§

"E‘°

((AAB)-DC)

(A 4 (B + Cl)

13.2 Substitution of equivalents
Let a propositional

context C [ ] be defined as usual. The Following

can be proved by easy inductions

4)

SE

: A4FP’RB-oCM]4FF’RCHH

4;)

SE?

: A+>BI—c[A]<+c[B]

(Substitution of
Equivalents)

(fornalized S E)

SE justiFies
1.4

us to be careless with brackets, so we will be.

ﬂodels

A (Kripke)

Model K is a structure

"worlds"; <1a binary transitive
W in the subsets o? P s.t.

< W, <J,F > where W is°a

relation

set o?

on W; F a function from

w <]w' » F(w) E f(w’).

$4.1 Satisfaction
Let K = < N, <],¥ > be a Model.

”—K

s.t.
pi€F(w)

g_w x L is the smallest

-=>w ||-Kpi

-

w- II-K A

and

w ll-KB

-

w|FKA

or

vvﬂ-KB »\~|FKA

-

(\Vw'

l>w

DeFine further

-9 w ll-K A. A B

v B

w’||—KA =9 w’||-KB), aw

II-KLA -9 B).

For T E L

T H-KA : ea \VwEW

(w ll-KI" -Ow II-KA).

we write

Kli-A

or ll-VA 1°01‘ IZHI-K/3n

1.4.2 Fact
For‘all

relation

A EL and w,\~’E

W: w|FKlA and w’ D'w = w’H—KA.

ﬁ4.3 Closure under rules
A

we say that

K is closed

under a rule

COCA

of the form —1—§——h
i?

{A1.....Ak}||-KB.
Let R be a set of normal rules.

We say that K is closed under R if

K is Closed under every element 0? R.
De+‘ine

: T ll-RA : <==>
For

every

12- closed

K

I‘ ll-KA.

we have

L4.4

Soundness Theorem

P1005 :

Routine.

D

As a preliminary For the completeness theorem we will give a connection
between ’¥orma1ized' and 'unFormalized’

Definition
A1.

Let

T_E L. Define

:

RF : = {

.Ak

B

I Fl—R(A1A ..Ak)

1 E I Egg;
R E RI. .

A1.

Moog

1.6

H

.Ak

8

e12 then

r I-RCA1/\.,Ak)

_. 3,

E1

Theorem

For all FE L; k€I\J; A1...Ak,B€L:

"B%I‘;A1oooAkl'-R
B
F

P1005 :

"»”
«"

By definition.
By induction on the length of the proof.

» B},

Cabe L)

The length of the proof is 0, i.o.w.

B€IF,A1...A k.

Trivial.
Cabe LA)

The last
is

rule applied is of group I or of RP. Say it
B1...BS

R =

C

We have

1",A1...Ak|—RT B1,...

1*,A1...Akl—RP BS

By Induction Hypothesis and /\I'F
T‘ I-R (A1 A ..Ak)

-+ (B1 A IIBS]I

when RERI. we have by de*Finition
I‘ |-R (B1 A ..BS)

-> C.

when R is of group I this

Follows by AE and al.

By Tr we Find
1‘ I-R (A1 A ..Ak)

-v C.

Cabe LIL) The last rule applied is +1. we have:
1",A1...Ak|-RPB

-v C. From

I‘,A1...Ak,

B I-RFC.

By Induction Hypothesis
F FR Uk1A...A

k

A B) » C.

Using the derived rule +I+’ we Find
F I-R(A1.A...Ak)

Cabe iv)

The last

+ (B 4 C).

rule applied

is vE. we have F,A1...AkF1Q D from
F

F,A1...AkFRPE3vC; IZA1...Ak,B FRPIM T,A1,...,Ak,
By Induction Hypothesis
I‘ |"'R(/-\1A..Ak]

1" |''R[A1/\..AkAC)

-V (B v C) 1”"|‘R(A1/\..AkAB)

-9 D.

By VE‘F we Find

I‘ |"R((A1A..A k AB) V(A1A..A

k

AC1) + D.

-DD;

C Pp '1" [L
A

One easily

shows

I‘ I-RHA1/\..Ak)

A(B v C1) -> (U-\1A..AkAB)V(A1/\..AkAC)).

T FR (Uk]A..Ak)

A (B v C)) 4 D

So by Tr

Using

(A1A..Ak) + [A1A..Ak)

(A1A..Ak) » Bv[3 AIF

(A A..Ak) -> ((A1/\..Ak)A(BVC))
1

we Find using Tr again

Fl-R(A1A..Ak)->D.
1.7

Definition

T_§ L is called
I‘ |-RAV B we have

1.8

CI

R-prime i? whenever Fl-Rl\
1"|—RAor

we have AEIF and whenever

I‘ |—RB. Moreover

I‘ must be consistent.

tact

If I‘l%RA then there is an R-prime F'2 F s.t.
P1005 :

1.9

Routine.

D

lheorem

I? 1‘ b4RA then there
KIF

F'VRlR.

F and

is an R-closed

model K = < N, <| ,F > s.t.

K ”% A.

P1006 : Take W : = { [A]IA 2 T, A is

< ﬁ,A > . we use [A] rather
A Wk‘A as a world

R-prime},

than A itself

where [A] stands

for

to avoid confusion between

and A Ww<Aas a theory.

[A] <l[A']

: 9 A’ is RA prime.

[A] <‘[A']

= A E A’ * t(

1-‘([A]):=PﬂA.
Note that

[A] ) E-F( [A']

It is easy to verify that<1 is transitive

1.

so K is a genuine model.

Cﬂaém

:

{B I[A]

HH<B} = A.

The proof is by induction on the length of B. The only problematic
case is 4 :
Suppose

(D 4 E) € A. Then

nﬂo

6 RA

I

So Tor every RA-prime A’ : D E A’ o E E A’. By Induction
For every

[A’]

Now suppose

T> [A] ( [A']

ll-K D -9 [A’]

(D 4 E) E A, then by theorem

A U {D} to an RA-prime A’ s.t.

ll-KE ),

1.6

i.e.

Hypothesis:
[A] l|—K(D -> E).

A,D HﬁA EL Extend

A’l-%RAE. We have

[A']

1> [A].

By Induction Hypothesis
[A']

H-KD

and

[A']

IHKE. S0 [A] ll-/K(D -> E).

It Follows easily that
-

K is R-closed

— KIF F, because

-

K W%A, because

1.10

each A 2 P

there

is an R-prime

A s.t.

A 2 F and A 1 A.

D

Completeness Theorem

I‘|-RA » F|FR/\
P1006 : Combine 1.4.4

1.11

and 1.9.

D

Remark
—_j_.

By inspection

of the proof, we can see that we have the completeness

theorem also For the class

of models K =<w, <l ,F>

s.t.

w <lw’<l w =9

1.12 Corollary: Completeness Theoremfor lntuitionistio

Propostional

Logio.

Let Intuitionistio

Propositional

T FIFw A 9 for all

reflexive

weak partial

Logic (IPL) be BPL+ -vE. Then:

K : FIFK A n for all

K where <]i5 a

order FIFKIL

P1006 : "=” is clear.

"a" It is sufficient
1.9 is reflexive

to show that the model constructed in

when R = -9E. We have to show that

*E‘DPim8 A 3 F is RA-prime. But that

1.13

any

is immediate using 4E.

Lemma

Suppose F F¥ A, P finite.
where

Then there is a finite

w<O w’ <10 w -9 w = w’

s.t.

K0 H-1‘

and

K0 -«<N0.<1U,f0> .
K0 ||-/ A.

P1005 :Consider the model K -«<w, <l,f>» constructed
K W-P and

K W¥ A (for

R = G). Let A be the set

in 1.9 s.t.

of subformulas

of

the elements of F U {A}. (Each formula is a subformula of itself).
Define
— W

= {B E/\|w||—KB}

— wo:

= {Mwew}

-

for a,b END: a‘<b b: 9 a E b and if [E 4 F)€eL

-

fU(aJ

EI€b then F€t3.

= a 0 P

It is easy to see that K0 is a model, that K0 is finite
a‘<U a"<U

a = a = a’.

and that

D

Cﬂaim :

1°or every

BEA

: w ||—KB co W II-K B. The proof

is

by

U

induction

on the length o? B. The only prob1enmtic:case is 4 .

LetBE (E4F)€A
"4"

Suppose

that

wH—K[E4 F) and a Db W and aH-KUE.

a = U. By Induction

E Ea.

Moreover

by Induction

Hypothesis:

UH—KF i.e.
U

"="

Suppose

wH—KU(E4 F),

is

a u such

uH—KE,hence E €U'i.e.

[E 4rF] €wﬂ a Pb W, so F Ea.

Hypothesis:

There

Hence uH—KF. Again

aH—KF.
U

w’F>w, w’H—KE. Clearly

W’F>D W and by

Induction Hypothesis w’H—KUE,hence W’H—K0F.Again by Induction
Hypothesis:
w’H—KF. D

1.14 Corollary
If F is Finite we have
1)

F F-A 4 For all

finite

models K : P ﬂW(A

LL)

F F-DN_A4 For all Finite

K, where <1is a weak partial

order

FIFK/L

P1006 : From 1.13 Observe that the construction

reflexivity.

D

2

FORMAL PRUPUSITIUNAL

2.1

The system FPL

LOGIC

Let L'c'1b's
RuleLbe : (T'’’” ‘A,
T-9A

FPL is

BPL + L.

in 1.13 preserves

whereT:5(1->.L).

-10
2.’

Completeness

Theorem For FPL

Let F E L, F Finite,
P

F

then

FPLA » ¥or every Finite

irreflexive

K

F Ww(A.

P1005

I3

we will prove more generally that every K s.t. <1is reverse
wellfounded (i.e. P is wellfoundedl is closed under L.
Consider we:w. Suppose that every u >*w is closed under L and

suppose\u|FK(T'+

A) » A.

For u >'w we have u|FK LT-+ A) * A by monotonicity.
under L so u WW<T
4 A. Moreover iFtJH-KT'»
because

w H7<(T 4 A) 4 A. So u Hn<A for

By transtinite
Suppose

structed
not

where

A. then u|FK/\

any u P’w.

So w HW<T4 A.

induction we Find that K is closed under L.

F F¥FPLA.

K is L-closed

u is closed

Let K be the model constructed

and K W-F and

in 1.13.

know whether

in 1.9 s.t.

K W} A. Let K0 be the

we have K0 W-P and

K0 W%A.

model con

Note that

we do

is closed under L. De¥ine K1 = < WU, <l1,1°0 > ,
KO

a <% b : a (a QB b and a=#bl.

we see that K1 is automatically

By the "a" part o? our prod?

closed under L. Let A be as in

1.13. We prove

Forall BE/\.1°orallw€w

wu-KB«WII-KB»ﬁIIB.
0
K1

we already have the First equivalence.

we prove the second one

with induction on the length of B. The only non trivial
again 4 .

case is

B = (E 4 F) E A.

Suppose
I )

I-F C; II--K E -v F,
U

then

1°or

any

By Induction Hypothesis

U >0

{/7

For every

(U ll-K

U

E -9 U II-K

0

F).

U 50 W (3 Wk E » UIFK
1

So certainly

For

any

3 D‘ W

(U W-

1

E » U W-

K1

F).

FW.
1

Thus

K1

\u|FK1[E » F).

II)

I? W W% E » F, then

there

is

an 3 D’ W with

KO

U’II—/

(U W-

0

E

and

KO

F).

K0

Caba 4)

There is such as U s.t.
Hypothesis

U?5w. Then U >1 W and by Induction

U W- E and U W¥
K

Cabe 4;)
a)

The only such U is W itself.
For

every

3 P’

W : U W-

1

5)

w II—KUE

and

F.

So W W¥

K1

we have

E » U W-

K0

C7 IHKOF

and

F

K0

W 1>0 3

Consider a u >’w with u Wk_E9 F. It follows
0.)

U DO

U II-K0 (E -» F)

e)

U >4 w

(by (c),

(d)

)

6)

U II-KOE (by (b),

(c)

)

(because

g) Ull-KUF ( (a).
LJH-KF

(e),

(E -» F) e A),

W II—/K05 -» F

(f) )

(F E A)

u P w with u H-K (E » F) was arbitrary.
4)

that

w

d)

h)

E 4 F.

K1

w ”n<(E + F) 4 F.

so

By

T

E»T

T/F
E » F

I

(T + F) * (E » F)
T

(T » F) » F

E->T

T->F

(E 4 F) + F
L

we find

1') wll-KE-+F

((41))

Thus

fa) Wu-KE->F

((E->F)€A,(j))

Contradiction

D

3

BASIC

3.1

An alternative

.

FACTS ABOUT FPL

There is an alternative
derivable

version of L6b's Rule

version of L6b’s Rule L’ which is inter

with L over BPL. Namely

(T->A)->

AL

T—>A

.
A

W“
_

Defﬂiiig

3.2

F[3(pi3. the set of FonmaﬁContextb o? pi is smallest set s.t.
L)

i ¢ j = pj€IFC (pi)

Li) i€F:C(pi)
Lu)

A,B€ L -e (A -» B] EFC (pi)

Lu)

A.B€FC(piJ

3.3

Eéamgle

-o (A A BJ.(A v B)€FC(pi)

DO A (p1 4 p0) is a Formal context

Theorem: MoreSubstitution

3.4

of p1 and not of pa.

ot Equivalents

Let C[p0] be a formal context of pa.
L)

SE+

FPL is closed

under

A ‘)8

C[A]

C[B]

ii)

SE+F

FPL is closed

under

T * (A 9 8)
C[A] 9 C[B]

P1005

Induction on proof length or use Completeness Theorem.

D

3.5

Unioity o? Fixed Points in Formal Contexts

Suppose C[pU] is a formal context

0? p0. we have

L)

(A-{FF FPLC[A] and

LL)

(Formal Version of L) : FPL is closed
A 9 C[A]
A 9

B-{FF FPLC[B]) » A-4F F.FPL B

under :

B 0’C[B]
B

P1005 :
L)

T

A
A
C[A]

(ex hypothesi)

A-»T

BB A
A9 B

E—§l (ex hypothesi)

—-I.
B

.

B

Li)

T 4 LK/A B) SE+¥

A 9C[A]

£ﬂAfe£HB]Tr
iA 9 C[B]

B 9 C[B]

A<'>BL,
A 9

3.6

B

D

Fixed Point Theorem

For any C[p0] we have
c[T] -||—FPL ct C[T] 1.

BeFore proving 3.6, first
36.1

we give two 1emma's.

Lemma

Let D[p0] be a Formal context of po then
D[T]-4FFPL D[ D[|] ].

T/B

AB B
SE+

Pnooﬁ : ”|-"

Trivially

we have : D[T]-{F D [T],FPL

so by SE :

D[ MT]

Thus

D[T]

;

I.

1 -H-MT]

FPL D[T]

I-FPL D[ MT]

1.

(Note that we did not use that D[pU] is Formal, nor did we use L.)

..4..
T

Tyn/[T]
D[ MT]

1

T

D[T]-T
<+ D[T]

85+

D_l_T_1_ L

o[T]

D

36.2 _Qe¥inition

SIC[pi), the set o¥ strictly

informal contents of pi, is the smallest

set s.t.
,(',)

pi€SIC(pi)

41)

pi does not occur in A » AEISIC(pi)

LL/L) D.E €SIC(pi)

-9 D A E,D v E€SIC(pi)

3.6 . 3 E;§arnp le

(p0 A p1) v (p1 ~ p21 is in SIC(p0) but not in SIC(p1).
5.6 . 4

Lemma

For every D E L, pi E P there
D E E[pi]

<pi> and

P1006 = routine.

is a pk,p£ 6 P, E[pk] <p£> E L s.t.

E [pk] <p£> €FW3(pk) and

E[pk] <p£> €E{H3(p£).

D

.'3.b . L.) L xalnp le

Let D 5 p0 v (p1 * pg).
E 93 " (P1 " D2)‘

For p0 choose p2, p3 and E[p2]

<;33>» E

-16
3.6.6

Lemma

I? D[p0]E SICEDOJ, then FPL is closed

under

'D[A] .
o[T]

P4006 : Induction on D[p0]. (The idea is that the relevant ocourenoes
o? A are only in positive places.)
U
P1005 of 3.6

"F " By the same reasoning as the "F-" part of 3.6.1.
"-I"

write C[pU] as U[p0] < p0 >, where D[p0] < pU>»is as in 3.6.4.

Apply 3.5.1
C[T] ~ am

to o[p0] < T > . we find
< T> -11FPL D[C[T]]<T>

By 3.6.6:
C[C [T] 15

MC [T] 1 < C [T] > I-FPLDIC [T] 1 <T>

So we have:

C[C [T] ] FFPLC[Tl

3.7

.

D

Remark

OF course we do not have unicity

seen in the case

of Fixed points in general as is

C[p0]5pU.

we do get

A-4FF’FPLC[A] ~ A PF FPLC[T].
CIA]-IFF

A FPLCIT].

Sinoe A-IFF A FPL13 we get

S0 A, C[A] Fr FPLCIT].

So C[T] is the maximal fixed point w.r.t.
3.6

Thus A PF FPLC[T].

FF FPL.

Example: "The Liar"

T-> J.is

the unique A (modulo-||—FPL) s.t.

A—||.FPL-1 A (EA -9 _|_).

-17
4

A "CLASSICAL"

4.1

De¥initions

Let

L)

Li)

VERSION OF FPL

F, A S L.

SubA = {sIs:

- pi

S

P » A}

= s(pi)

-

(A A B18

=

-

(A v BJS

=

S A BS)
8

S48

-(A->B)S=
iii)

rs = {BSIB e

iv)

P|#A RA : a For ever

4.2

L)

s€ SubA (F- R T8 # F-R AS).

§ome Facts

Consider

s€ISub{l}

A5‘-II-IPLT

ii)

3’

or

. We have for

any A E L

AS-l I IPL * '

Let CPLbe Classical

Propositional

Logic. Wehave

P "cPLA "’ F "= {T..L}.IPLA'
iii)

I‘ I-CPLA

Paooﬁb

routine.

on I‘ I!-=L CPL A.

D

Below we will do something analogous to the "classification"
IPL For FPL.

4.3
L)

Definitions
-

im

= E T

-

.10: E L

-

L

E

of

4.4
L)

Facts
a,b€m+‘|

A’/L) Let a,b

and a < b -0 ial-FPL lb and ibl-;‘FPLJ.a.
€w+’|,

then

— ‘La A 'lb_H-FPLJ'min(a,b)
-

‘La V "Lb-H_FPL'Lmax(a,b]
T

i‘F a>b

iii)

la -’ .|.b-H-FPL.Lb+1

IF s€ Sub{_L},then for any AE L, there is an a€m+1s.t.:
s

A'”‘FPL*a
910064 : All the proofs are easy. Let me just prove

a>b->.La-v lb-ll-FPLJ.b+1.

Hg

-La-'

by
Tr

.L

a

-o J.

.L

b

b

.L

(1)

-» .1.

a-1

-» .La_1
Ill

[T.* la-1)* la-1

L

I * La-1
III

la
I » la

la» lb

T—- .Lb
Ill

1

L)

2

Definitions

4.5
A

(m+1)2 4 (w+1) with A(a,b)

= min(a,b)

v

[m+1)2 » (w+1) with V(a,b)

= max(a,b)

» : (w+1) 4 (w+1) with-+(a,b)

Li)

An assignment f is a function

LLL)

Let f be an assignment.

=

1b+1 1? a >'b

P 4 w+1.

Define

- ﬂpiﬂf = f(DiJ
- ﬂiﬂf

= 0

- ﬂ(A A B)H¥ = A(ﬂABf.ﬂB]f)

- ﬂ(A v B)ﬂ¥ = v(ﬂAB;.ﬂBB¥)
- H A a B];

iv)

= +(ﬂABf.ﬂBB£)

Let F U {A} E L. Define
- I‘ l=:A

#9 ((for

- I‘ |='*A

for every assignment

- rIaFA

»iﬁftWB]FIB€]UJ

(Note that inf(U)

every

B€I‘:[B]]+~=w) -9 [ALF = w)

g I‘|=gA

<ﬂAn¥

= m)

- F |= A : a for every assignment

g: F Fg/X

Eacts
*

L)

|—‘FA
%

Li)

I=1:A->B»

iii)

F f4,A » P f;FA

iv)
v)

_

|=+.A-vB4=oA |=1cB
_*

-*

u-

F F A ” F _{JE|a€un4},FPL

A

*

F |= A e

*

(for

every

s€ SubL : P

S

F

*

S

* F A J

-20
P100663 L) - Lu) are entirely
"»"

routine.

Let us do u).

Suppose P FfA and F*FS. Consider an assignment

g. We have:

l=;FS. Define an assignment h as: h(pi) = [s(pi)]g.
—*1"

I—h ,

''a’'

so

I-*A
h

Th

.

us

I-*A5
g

.

Suppose for every s€ SubL F*F
*-

s(pi)

4.7

=.1.Hpi).

Then

S

-0

FfAS. Let FEIZ Detine s with

III

*

Then: |= I"S,so |= AS, thus

|=+,A.

E!

Facts

,

A ~ B k

*

L)

A,

B

M)

D0» D0 - D1 V91

L11)

l1|=* .L, but not |=*i1-v.L.

Lu)

P,

A F=B » F r=A » B

Pnooﬁé: routine.

D

Obviously F looks more like FPL then F*:. Below we will axiomatize

4.8
Let

F .

lheorem
F U {A} E L. We have

T F=Aw ¥or all

Finite,

irreflexive,

£Lnea& K: FWw(A.

P1006:

»"

Supoose TF=A. Let K be ¥inite,

irre¥lexive

vdFKF.Without loss of generality
downmost node of K and that

and linear,

and

we may assume that w is the

W-= {1,...N}

and that

m <1n H

m > n.

max{kI1 < k < N and kll-K A} if there
DeFine aK(A) ' { 0 else

Define an assignment fK by: fK(pi) = aK(pi).
we claim

: aK(A) = min(ﬂA]f

I

K

NL

is such -a k

-21
The proof is by induction on the length of A. Suppose e.g.
A E (B 4 C). In case [ELF <ﬂC]f
K

Induction

Hypothesis.

K

we have aK(B) < aK(CJ by

So N W-B 4 C or aK(B 4 C) = N.

when EBB? > ﬂCH£ we have to consider
K

K

two possibilities

- EC]? > N, then [B 4 C]? > N. By Induction
K

- HEB?K < N. Then by Induction
So

Hypothesis:

aK(B 4 C) = aK(C)+1 = [B 4 C]fK

we assumed

Because

’'e''

Hypothesis:

K

=

aK(C) < aK(B).
min(KB 4 C]fK,N).

NIFK P. So For B ET aK(B) = N and thus

I‘|-A, we have l[A])

FK

>min({|IB]l

Suppose F HIM then there is an F s.t.
Suppose min({ﬂBBf|B €I‘})
Let W = {1,...,

M} and for

tK

|B€I‘})

[B];

>N.

>=N.

So N II- A.
K

min({[B]¥|B€F})

= M. we construct

K

>’HA]f.

K¥ = <hJ,‘G , g >.

m,n 6 W: m <1n : 0 n < m. Take

pi€ g(m): 9 ¥[pi] >=m.
By the usual induction
1 < m < M :rnH-K
MIVK‘

4.9

A.

D

on the length of A we prove ¥or

A,» EA]? 9 m. It ¥o1lows that

MIFK I3 but

f

Detinitions

we shall

consider an axiom as a rule with empty premiss.

L)

BPLL is

LL)

FPLCL is

BPL + ((A » B) v ((A » B) 4 A))
FPL + ((A » B) v ((A » B) 4 A1)
OI‘

BPLL

+ L

F

-22..
4 10
1)

Completeness
Let

For BPLL and FPLCL

F U {A} E L

I‘ FBPLLA a for all

linear*Kripke

Lg) Let r g L be ﬁinite,/\€l”
P F

models K : FIFK A.

then:

A w for all finite,

irreFlexive,

linear K F W- A

FPLCL

K

« Fl= A.

P1005:

L)"="

‘Thevalidity

"<=”

of (A » B] v (A » B) 4 A is routine.

Suppose I‘ VBPLLA. Consider

constructed

the model K =<w, 4 ,+‘>

in 1.9 Let A.2 F be BPLL-prime with A E A.

Let K1 : = < W1,<ﬂ1,f1

> where N1 = {[A']

€ WI [A']

P-[A]}

and

<]1= <FW1xW1 and P1 = F FW1.

Clearly P|Vk~1 A, so it is su¥Ficient to show that K1 is linear.
Consider

trivial,

[A0].

[A1] E W1' The case that

A0 = A or

A1 - A is

so assume A0, A1 ¢*A. We have
[A] <ﬁ [A0]

[A] <L1[A1]

The case that A0 = A1 is trivial,
[A0]

so assume that For some C‘:

H%K1C.

[A1] n-K c.
1

Suppose
[A0]

II-K 1 A -o B

we distinguish:
cause L)

[A0]

So [A1]|FK_

and

[A1]

H/K A, then
1

||- K 1

[A]

A.

WK

1

(A -0 B] -9 A, so

[A]

II-K A -> B.
1

B.
1

*(Here

linear

means:

_

I

For any w. W'E W W 4 W’ 0? W ‘ W’ or W <1”)

-23..
cazse LL)

[AU] ll-K1A, then

well:

[AU] In-K1T .. 5,

[A]|FK4 (C-+ B) v ((C 4 B) » C). Because

(T » BIIFK

(C~+ B) we have
1

[AU] II—K1(c -» B)

and

[A0] ||{K1C. S0 [A] IHK1(c -. a)..c,

S

.

o [A]

80 A1 is

II—K1(C -» B).

But

[A1]

RAD-prime and [A1] Pd [A0]

II-K1 C.

80

[A1]

II-K1 B.

D

4;) "=”’ as in (i).
’“=” use (i) and the tact that the constructions in 1.13 and

4.11
Let

2,2 preserve linearity.

D

DM1:

DMZ,

Eggi

:_(A_A__E*.l
1

A V 1

B

DM3, J_£ﬂ_X_§l
1

:__A_V__*_E3
1

(A

A B)

DM4, l_ﬂ_£_1_§

A A 1 B

1

i)

DM2, DM3, DM4are derived

ii)

BN1 is derived for BPLL.

(A

ruleschemes

v

B)

_

For BPL.

P1006: L) routine.
LL)

1 (A/\B)
III

(A A B)->i

# If

A 4 (B » L)
A + A
A »

B/_L
(B->.L)v(B—>J.)-+B (A->.L)Tv(B-+J.)
|||
A V

or via the completeness theorem.

1

D

A » B Alf
A A B

/7
‘

A->.L
(A-o.L)v(B->1.)

(A 4 L) v (B » L)

1

(B »!Aﬂ<+B

B

A A B ».L

5

INTERPRETRATIUNS

Wewill interprete

FPL in Peano Arithmetic

(PA) via PrL and

directly.
5.1
Let

The Language oF Modal Propositional

Logic (MPLJ

P, A, v, —>,.Lbe as in the case of L. U is an additional

constant.

LU, the language of MPL,is the smallest set s.t.

- A,B€LD=> (A A B),[A v B).(A -9 B).(UA)€LD
5.2

4')

Kripke

.

Models For MPL

A (Kripke)

Model for MPLis a structure

Wis a set (o+‘worlds), < a transitive
F a ¥unction

- pi€F(w)

M =<w, < ,<F> , where

binary relation

W» P.

L4’) |=MSwx LGis the smallest relation

s.t.

-ow |=Mpi

- (w |=MA andw
- (w |=MA orw

|=MB) -vw
l=_MB) -rw

l=M(A A B)
|=M(A v B)

(w l=MA-vw |=MB) -ow |=M(A->B)

(Vw'1>w

w’ |=MA)-vw |=M(UA)

Liz) De'Fine -For 1" E LU:

-w|=MI‘

:¢=>\VB€I‘wl=MB

-1" |=MA :0(\Vw€w
-

logical

M F=A

: ﬂ

FW]A

w |=MI‘-Ow |=MA)
: 9

U FP1A

on N and

-25
iv)

- K is the class of all Finite irreflexive
¥or

BPL

class of all ¥inite irre¥lexive Kripke Models

- M is the
For

MPL

means:

5.3

Two Godel

for

every

Translations

We define
i)

U

L 4 LG by

(pi)O

= D pi

(m0 = = (on

4;)

(A A B10

= (A0

(A v BJO

= (A0 v B0)

(A -» B)U

CHAD -» B0)

1 : L 4 LG

by

A B0)

(pi)1:=(piA Upi)
(i)1

: = 1

(AABJ1

= (A1/\B1)

(AvB)1

= (A1vB1)

(A-> B)‘

=D(A‘-.

We have

5.4

lﬂeggem

For Finite

Kripke Models

F E L , A6 L
U

L)

T FFPLA

AL)

P F

w P

=

B‘)

N E M P F MA.

Pdooﬁ;
For

we know

I‘ S L finite,

finite,

A6 L:

I‘ l- FPL A 0-9I‘ II-FPLA.

A’€LD:1'‘'|-PrLA'

suF1°icient

1'" _C_LU

0*T'|=PrLA' (see [’I], [9]]. So it is

to show ~For I‘ _C_L finite,
.

A6 L

U

..

U

1

M’

And For

1

P H-FPL A "' F

"P:~LA

Case ii) is rather easy, so let us do case 4)
It is sufficient

to provide
<I>(M) II-A
K

For assume "I"||-FPLA

M |= A0.(C1ear1y

ll-A

«

<I>: M -v K and ‘P : K -DM s.t.:
M |=A0

co ‘P(K)

l= A0

and M |= I'D. Then MM) ||- 1‘. So MM) ll-A.

A |=PPL B 0-0\V|"| M |=A -0 M |=B.)

The other

Conolude:

direction

similar.
Now let us construct
Consider

M =<w,

¢,W .

<1 ,F>€M.

Take MM) = M4’=<w°, <I° ,£°>,

- wd’ : = {w€w|3Iw'

- w°orw,w'€w¢:
- forw€w¢:

where

w<lw'}

w<|¢w’ :¢~>w<|w'

$4) (w) = 0

+‘(w’)

w’I>w

w’€w
Consider

on the other

hand K =<w,

<1 ,F>€

K . Take ‘l’(K) = K? =

< WW, <]w,+‘w>where
-

WW :

=

W U

- -Forw,w'€w

(W
W

x

{W})

:w<|\yw'

:0 ((w,w’€ W andw<|w')

or (w =<w"._W> and(w <lw" or w = w"))).
- for

w€ WW; +‘\y(w) =

w’
w’

Nowit is easy to see that
induction

on the length

Uq,
E

w

1°(w’)

W

<I>
, ‘I’have the derived

0? A; note that

KW¢= K).

properties
D

(by

is

5.5

Definition

Let

¥ : P » LPA . Define

4)

(pi)?
(i)‘°

= ¥(pi)
= = (0 = 1)

(A A B)?

LL)

: = (Al

(A v BIT

= (AT v Bf)

(A -» 3)’?

= o(A‘° -. 3*)

(pi3UF

= = CF(pi3

(l)°‘°

== om =1)

(A A BJUF

:

=

(ADT

(sPmv('_A"

-» a‘°—'))

A BOT)

(A v B)U¥

= (AUT v BUT)

(A » BJUT

= o(A°T

,a¢) Let g(pi)
5.6

A Bf)

» BOT)

A1?

(¥(pi).A Df(pi)).then

= Ag

Theorem

Let F E L be Finite

and.A€ L , then

1)

I'I§FPL_A a VF : P » :2 PA+rT+-AT

ii)

r FFPLA « v( :‘P»

iii)

r FFPLA «»vF : P» LPAPA+r7i+-A‘T.

LPAPA+PD£F-A0?

P1006: The proofs of Li) and iii)
Completeness

an easy

Theorem

.
Kripke

(i = 0,1).

are by combining 5.4 with Solovay’s

[_g]_ Note that

Model proof,

and

: P |- FPL A 0» |-FPLN\I‘ -> A, by

if
PA+F

if «PA+DmnJT»A”)

F-A

Let us turn to the proo¥ of 1)

There are standard ways of reducing certain sentences to provably
(in PA) equivalent X2 sentences. It will be convenient to forget to
mention these reductions. Alternatively one can read:
5

{A5 I-pAi 33531

0

.

,

PA |-A ** B} For

,

0'

2.‘

_

1n the statement

of‘ the theorem.

.28..
’'w''

By induction on the length of the proof.
L uses L6b’s Rule for PA. 41
PAPA-»DA.

uses the fact that for A6522:

Suppose FVFPLA. Let K be the finite

irreflexive

model of

2.2 such that K W-F and K W‘A. without

loss of generality

may assume that W = {1,...,N}

1 <]2,...,1

can be birepresented

and that

we

<lN. 'm<Gn’

in PA in the obvious way.

Wenow turn to the proof of Solovay's

Completeness Theorem (see [9]].

Solovay provides a (primitive) recursive function h s.t.
L)

PA F-(h : Id * {0.1....N})

4;)

PA F-(h(m) ¢=U 4 h(m+1) P h(m))

Let £ : = lim h(m). (By 1). ii) £ exists)
H1-D®

L11) (PA + K

i) is consistent

(U)

PA F-(Z

i » D (L D i))

u)

PA F-(£

for i = 0,...N.
for i = 1....N

‘Fol-‘i=1;oooNo

Clearly i Q.Cis provably equivalent to
Define

VV
{wig ‘enli
g(p.)
3 ={ "U - 1" else.

3 m i=Q h(m), a Z? sentence.

there is SUChan i

Clearly g(pj] is 22. we claim

I:i||-KA->PA|-( £= i-Ag)
II:i||7‘KA-vPA|-( 1: = i->-Ag)
The proof is by induction on A, simultaneously over I, II.
Suppose i|FK A

a) A5pi.C1ear1yPA|-£=i-vi<l£
-> gtpi)

-29
Then A,V case is trivial.
A E (B » C).

We have:

Vj1>ij||-KB-ojll-KC.
Using the induction hypothesis and the Fact that there are
only ¥inite1y many j D'i, we Find

PAI-(VjI>i £=j->(Bg->Cg))
(Note that we use the induction hypothesis on II For B.)

By iv) : PA|—(£= 1 ->D£1>i).

So PAI-(L = i->EJ(Bg..§g))

i.e.

PAI-(£=i->Ag).
Suppose i IVA

a’) Suppose A 5 pj. Consider i’ s.t.
Thus PAP-(i = £'* i'§'£).

i’ WW<pj,then i’§'

i.

So PAP-i = Z 4 w g(pj).

(If there is no i’|FK_pj the case is trivial).
b’) The A, v, 1 cases are trivial.
a’) Suppose A

(B » C). So there

In the L case we use iii).
is an i’ P i with i'Ww<B and

iWVKC. By Induction Hypothesis and propositional
PAP-Z = i’ » 1 (Bg » Cg).
By in : PAP-(Z

i + n U w L = i’).

So

:PA|-(£=i-»-.E1(Bg->Cg))

i.e.

:PAI—£=i-»-.Ag.

We w°ind : PA}-L =1-omrg
and

By 111)
So

: PAP-£

= 1 » w Ag.

: (PA+ Fg+ 1 Ag) is consistent.
PA+I‘g HA3.

D

logic

5-7

Remark

Let for F : P » LPA. (A)*f denote the usual interpretation

LDin LPA. It is easily seen that the proof of 5.6.i
to give
*f
_

.

[IPp|_+{pi->Dpi‘l€]N}
5.8
Let
r g

A)

e-(v¥:P

of

can be adapted

4 :0 PAFIX J.

1

Eorollary
c = {"0 = 0"} U {"1 con” (PA)"In€ N }. Then For finite
L, A e

T F

FPL

L

Cn_A 0 V? : P 4 C PA + FfF-Af.

Paooﬁt Note that
(iw)‘° with

0 = 0.

(1h)£ is provably equivalent
D

with w oonn (PA) and
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PART 4

On the Comp£etene44 Pnincipﬂe

A study of provability in Heyting's
Arithmetic and extensions.
Azbent Vibbed

Abstract: In this paper extensions of HAare studied that prove
their

own completeness, i.e.

they prove A-9UA, where D is inter

preted as provability in the theory itself. Motivation is three
¥old: ¥irstly these theories are thought to have someintrinsic
interest, secondly they are a tool For producing and studying
provability principles, thirdly they can be used to prove indepen
dence results.

work done in the paper connected with these moti

vations is respectively:
L)

a characterization

is given oF theories proving their own

completeness, including an appropriate conservation result.
LL) some new provability

principles

are produced. The provability

logic o¥ HAis not a sublogic o¥ that o? PA. A provability

logic plus completeness theorem is given ¥or a certain intui
tionistic extension o¥ HA. De Jongh's Theoremfor propositio
nal logic is a corollary.

iii)

FP-realizability
by theories
are

in Beeson's prooF that l!HA KLSis replaced

proving their

H

KLS,
HA +1

NPR

own completeness. Newconsequences

:4
HA+DNS K‘-S"

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

What is the Completeness Principle?

Theories are in this paper recursively enumerable extensions of
Heyting’s Arithmetic (HA) in the language of Arithmetic.
Compﬁetenebb Pnincipﬂe
(CPT)

By the

ﬁon a {heady T we mean:

A +|DTA.

Here the scheme is interpreted

as the set of universal closures

of formulae in the language of HAof the displayed form.

1.2

Excurs: prima facie facts about CP

An air of paradoxality lingers around the Completeness Principle.
The reader may well wonder: doesn't

principle,

G6del’s Theorem refute the

or what? Let us see what happens.

By the Fixed Point Theorem (also known as Self Reference or Dia
gonal Lemma, see [Bo]) we can avail
that:|-HA

ourselves

of a sentence

G 9'1 UTE. Hence FHA+CP1 C. From this

one hand: I

T

HA+CPT

w-1 UTC, on the other:|—HA+CP

T

C such

we have on the
UT 1 C. Hence

by

logic and the closure of UT under ModusPonens:|
In the paper we show that we cannot go further and derive
—HA+CPT[lT.l. we will

for example exhibit

HA* = HA+CPHA*which is conservative

a theory HA*such that

over HAwith respect

to a

wide class of formulae including all formulae of the form:
Vx1 3y1 Vx2

33/2

Vxn 3ynA, where A contains

only bounded quanti

fiers.
Clearly the principle becomes trivial
for we have:

(PA+CPT) = (PA+-UT.l).

over Peano Arithmetic (PA)

1.3

Motivation

Given a theory

U, we call

V a 5e£6c0mp£etL0n

of U if V = U+CPV.

This paper studies CP and selfcompletions for (mainly) the follo
wing reasons:

L)

The principle

CP has a certain Lnthinbic Lnteneét.

(a) CP is the natural counterpart of the Reflexion Principle.

(b) Selfcompletions bring intuitively the concept of truth
closer to that of formal provability. There is a definite
feeling that for example 1-13T 1 which is provable in a

selfoompletion T exphebbeb the familiar provability
theoretic fact that a consistent formal theory can never
prove its own consistency or ‘inconsistency

cannot be ex

cluded’. These intuitions are supported by the translation
of section 4, which could be considered as an interpre

tation depending on an Intuitionistic

Semantics given in

advance.
LL)

There are a number of technicaﬁ appﬁicationb.

(a) we derive some new provability
(b) Weprove certain

1.4

principles

independence results

for e.g. HA.

for e.g. HA.

Contents

Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries

and elementary facts. Section

3 proves the equivalence of CP with the Strong Ldb Principle

([3A-+A)-+A. Section 4 developes most of the basic technical

ratus

needed in the remaining sections

and minor applications.
B is on Provability

appa

and provides some examples

Section 5 studies Selfcompletions. Section

Logic. Weprove for example that

U(1-1UA-9 DA]-+C1DAis a provability

principle

of HA. This shows

that the provability

logic of HAis not a sublogic of that of PA.

Moreoverwe treat the provability
HA: PA*. For this

logic of a certain extension of

logic we prove a Completeness Theorem. A corol

lary is De Jongh’s Theoremfor propositional

we give an alternative
Lacombe - Shoenfield

proof of the independence of the Kreisel
Theorem (KLS) for HAand certain

This is done by replacing FP-realizability
selfcompletions. As new results we find:
L)

H

HA+-1MPR

KLS, where M

Principle i.e:
(MPRJ

logic. In section 7

PR

in Beeson’s proof by

is primitive

Ve Vx[1-13n T(e,x,n)-+3n

extensions.

recursive

Markov’s

T[e,x,n)J.

T[e,x,n) is Kleene’s T-predicate.
LL)

l*HA+DNS

KLS, where DNSis the scheme Double Negation Shift i.e.

(DNS)

(Vx 1'1A(x]-+ﬁ'1Vx

A[x)).

A consequence is:
|¥HA 1'1KLS-+KLS.

1.5

Prerequisites

Somefamiliarity

with HAand elementary facts about provability,

is sufficient for most sections. At somepoints realizability,
Kripke Models and work on Provability

Logic like SohmEw's Complete

ness Theorem are used, however any of these sections

could be skip

ped. All basic facts can be found in ([Tr] U [Bo]].
1.6
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2

CONVENTIONS,

2.1

Language

NDTIUNS,

ELEMENTARY FACTS

L is the language of Heyting’s Arithmetic (HA), considered as a
set of ﬁoamuﬁae. Wechoose as logical

constants l, A, v, a, V,3.

(1 A) is defined as (A + L). It makes no di¥Ference For our treat

ment whether we choose the language with just Q, ( J’, +,-

or with

symbols for all primitive recursive functions. The last choice is
Troelstra’s

in [Tr]; it has the nice property that For any A E A

(see 2.2.1)|-HATA 9 s = t) for some terms s and t.

2.2 gpecial classes of Formulae
2.2.1 A is the smallest class of Eormulae such that
L)

[s = t)EEA For any terms s,t.

Li)

A is closed under A, v, ».

»é.(',4',)AEA,

2.2.2 2
2.2.3

t a term => (Vx < tA) EA,

l E A.

(Ex < tAlEA.

{EIXA I AEA}

H
[\J©—\©

0

{WA | AE 21}

2.2.4 2 is the smallest class oF Formulae s.t.
L)

(s=t], J.EZ

LL)

2 is closed under A, v,3

LLL) A E A, B E Z=>(A'»

iv)

BJE 2

A E Z, t a term = (Vx < tA]E2I
D

we use 2 instead o? 21, because 2 has nicer closure properties.
0
This enables us to avoid saying things like ’A is a Z1-Formula
modulo provable equivalence’ all the time.

2.2.5 A is the smallest class o¥ Eormulae s.t.

L)

(s=tJ,

.L€A

Li)

A is closed

iii)

A E 2,

under A, v, V, 3.

B E A==[A » B) E A.

Roughly speaking A is the set of Formulae with only Z-¥ormulae

before 4. A is the class with respect to which we will obtain

various conservation results.
2.2.6 B is the smallest set of tormulae s.t.
L)

A EL = [1 AJEEB

LL) A€Z=>A€B
iii)

B is closed under A, V.

LU) A€A,B€B=>(A->B)EB
Various nice properties
From B to

2.3

of HAare preserved when we add axioms

HA.

Convention

"A(x)" will sometimes stand For "A[x1,...,xnTW This introduces an
ambiguity which is certainly harmless, given the coding possibili
ties available in HA.
2.4

Some Facts

L)

A(x)(EA =

Li)

A E2 = there

2.5

l- H A Vx[A(x)

0

v w A(x)J

is a B6521 FHA A 9 B.

Logical System

we will work in Natural Deduction [see [Tr]]. Wedistinguish
From assumptions:

axioms

an axiom LA a nuﬁe with empty pnemiéb Act. The

diFFerence is that tree variables in axioms may be universally
generalized,

but not in assumptions. In the expression "FI—TA","F"

denotes a set of assumptions, while "T" denotes a set of axioms
and rules.

E.g. we have I_A(x) VxA(x], but not in general

A(x)|-VxA(x).

2.6

Theories

In this paper theories
Strictly

are always RE theories

speaking a theory T is a pair

a one place E-formula
axioms of T additionaﬁ

in L extending HA.

‘<A(x),X>where A(x) is

satisfied by the Gddel numbers of the
to those of HAand X is the set of theorems

of T. Wewill often write T[x] for A(x). when we speak about e.g.
HA+DNS,we will

always mean this

theory ab given by a natuaai

ﬁohmuﬁa.Of course it is very difficult

to state what a natural

formula is, but in specific cases natural formulae are easy to
give or recognize.

2.7

The Provability Predicate

"[3TA[x1,...,xn]" will mean:
r
'
'
‘I
ProvT( A(x1,...,xn) 3, where:
L) ProvT is the standard provability predicate for T built
up from (AxHA(x) v T(x)). (AxHA[x]] is a standard formula
satisfied
by the Gddel numbers of the axioms of HA.

LL) The free variables of A(x1,...,xn) are precisely x1,...,xn.

iii) ’A(i1,...,in)“ is the ’G6de1term’ for A[x1,...,xn] as de
fined in [Fe 2], [Sm]. Troelstra writes this as 'A(21,...,§n)‘
(see [Tr] pp 25,26). The variables x1,...,xn are free in
“A(i1,...,i n )1 and we have:
[mqlxq] .. [mn|xn] "A(21,...,kn)“ = GN(A[m1,...,mn)], where
[I] is the usual substitution function and GNa standard Gddel
numbering.

2.8

Somerelations

Define:

between theories

T E U : 9 (For all A[FT/\=|jJA)]
T = u : 9 T g u and

u E T

T < U : 9 T.E U and|—HA Vx(ProvT(x)
T E U : 9

Note that
2.9
/XEZ =

T < U and

+ ProvU(xJ)

U < T.

under our conventions

we have: HA< T For each T.

Theorem
|-HA(A->C] HA A)

P1006: we can copy the proo¥ Tor Peano Arithmetic

For a sketch [Sm]. For term identities

verbatim.

See

it is given in [Tr] pp 37,38.

One can also derive the theorem from the theorem For PA. Let A EZ.

First

we remark:|-

translation
2.15).

PA A = FHAAX and

and verifiable

I‘HA

DPA A-+UHA A, by the 11

closure of HAunder Markov’s Rule (see

We know FPA/\+|DPA/\,

so by the second halF ot the remark:

FPA U\-+C3HA A)-(A +|HA/A) is provably (in HA) equivalent
Vx C(x) For some C(x)€ 2. So FPA C(x). By the first
remark:|—
C(x). Sol-HA A a-D A.
HA

HA

2.10 Corollary
FHA([s|x]|DT A(x)<+UT A(sJ).
P1005: Suppose x is not Free in s. In HA:
s

= x e

4

U

s

= x

UT(A(s) 9 A(x])

+[[EH_A(s)) 9 HlrA(x]))
So
m

n

m

ul

[s|x][[ElTA (s1) “* (DTA(x)))

[UT/\[s) 9 [s|x][3T/\(x])

to

part o? the
D

I? x is Free in s, First prove the corollary For A(y), y not

free in s and then substitute ([sIx]UT/\[x)] For ([sIy]UT/\(y)J.
D

2.11

The Fixed Point Theorem

FOPevery A[x,y)€ L there is a B(v)€ L such that:
F HA B(yJ 9 A(GN(B[y)J,y)

P1006: see e.g.

[Bo] pp 49,50.

2.12 Definitions
L)

1?

=.L

n+1
LT

ii)
2.13

n
— UT

LT

T is n-inconsistent ifl-T i$.
The Lob Conditions

we have:
4:)

I-.|.A=>

LL)

FHA ELFA e DTIJTAJ

LDC)

I-HAUTUX

2.14

|—HAUTA

—>B] -> (DTA—> DTB)

L5b’s Theorem
I- HA |:l_|.[DTA->A)->13

2.15

The Friedman Translation

T

A

and Markov’s Rule

H. Friedman defines (see [Fr]] the Following translation
( ]A:L » L is given by:

For A6 L:

4') (s=t)A:= ((s=t)vAJ
(i)A

: = A

LL) [ )A commutes with all logical

constants.

(Only ¥ree vari

ables in A may not be bound in (B)A. when this

occur we have ¥irst

threatens

to rename the bound variables

One can prove by induction

verifiably

to

of B].

in HA:

A

a)

BEIZ =

I-HA (B)

9 (B V A]

b)

BEA:

I—HAB—>[BJA

C)

FA|—HABA as a relation
between F and B is closed
axioms and rules of HA.

We can give two applications:

Appﬂication 1:
Suppose

F E A, A622

We claim:

and

F|—HA 1-:A.

TI-HA A.

P/1.0063 F I- HA ‘|':A
Hence:

SO PA I- HA [11/AJA

’

'

F|—HA FA
|-HA

((A

FHA

A

v A) 4 A) 4 A
D

Appﬂication 2:
Suppose

F E A, AEIZ and Fl-HA w-1A » A.

we claim:

TI-HA A v-1A.

P/L006! T I-HA 11A

Hence:

-> A,

80

1"_'AI-HA(1-:A

-> A)-‘A .

Fl-HA FWA

F HA [((A v-1A) +-IA)
I-HA [A V':A)

+ 1 A) * [A v-2A]
D

under the

We can formalize

this

proof in HA, so we find for AE Z:

|- HA DHA(n'1A a A) ﬁlm HA [A V-1A).

3

THE CUNPLETENESS PRINCIPLE

3.1

Definition

The Sthong Lﬁb Paincipie
(SLPT)

AND THE STRONG LUB PRINCIPLE

601 T is the axiom scheme:

((UT A a A) » A)

Because we work in Natural Deduction there are the following two

variants:
EITA->A
(SLP

T)

--—K———

and
(SLP"T)

[ET A]
:
A
A

3.2

Theorem

CPT is interderivable

with SLPT over HA.

Pnooﬁ:
L)

"H/\+cPT

SLPT

[ET A » Al“)
’

CPT

UTLUT

ET

(1)

A + A)

L5b’s Theorem

A

(1)
[UT

A
(ET A 4 A) + A

_. I

‘A —> A]

ff’

hHA+SLPT CPT'

(1)
[ET

[A](2)

(A A UT A3]

oT A
A A ET

I1)

A

——““~——
A A UT

U
A
———l————

(2)

SLP"T

A

A ->l:|.|.

»

I

A
U

4

THE T‘ TRANSLATION

This section introduces the necessary technical apparatus: the
T-translation

4.1

and UV.

Definition: the T-translation

Let T be a theory.

we define the translation

L)

(s = t)T:

LL)

( JT commutes with

iii)

(A » BJT: = ((AT » BT) A DT(AT » BTJ)

Lu)

(Vx A)T:

4.2

= (s = t),

A, v, 3.

= ([Vx AT) /\DT(V>< ATJJ

Substitution

|—HA([s|x]

(LTT: = 1

Lemma

[A[><])TJ <+ (A(s))T.

Paooﬁ: Induction

on A(x). Use 2.10.
D

4.3
L)

Definitions
For U < T we define:
UT: 5 HA-+{A |FU

LL)

u*:

a uU

AT}

C )T: L 4 L as:

4.4

Definition

Let GN: L 43V be the standard

primitive

recursive

Gﬁdel numbering.

Let hT be the natural

function such that hT [CN[A))==GN((A]T).Let

(Sent(xJ) be a formula of L that expresses

'x is the Godelnumber

of a Aentence of L’.
U is a baAe iffor

every T with U‘< T:

L)

I-UA

Li)

fWﬁAVx((Sent(x)/\ProvU[x)) + Provu (hT(xJJ)

4.5

=. |—U AT

and

Definition:

the weak Completeness Principle

By the Weak Completeness Principle
(wcPT)

A -> oT

4.6

Technical

for T we mean:

AT

Lemma

L)

u<v<w=>uw<v”

LL)

I-HA AT _. uT

Lu’)

A6 2 => I-HA (AT +> A)

Lu)

A€A=>|-HA

v)

A€B=>l-HA((A/\DTA)—>AT)

V“

I-HA+CPT A T’ AT

M")

"HA+wcPT A ‘T AT

"WT

"HA+cPT

“T

"HA+I:ITi CPT

"T

"HA+wcPT+pTbTl

AT

(AT -+A)

WCPT

DPT

Pnooﬁ:

L)

trivial.

LL)

Induction

on A, e.g.

the case of A = (B » C):

By the Lob Conditions
T

->t:T)A

C1T(BT->CT)J

H

T

UT—(B + C]

iii)

Induction on A using 2.9.

iv)

Induction

on A using LLL).

v)

Induction

on A. In the "a" case use LL) and iv).

case that

A = (n B), B€|_:

we treat

First note that UTI ‘blows up the T-translation’

the

i.e.

UTII-FA (B 9 BT], this of course because it makes the second

conjuncts in clause iii)

and iv) of the definition

of ( )T

true.
we have- ' U T I F HA (B 9 BT) ’ hence

So-D
'

T

-.s

’

BT|—HA b T -aBEl
’T
F

1 B ’ BT F HA U T I a I

BT

D (D I + I)
HA T
T

FHAUTI

-1B, UT.1 B, BT FHA.L,

or:

(1BADT —.s)I-HA1sT
Thus, using the Ldb Conditions again:
C1BAi3T'1B)

vi)

vii)

Induction

FHA (WB IT.

on A.

(b Y LL)
(by * and the
Conditions)

(by L6b's

we find, combining this with (*):

(*)

Lob

Theorem)

'

A 9 AT,

vLL£)I-HA+CPT

80 by CPT:

kHA+CPTUT(A 9 A ). T Using the Lob Conditions
I-HA+CPT UTA

*'>C]TA

. 30:

T

I-HA+CP A"'DTA

we Find.

'

T

ix) trivial
X)

Clearly:
T

"HA+oTr_‘ILUTA
T

4.7

9 UTA

Characterization

'

D

of UV

Let U < V, then:

L)

r|U

A<»rVI-

V

U

..

AV
V

44.)

I—HADUVA<->E]UA

iii)

F V WCPV
U

Pnooﬁ:
L)

"="

Suppose FVI—UAV Then there

is a finite

Fgl-U AV. Let C be the conjunction
Clearly

PU E P such that

of the elements o¥ PU.

|—UCV » AV. U < V, hencel-U[[CV-+AV]/d3V(CV->AV]).

Dr:|-U[C a AJV. Then by de¥inition:|F|A.

U

V C e A. Conclude:

UV

”=”

By induction

The Kength

In this

on the length of the prooFoF Fl- V A.
U

06 pnooﬁ LA 0

case A is an axiom of HA or

ample the Induction

PU AV. we treat

Axiom:
V

we have:I—HA(BVo A Vx[BVx » B x'))

Since

I-

HA

BVQ +[3

V

4 VxBVx

Bvo;
V

FHA(BVo A UV Vx(BVx * BVx'))

*[3V

VxB x

For ex

Combining:
I-HA [BVO A Vx((BVx
(VxBVx A U

where ...

—.BVx') A ...)

—.BVX’) A ...))—>

VxBVx)

is the (For our reasoning spurious) UV(BVx» BVx').

The Kength 05 the

Wetreat

Adv Vx((BVx

pnooﬁ LA n+7

For example the case that the last step in the proo¥

was:
F,Bl—

C

T|-

B » C
UV

By the Induction
V

F

V

F

V

FL]

V

,

B

—

UV F

V

FU

TV FUIB

(By 4.6 Li)

Hypothesis we have:
C

a CV)

V

By the Ldb Conditions

V

[l]?

PU DV(B

1‘V|—U I:1V(BV

V

4 C )
—»CV)

V

r

Li)

By ¥ormalizing

V

V

and U < V

V

F ,B

I-U C

rV I-U

BV »

(:V

V

I—U(e 4 C)

the proo¥ o? L). Remark:

a) we must Formalize the proof of 4.6 LL.
b) we really

need U < V rather

than U E V here.

Q) What we prove is even the stronger
o? LL).
ALL) By 4.5 LL):
(—HA(AV —>DV AV) =
I-HA (AV —» (ov

l—HA(A aljv
|—U (A ->DV

AVJVJ

AVJV =
AVJV

+—V
A-+DVAV
U

(4.5
=9

(HA < v)

(HA < U)

=9

'

LALU)

o

’quanti¥ied’

version

4.8

Theorem

Let U < V, then:

4'.)

AEA andl-VA=>

I-UA

U

LC) AEB andl-UA

=>|-VA
U

P1005:
1,)

Suppose AEA:
F-\/A

=

U

I-UAV =>

Li)

Suppose AEB:

(4.7 L)

FlJA

=

[U < V)

(AEA).

I-UAA ov A =.

[AeB)

V

I-UA

I—UA

U

|-

.

=>

(4.7

«(.3

A
UV

D

4.9
L)

Definitions
Letlfg L, T a theory.
Define: T is F-bound if for every sentence A E F:

(I-T A= (A is [classically]
Li)

A theory T satisfies
every

sentence

the DiAjunctL0n Pnopenty (DP) if for

(A v B] :|-T

LLL) A theory T satisfies
if for every sentence

truell.

A v B = (I-T A orl—T B).

the Numenicaz Exibtence Pnopeaty
(3xA(xJ]H-T 3xAx = (I-T A3 for some

n€ W 1.

4.10

Theorem

L)

I-U,‘

CPU*

Li)

U* is a base

iii)

If U is Z-sound then U* satisfies

DP and EP.

P1006:
L)

By 4.7 iiill-U*
by 4.7

(1)

Suppose

..
L1.)

A »[3U AU and

U
I-HA EIU A <+ am

U*<§T. we have

A.

PU* CPU*, hence

PU* CPT. By 4.6

UL:

I-U*A<~+AT.Conc1udePU*/\=9|-U*AT. To prove the verifiability
clause we must Pormalize this argument.
£i£) Suppose U is Z-sound. We treat

EP. Let (3xA(x)) be a sentence.

We have:

I-U*3xA(x) =

(4.10 L)

I-U*3x:UU* A(x) =

(4.8 L)

I-U ax DU* A(x) =

(U is Z-sound)

FU*A(ﬂ) For some n€ N.
4.11

Example:

D

PA*

In the next sections we will mostly be interested
such that U < U*. Bases have this property

in theories U

(see 4.12).

example of a theory without this property is PA: clearly

A nice

PA§ PA*,

For PA* satisfies
DP and any extension of PA that satisfies
BP is
either not RE or inconsistent. In section B we will return to PA*

to charactarize its provability logic.
By the Trace Principle
(TPJ

we mean:

(DPA* Vx(Ax 4 Bxll

* ((3xAx)

v ‘Vx(Ax » Bxll

It is called Trace Principle because it is the trace leFt by
Excluded Third in PA*.

We have:
L)

kPA*

CPPA*

LL)

kPA*

TP

iii)

|—PA*DNS, where DNSis the scheme (Vx(1-1A[x))-+1'1(VxAx))

P1006:

ii)

We have:
|-HA(UPR*Vx(Ax » Bx))‘°
UPA (Vx(Ax » BXJJPA 9

DPA Vx((AxJPA » [Bx)PA)

and
I-HA (Vx[Ax » BXJJPA 0

[(Vx(Ax)PA » (Bx)PA3 A DPA Vx((AxJPA » (BXJPAJ)

Moreover:
FPA (3x(Ax)PA v Vx((Ax)PA + (BXJPAJJ
SO

iii)

I-PA [TP)PA

We can provel-PA* DNSin two ways. The First
that

HA+{—.All-PA-;A}EHA+DNS.

Moreover

is by remarking

(-1A J EB, henoe:

“PA"A ‘ “PA*"A'
The second is by deriving

from TP a slightly

DNSin HA+CP
PA*+ TP. First

weakened Form,the Propositional

Prinoip1e,¥ollows:
(PTP):
We have

DPA*[A 4 B) e A v (A e B].
in HA+TP:

note that

Traoe

[U

PA*i ]

UPA* (1 AX)

Ax V '|Ax

Vx[Ax v 1AxJ

[]PA*i

» Vx(Ax v wAx)

Moreover:|—HA+CPPA* 1‘1DPA*.L, so

I-HA+CP

PA*+

TP

1-IVX(AXV‘1AX)

Fromthis it is easy to derive:
I

-HA+CP

+TP

DNS.

PA*

Open phobﬂem:

D

Is

PA*

HA+CPPA *+TP?

We now turn to bases.

4.12

Theorem

Let U be a base,

U < V, then:

V

L)

U

2 U+wCPV

LL)

U* 2 U+CPU*

P1005:
L)

We prove:

UV = U+WCPV.2 Follows by Formalizing
V

U+wCPv E U

U

Further

|—UA =

[U is a base)

I-U AV =

(4.7

F

V A

L)

this

proot.

u" g u+wcPv

l-V/-\
U

=9

£4.71.)

=

(4.6

V

..

FU A

v44)

"u+wcPV A

..
LL)

.

.,

By L):

U* E U+wCPU. By 4.7

U

LL)!

U+wCPU= U+CPU*.Formalization

I-HA|UU A

of this

9*DU* A

so

argument gives:

U+wCPU 2 U+CPU*

D

4.13
Let

Theorem
U be a base,

U < V, then

AEA

Pnooﬁ: by 4.8 i) and the tact

=> [I-UA 9 |— VA)
U

that u < UV.
C]

4.14 Application
L)

HA is

LL)

F

a base
A =

F

HA*CPv

A

HAV+DVEi/i

1.4141)A€A=>(|—

A=>|HA+CPV

A]
HA+U\/IQ/J.

iv)

VHA+CPV
ER/i,iF

V is consistent.

U)

HA+CPHA E H/\*+|:lHA|:lHA.L

vi)

AEA =» (I-HA+CPHAA ¢>ElHAE|HAJ. I-HAA)

P1005:

L)

The proof is implicit

LL)

we have:|-

in the proof o? 4.7 L], Li).

V WCPV(by 4.7 LLLJ],

so|-

HA

[by 4.6 X)J.
LLL) Suppose

A E A. Then

V
HA +UVL_J\/J.

(D\ﬁjV

L—>AJ E A.

CPV

We have:
A F

A =

(L)

HA+CPV
I

A =

HAV

+CH/DVL

F

(D
HAV

D
v

(4.8 L)

L » A) =
v

“HA (Ev D V.L+ A) =

'1m+o

iv)

If

D LA"

V

V

I-H/HEP

HA < V,

hence
v)

By

ClV_L,

V

then by iii):

|-

HA

El [:1 L ..
V

I-V L.

CHA*+D

we have

HA+CPHA _

HA

D

HA

J..

On the other hand:
I-HA* A =9

(4.741)

|-

(4.6

HAAHA =

v4)

FHA+CPHAA

and (by 3.2)

I-

11D

i=>

HA+CPH A

FHA+CPHA

'

(CP

DHA 1'1|:I_L=>
HA
D

HA+CPHA

U
HA

J
HA

HA

(2.15)

HA‘ .

So HA+CPHA = HA*+[jHA[3HA.L.

by Formalizing this argument.

we Find

vi)

Suppose

A 6 A, we have:

+HA+CP

HA

A

9

FHA* EJHA DHA
F HA

[E]

HA

D

HA

(v)

D

V

J..

so by

|—HA[3V_L.HA is Z-sound,

L6b’s Theorem and logic:

LL)

V

4.15

Examples of Bases

Our result in section 7 on the independence ot KLSwill hold for
Z-sound bases. Hence we will note when an example is Z-sound.
L)

HA is a Z-sound base.

Pnooﬁ: that HAis a base, we remarked in 4.14 L). Z-soundness
Follows from the truth

Li)

of HA.

Let B[x) be a natural

it are precisely

B

Formula oF L such that the x satisfying

the Gddelnumbers of the elements of B. Let

F(x) be a Z-¥ormula with just x free.
p H /\Vx(F[x)

+ B(x)).

P/L006: Suppose

Suppose that:

Then U: E HA-+F is a base.

A E I‘,

I-H A, U < T.

we have:

p+“\(N\P0 » A), where F0 E T, TO Finite.
k-

HA

N\FT 4 AT
0

'

B

V

4 BL£'F'
'

'

To prove the verifiability

U

N\FT.
0

Hence by L:

Conclude|—

U

AT.

condition we have to Formalize

this proot.

iii)

B

Let U: E HA+UNS, where

DNS is the

scheme:

(Vx[1-»Ax]

»

1'1(VxAxJ).Then U is a Z-sound base.
P1005: Let 1-wDNS be the scheme:

(1-1DNS) 1‘1(Vx[ﬁ-:Ax) + 1'1[VxAx]).
By simple

logic

The Z-soundness

U 2 HA+-:1 DNS. Apply ii).
oF U ¥ollows From the Fact that

classically true.
iv)

HA+BNSis
B

Let Primitive Recursive Markov’s Principle be:
(NPR)

VxVy(1-:3zTxyz 4 3zTxyz]

where Txyz is Kleene’s

a Z-sound base.

T-predicate.

Then U: E HA+-1MPRis

Paooﬁ: U is a base by LL). It is Z-sound by a result

of

Kreisel, see [Tr] 3.8.3 page 264.
v)

The Reflexion Principle
[RP HA]

Let

for HAis the axiomscheme:

UHAA->A.

U:

HA+RP

Then U is a Z-sound base.

is true,

hence Z-sound.

HA’

Let T >»U, we have:

(4.6 iii)

T

(HA is a base]
(RP

HA

)

T

Hence.FU

W%“\A » A)

.

To prove the verifiability

condition we have to formalize

this proof.
vi)

Let < be a well founded RE relation,

represented

in L by

the formula (x < y). Let TI< be the scheme:
(TI<)

((Vy((Vx

< y Ax) » Ay)] » VZAZ)

Let U: 5 HA+TI<. Then U is a Z-sound base.

Pnooﬁ: The Z-soundness follows from truth.

Let T > U. Clearly it is sufficient

to prove:

I-U (Vy((Vx < y Ax) » AyJ)T » (VZAZJT

[and formalize this proof in HA].
Assume:
a) UT(VzAZ)T

b) [Vy((vx

we first

< y Ax) -» Ay))T

prove:

Vz(Vx < z Ax)T, by TI< in [Vx < z AXJT:

Suppose

we have Vu < Z (Vx < u AXJT.

By b):

Vu < Z (Au)T.

By a):

UT Vu < z (Au]T'

Corrbining: (Vu "\ z Au)T.

By TI< conclude: Vz(Vu < z Au)T, hence by b): Vz(Az]T.
From a):
[VzAz)T.
So we have
(*)

b FWJ UT (VZAZJT + (VZAZJT.

we have U < T and

b LU EH.b

(according

to 4.6 iL)]

hence:

b I-U CIT (CITWZAZJT -» (VzAz)T).

By L5b’s Theorem:
(H)

b |—U UT [VzAz)T.

Combining (*l and [**l:
b F U (VzAz)T.

4.16

Theorem

Let T[y,x) be a Z-formula with just y,x free.
formula (T(i,x))
Let

U

be a theory.

U Ti, i.e.

i€w

base.

P/L006: Suppose

Let Ti given by the

SupposeI—HA"Vi Ti is a base".

the theory given by By T(y.x).

|—UA and U <V. Then there are B ,...,B
1

k

Then U is a

such that

I-T. B
1

A

for £ = 1,...,k,
\

Ti£‘<

<

U

and B1,.u,Bk|-HA/L For every.£E {1,...,k}:
V

-

V, sofga

11:

V

(BK) . Moreover B1,

This proof can be formalized
5

Z

£

...

V

,Bk|

—

V

HAA

V

.

.

SoF1JA

in HA.

U

ON SELFCOMPLETIDNS

This section is about selfcompletions.

we show now to construct

them and give the appropriate conservation results.

Selfcomole

tions over a fixed theory are not in general unique but self
completions of a base, for which the fact that they are self
completions of that base is provable in HA, are unique.

5.1

Definition

Let T, U be theories.
L)

T is

LL)

T is a Atnong Aeﬁﬁcompﬂetion

5.2

a Aeﬁﬁcompﬂetion

05 U if

T = U+CPT.

05 U if

T a U+CPT.

Theorem

Every theory U has a strong selfoompletion.

P1005: Clearly we can find a primitive recursive h such that:
h(GN((T(x)]).

GN(A)J = GN((A 4 CH.A3)

Let [Form(z)) be a formula just satisfied
formulae and define:
(B(y,x)):

= (U(x) v 3z(Form(z)

by the Godelnumbers of

A. x = h[y,z)])

By the Fixed Point Theorem (2.11) we find a formula [T[x)) such

that:
I-HALT(x) 9 B[GN[(T(x))),x))
5.3

Theorem

Let U be a base.

L)

Suppose T is a selfoompletion

LL)

Suppose T is a strong

of U, then T = UT.

selfoompletion

of U, then T 5 UT.

P1005:
L)

By 4.12

UT 5 U+wCPT. Moreoverl—T A 9 AT [by 4.6

|—HAEH.A*>EH.AT. Henoe WCPTand CPT are
over

ii)

HA. Thus

T = U+CPT = U+wCPT E UT.

By formalizing the proof of L).

vi),

so

interderivable
E

D

5.4

Theorem

Let U be a base. Then any selfoompletion
over U w.r.t. A.
Pnooﬁ: by 4.13 and 5.3 L).
5.5

T of U is conservative

D

Theorem

Let T be a selfoompletion

of U. Thenl-T-1A 9'1-1UT.LFU-1A.

P1005:
u‘

I

-1

- U+CPTE U+U1”L (4.6

Lx),

so

|—T-1A=l3TJJ-U-IA
=> '1 1DT.l.|-U

<=" T_3_U+-1-;UJ.by

‘. A.

3.2

T

5.6

E]

Theorem

Let U be a Z-sound base,
fies

of U. Then T satis

EP and DP.

P1006: we treat
We have:

EP: Suppose (3xAx] is a sentence,

|-T(3xAx) ?

(DPT)

FT 3x[lTAx =

(5.4)

PU 3x UT/b< =

(U is Z-sound]

|—T An For

5.7

T a se1Foompletion

some n.

and FT(3xAx).

D

Unigueness Theorem

Let U be a base. Then U* is the unique strong selfoompletion

oF U.

[unique in the sense ot 5).
Pnooﬁ: By 4.12 LL) U* is a strong
V and W are strong

selfoompletions

selfoompletion
of U. we claim:

of U. Now suppose
V E W.

By 5.3 LL) V 5 UV, W 5 UN, hence it
UV 5 UN. We treat

UV = UN. To get

is su¥ficient

to show

2 one must as usual

¥orma

lize the argument. Clearly one needs only to prove:I-HA(AV**Aw).
we proceed by induction on A; we treat the case that A = (B-+C):
|—HA[(BV » CV) A oV(aV » CV)J

9

(4.5

((BV a CV) A DV(B a Cl)

9

(5.3

((BV

+>

(IH)

9

(by the symmetrical

-> CV) A C|U(BV -» (:V))

((Bw » Cw) A DU(Bw a Cwll
((3

5.8

a c J A ow(B“ » cW)J

Non Uniqueness

There are di¥¥erent

uzl

and the Lbb Conditions)

U

Theorem

selFcompletions

o? HA, what is more: For

every Talse Z-sentence B there is a seltcompletion
T E HA+B. Moreover if U and V are sel¥comp1etions
U ¢=V then

there

argument)

are D,E in L s.t.

T of HAs.t.
of HA and

F-U D,V V [L IJUE, ¥—VE.

P1006: Let B be a False Z-sentence.

Find using the Fixed Point

Theorem For HA a (T(x)) such that:
l—HA(T[x]

+> ["EIA€L

x = "A ->E1TA""

Then T is clearly

a selfcompletion

have:

S0 HA+B 2 HA+E]Ti

B FHA UT 1,

>=, unless

there

Surelyl-VE.

We

2 T. (Note that we do not get

CHA'1B].

Nowsuppose U and V are distinct
e.g.

V B]).

of HA, because B is ¥alse.

selFcomp1etions

of HA. Suppose

is a D such that FLJD, l¥V|D. Take E: = [D »|3V|D].

Suppose|—UE, then P [J UV D. Hence (by 5.4) FHA D V D,

so FV D. Contradiction.

Conclude: VUE.

D

5.9

Example

we provide two concrete distinct
T as in the first
Compare T with

we have:|-HA*

Tact that

selfcompletions

o¥ HA: take

half of the proof o? 5.8 with B - DHA[]HA.L.

HA*.

1'1UHA*.L, so

FHA* 1-1UHA.L(by 4.7aLéand

the

(l)HA = L). Suppose that FT 1 1 UFHXL, then:
_

UHA[3HA.L|HA'11

E]

'

'

HAL. By 2.15 application

.

_

1.E]HA[]HAJJ HAEJHAJU

Applying Ldb's Theorem:|—HA[3HA.L,quodnon. Conclude:l¥T-1q[3HAJ“
5.10

Remark

In the introduction

we have seen that any selfcompletion

T of PA

coincides with PA+U1.l. we have also seen that no selfcompletion
of HAis equal to HA+U1.l. The Tollowing theorem will dispel

fear that there is a selfcompletion
5.11

T oF HAsuch that T==HA+-11[3TJ..

Theorem

Every selfcompletion
P1005:

the

Clearly

a classical

T o? HAis a proper extension

T 2 HA+11 DT.L.

model of PA+UTL.

of HA+11C]T 1.

Suppose T = HA+-11|DT.L.

Let M be

Consider the Kripke model:

' M
w

This is a model o¥ HA (see Smorynski's contribution

to [Tr], pp 340,

341.) we have: wﬂ--11.DT.L.

By an easy induction

on A(x] in Z (all

Free variables

that:
wH- Afml °'w # A(m)

we have For sentences

B o? L:

(For all

m].

shown) we see

F=rB =

(ex hypothesizwlh

N”-E3 =

[wlh T)

u)|l- UTB=>

(EITBEZJ

T)

|-TB.
So
Moreover:

wlh B ° FT B.
MbE3 9 wﬂ-1 1 B.

So finally:
M|=B ¢’ FT11 B.

This makes the true sentences o? MRE. Contradiction.

way to see this,

is by considering two recursively

(The simplest

inseparable RE

sets).
5.12

Open problems

L)

Is HA*¥initely

axiomatizable

Li)

Is HA*axiomatizable

over HA?

over HAby a set 0? formulae of

bounded complexity? (The reader may consider his ¥avourite

measure o¥ complexity.)

Conjecture: no, to both questions.

5.13

On HA+ECT0

Our presentation

here, leans heavily on that in [Tr] pp 188-205.

For Extended Church's

Thesis (ECTUJsee [Tr] page 195.

we have not been able to show that

HA+ECTDis a base:

Open Pnobiem
Is HA+ECTO a base?

Yet we can get a conservation result
tions

of HA+ECTU.

as in 5.4 ¥or sel¥comple

o? HA+ECT
0. Define: Ar, as

Suppose T is a selfcompletion

[Bx xrA), where r is a formalized version of Kleene’s reliza

bility

(see [Tr] page 189, 3.2.3 A). we have:

r

L)

"T A "

"HA+cPT A

The proo¥ of L) is along the lines o? the proo¥ of 3.2.18,
[Tr] page 196, if necessary adapted to a language with just
( 1’. +,

In that case we need e.g. that For B(x] in Z

we can Find a partial

recursive term WB(x)s.t.:

ITHA B[x] 0 YB(x]rB(x)
Moreover we must show that

CPT is realized

in HA+CPT. We have

(in HA+CPT):

yrA(x)

(A(x))r
UT tA(xJJ‘"

1,

—EF—————-—Tbecausel-T

ECTD and

.rA(xJ

FHA+ECT

D

B 9 B J

‘l"DTA(x)rElTA(x).

Take XA(x): = (Ay VDA(i]] i.e.
T

recursive

term such that

I-HA+CPT XA(x)r(A(x)
LL)

a certain

for all y

(standard)

primitive

{XATXJ}y 5 ﬁg ATX). The“:
T

—>ElrA(x))

I-HA+CP AP " "TA'
T

For we havel-HA+ECTU A 0 AP.

iii)

T

"HAB

T "HA+cPTB'

By 4.7 L), 4.12 L),

and the Fact that

T is a selfcompletion.

HA+CPT==HA+WCPT,
because

.

LU)

T

|—HAA’

«» |—TA.

CombiningL), ii), iii).
We claim:

for

A(-IA: I-HA AFT —»A.

Troelstra

in [Tr] page 250 gives a class o? formulae PU such

that

for A.€FD: FHA Ar + A. It is easily

Find

for

AEA:

Hence:|-HA

shown that

I-HA AI" -» A, so I-HA APT -» AT

(HA is

A S TU. we
a base].

APT 4 A [A€:A).

So 1-‘or AEA:

FT.A =

(iu)]

rT
I-HAA

=>.

|HAA

=9

(AEA)

FT.A.
U

5

REMARKS ON THE PRUVABILITY

LOGIC

UF

This section is devoted to the provability

HA

AND EXTENSIONS

logic o? HAand ex

tensions. First we give certain principles Tor the provability
logic o¥ HAand extensions

inFormally. Then the apparatus neces

sary to state these principles a4 principles of provability
logic is introduced. The last part characterizes PA*. A corollary
is de Jongh's Theoremfor Intuitionistic Propositional Logic.
The next theorem is tolklore:
6.1

Theorem

Let-HA=< T < PA

L)
L“

and

AG 2, then

|-T'1'IA # F=rA
UT 1-‘A->E_|A
"HA
T

Pnooﬁ:

L)

I-T11A

=.

I-PA A

=>

1 -»translation,

I-HAwwA=>
I-HAA

A6 2

(2.15)

=

I-TA

Li)

Formalize the proot of L)
D

6.2

Theorem

I-HA DHA(-11A -9 A) "DHA(A

V 1A)

Phooﬁ: This is application

2 of 2.15.
D

6.3

Theorem

Let A,B1,...,BnEIA , then:
n

L)

H

|—HA
(i/:\1(Bi->ElHABi])->A

then

I-HAA.

n

4.4.)

|—HA(E|HA(i/:\1(Bi

—»|:lHABi]

—>A) —>DHAA.

Pnooﬁt
'

L)

_

Suppose A,B1,...,Bn€

n
N\

A and |F“\[i=1(Bi

» DHAE%)9 A).

we have FHA UHA* Bi‘9 UHAE%_(by tormalizing

theorem

henoezl-HA*/\. Conoludel-HA/\ (4.13).

ii)

Formalize the proof of L).

Clearly we could ¥ormulate a similar prinoiple tor SLP.

4.13].

6.4

Definitions

1(1)

P: =.‘[DD:|31:D2:---}

LL)

Lp is the closure

iii)

Hnﬁis the ClOSUPBof P U {Tﬂ.L}

iv)

2pr is the closure

v)

Apr is the closure

the rule:

[A62

PP

o? P U {1',l}

—<

>

> F,T commutes

for

=>(A—+B)EA .)

PP

PP

< >¥’T: Lpr 4 L as:

-F’T- _
. — F(pi]

.
with

A, v, »

= CIT < A >‘°'T.

Let F E L. We will
i¥:

A, v, +,[3.

= i

— < CIA >‘°'T=

vii)

under

0? fT,i} U {[3AIA€ Lpr} under A, v and

,B€A

_<T)‘F’-r:
:
— < pi

A, v, ».

of fT,l} U {IHAIAEILDF}under A, v.

UL) Let t:P 4 L. Define:
- < L >¥’T:

under

every

say that

A E Lp is
t

F,T-uaﬁid

T

or hr T.A

F:P » F "T < A > ’ . when P = L we will

speak

simply about T-valid andI=T.
5-5

Theorem

Wehave the Following provability
4'.)

Let HA<T<PA

ii)

Let AEIZDP, then:|=

iii)

Let A,B1,...,B

principles:

and AEZDP then:|=-FD-1-:A—>UA

n

HA

(D(1-1A » A) +[3[A v 1A J).

EIApr , then: b HA U(/“[8.

1

e»UB.] 9 A] %|DA.
1

Ph00ﬁ= by 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and the fact that for AEIZ
< A

6.6
L)

>

DI‘:

F,T E22, etc.

Eorollary
Let A€ApP then:

|=HAEH11 D-L" A) "

DA

|=HA EH-a-1 DA ->C|A) -> DEA

P1005:

i)

Use 6.5 L£L) and:
|=HA((UJ.

->1.)

[ID i a L)

—>E|(EJl-» J.JJ—>

4 U.i) +

'11 DJ.

plus the fact that (Ell ->J.) EAPP.
LL) This is a consequence of L).
U

6.7

Comments

Let AEILD. T E U. Clearly we have|=T/\

= k1JA. Or: the propositional

logic of theories is monotonein theories.

6.6 Li} shows that this

does not extend to Lpr , Tor:

|¥PAD(1'IDJ.->D.|.)->UDJ..
If it did we would have: hPAC3E]l.

Professor Lob asked whether this last observation also holds for
the (+,[3)-fragment of LP? i.e. the closure o? P under #5 D. The
answer is yes. From 6.5 we find e.g.:
|=HA(Cl([[C|L__|pU-rE]pU]->D[|:]C]pU->l:3pU]) ->ljl:|pD]

->D[:]C]p0).

Hence by L6b’s Theorem:

HA[U([(|:IClp0->Dp0]->DC]pU]—>|:]Dp0]—>|:]E|l:|pD)
But iF|=PA (*), then we would have by Peiroe's

(*)

Law:|=PA D D Elpo.

Quod non.

we now turn to the characterization

o? the provability

logic o? PA*.

Definitions

6.8
L)

Li)

2C is the set of closed Z-sentences
G(ZC] is the Following theory in Lpr:

- Classical Propositional Logic (in Natural Deduction
formulation)
- F-A = F-U A

(G6del’s

Rule)

D A 4 D D A

D[A—>Bl ->(E1A—>DB)

DUZIA->A]—->DA

-pi-+ Upi

(for all pi€ P)

Thus _t3(zC)is 5+ [pi ->Dpil

[all pi€Pl.

Note that C(20)

does not satisfy the usual substitution property:
F-A(pi) = F-A(B], for F-B-a DB does not hold in general.

iii)

H is the following theory in Lpr:

- Intuitionistic
formulation.
-

I-A

Propositional Logic in Natural Deduction

—> GA

(UP)

-|-D(A->Bl->(UA->ClBl
-

F'(D

A + A) 9 A

(SLP)

(the Propositional Trace

U (A + B] e (A v (A 9 Bl)

Principle)
iv)

P is the following translation:
- [ JD commutes with T, L, A, v, U.
- (A » BJD:

v)

= HAD.» BU) /\D[AD—> Ball

A Kripke Model K is a structure
— W is

a set

< N, <, f > where:

—‘<is a transitive

binary relation

on N, such that

w‘< w’ <3w = w = w’.

—F:W » the powerset

of P, such that

The monotonicity condition

for Intuitionistic

w <Cw' = f(w) E F[w’).

on F is usual For Kripke Models

Propositional Logic, unusual For Kripke

Models For Modal Propositional

Logic. we have it in this paper

because we are as Far as Modal Logic is concerned just inter

ested in Logics with the principle
UL)

Let K = < N, <, F >

Aatibﬁaction

be a Kripke

nezation

[pi-+[3pi)

(For all pi ETU.

Model. We define|=K.

the

on K, as Follows: For w E W:

-w|=KT:
— w I‘K 91’

9 pi€

FUN)

- wl= K (A A B): °'[wl=A

and w|=B],

and similarly for v, ».
- wl= K IUA: 9 For all

w’ >'w

w'l=KA .

Clearly |=is a satis¥action relation for cﬁabbical modal logic,
with a little modi¥ication.

vii)

Let K = <W, <L f’>,

MIEMLWe define

IFK the

ﬁohcing neﬂation

on K as 1°ollows: For w€N:

- w|FK'T.

w|HK.L

-w||-K pi: ‘*pi€+‘[w)
- wH-K (A A B): 9 [wlFK/\

and similarly
— w||—K [A -> B):

and wH—KEU.

for V.
9 [For

every

w’ > w [w' ||—KA=>w’ ||—KB])

- w|FK[3A: 9 (¥or every w’ >’w

w’H—K/U.

Clearly W-is a forcing relation for a kind of intuitionistic
modal logic. when we restrict

it to Lp we get a forcing

relation for intuitionistic propositional logic.
MOE)Let K be a class

I=KA: “for

of Kripke Models. Define:

all K =<w, <, f> in K, for all w€w:w|=KA

F-K/\: 9 for all K <w, <, f> in K, for allvu€w:wH-KA.

ix)

F1 is the class of all finite irreflexive

6.9
PH/\

Kripke Models.

Theorem
9 kPA* A

P1005:

"=" Induction on the length of the proof using 4.11.
"="

we give the proof modulo a number of subsequent

|=PA*A=

(specialization)

|= C
A =
2 ,PA*

(Lemma 6.10)

D

E C

2 ,PA

|-

(A)

A (A)

G(Z”)

E FI[A)
H-

Fl

D

D

=

(Lemma 6.11)

=

(Lemma 6.12)

=

(Lemma 6.13)

!\ =

[Lemma 6.14]

I-HA
D

6.10

Lemma

i)

Let f:P » EC. we have:
(<A> f,T* JT <-><(A]D>f,T
"HA

LL)

k C
Z ,T*

A ¢’|=

Z ,T

(A)

lemma’s:

Pnooﬁ:

L)

Induction

on A, for example:

— ( <pi >

F,T* T

J

= (¥(pi))T,

(<(pi)E]>

F,T

) = F[piJ,

and by

the 1°aot that 1°[pi)€Z and 4.5 4111::-HA (H-‘(pi)JT*'>n°(pi)].
— Suppose

A =[]B.

we have:

F,T* T
( < DE3>

)

F,T* T
= ( DT* <B >

J

and:

< H:IB)':'>‘°'T = (oT( <(a)':‘>‘°’T)J.
Moreover:
|—HA(CH* ‘B >F’T*JT

(oT*<s>‘°'T*)

9

(4.6 iii]

<+

(4.7 L4)

( UT ( <B >f’T*)T) 9

[Induction

(oT (<(a)D>‘°'T))
6.11

|-

G(Z

Hypothesis)

D

Lemma

C /\¢’|=
J

C

2 ,PA

A

P1006: This is a simple corollary

o? the phooﬁ of Sohmmy’sComplete

ness Theorem. See [Vi].
D

6.12
|-

stzc)

Lemma
A <=~|=”A

P1006: This is a simple corollary

of the usual Kripke Model Complete

ness Theorem For G. (see [Bo] , [So]).
6.13

D

Lemma

Let K = <w, <, 1°> be a Kripke

P1005: a simple induction

on A.

Model, w€w.

we have:

w||-KA<* w |=KAD

6.14

Lemma: Completeness

Theorem for H

FI
|—H A **> ||-

A.

P1005:

”=" routine.
<=

Step

1

We define

KH = < NH, <H, fH >

as follows:

call a set F E Lpr H-saturated if P is closed underl-H and
((A v B)€I‘=>

AEI‘ or B61"),

- NH: = {FIT is H-saturated}.

- I‘<HA:¢’((A|(DA)€1"}_C_A]
- fH(T):

= (T n P)

Cﬁaim: TH-K /\ 9 Fl-HA .
H

The proof is by induction on A. Let us just treat

the case

of -9:

suppose

"="

A = (B 4 C).

Suppose

Hypothesis

(B » C)E F, A2=F, AH—KB. By the

A PH B. Clearly

because of CP: F E A, so

(B 4 CJE A, hence A PH C. By the Induction
AH-

K

Induction

Hypothesis:

C.
H

=>

Suppose

(B » C] EIH

- If (U(B » C))€I‘then
hence B€]7cn‘(B
BE F.

By IH:

F|F-

by PTP: (B v (B a C))€IH Fis saturated,

» CJEIH By our assumption (B » CJEIU so
'34

B and

FH¥K C . Hence
H

PH¥K

H

B 4 C.

I1-‘ U(B->C)€I‘,

Flexion

let

shows that:

A0 : = {D|l3D€I'}.

AU’ B |¥HC . Using a standard

ment we can 1°ind a saturated
CEA.

Step 2

Amoment’s re

A 2 AU such that

we have A>I‘ and by IH:

All-K B,
H

Let K = < N, <, 1° > be any Kripke

argu

BEA and

All-/K C.
H

|"lode1 such that|l—KA1°or

all w E W. Sub[A] is the set of subformulae

o? A. Let:

A

w: = {B€Sub(AJ|w||—KB}
We define

KA= <wA; <A, FA> as Follows:

NA: = {wA Iw€W}

for a,b€\/«IA:

a <Ab:¢-"(aU {CI(|:1C)€a}
FA(a):

Eb and a¢b].

= a n P.

Oneeasily verifies that KAis a finite irreflexive

Kripke

Model.
Cﬁa/Cm: For every

B€Sub(A):

The proof is by induction
Suppose
n

K

on B. We treat

By the

=

A

Suppose:

have:

H

the case B = (D C).

(U C) E Sub(A).

n

=

I!

(w|l—KB¢>wAl|—AB) .

A

w Wk[3C and a > Ax» . a = v
K

VA > AwA and (Cl C) €wA, hence CEVA
K

IH:

a = VA W-AEL

Suppose:

K

A

w H- AC

We have two cases:

K

and v > w.

For some v. We

Conolude

v||-KC.

A
V =#wA

Cabe I

v A§>A wA,

Then clearly

fence

VA H- AC
K

and by IH: vH- C.
K

A

Cabe

II

v

A

= w . Suppose

we claim:
If

wH-K U C'+ C. For consider

xA=¢ wA, we have XIFKEI by case

we have

(U C)€>Jx

By SLP w|FK[3,
we

wH%KD C.

conclude:

hence:

x > w.
I.

I? xA = wA,

xH%KU C.

hence wH—KU C. (CP). Contradiction.

w”-K U C.

Step 3 Suppose UH/X. Then there is a saturated A such that A|ﬁyA.
(In ¥act we can take A = B, because H has the disjunction
property).

By step

KCis a tinite

1: AIVKH /X. By step

irreflexive

2: AAIVK.Aim and

Kripke Model.

H

6.15 Corollary: De Jongh’s TheoremFor EC-substitution

D

instances

Let A 6 LD, then:

'"IPL’\

T TECIHAAL

where IPL is Intuitionistic

Propositional Logic.

P1005:

"=" trivial.
Suppose AEILD. we have:
E

l:

z°,HA

A =

z°,PA*

n-”

A

' IPLA

A =9

=>

(8.10 - 13)

(Completeness Theorem For IPL)

7

UN

KLS

In this section we adapt Beeson’s proof oF the independence o¥
KLS From HA, to the framework of selfoompletions.
we Find the independeoe

7.1

As a result

of KLS from any Z-sound base.

DeFinitions

we define the necessary concepts in L. Let Txyz be Kleene’s T

predicate, U the result extracting tunotion.
L)

y total:

9 Vu3vTyuv

Li)

y ~ 2:

9 VuVvVw((Tyuv

iii)

2 is an efteotive operation: ‘9

A Tzuw) 9 Uv = Uw)

E2(z)

: 9

[Vy(y total

» 3uTzyu) A VyVwVuVv((y total

y ~ w A Tzyu

LU)

A Tzwv]

n is a modulus For 2 at y: 9

: 9

VuVvVw[(w total
Ub = UCJ)

A Tzwu A Tzyv A Vx=< n VbVo((Twxb

9 Uu = UV)

KLS: 9 VzVy[(E2[z) A y total)

7.2

A

9 Uu = Uv)]J

Mod(n,z,y)

u)

A w total

» Eu Mod(u,z,y)]

Theorem

Let U be a Z-sound base, then

HU KLS. In particular:

- |,¢HA KLS

-HHA+TI(<) KLS, where < is a wellfounded
-H

KLS
HA+RPHA

' "‘HA+oNs KLS
‘ "‘HA+1 M
KLS
PR

RE-relation

A Tyxo) +

[Moreover inspection
in 5.13 shows:
"*HA+EcTO

ot the proof combined with our remarks

KLS )

For Beeson’s original

proof, see [Be] or [Tr] pp 267-273. Our

result

KLSanswers a question ot Kreisel,

that

|¥

which

HA+1 MPR

was not answered by FP-realizability.
We prove

7.3

7.2 From a lemma:

Lemma

Let T be any RE theory,
l-T KLS

T > HA, s.t.

I—TCPT. We have:

—>CIT .L.

P1006 05 7.2 ﬁnom 7.3

Let U be a Z-sound

base.

Supposel-U

KLS. Thenl—U* KLS. Hence by

the lemma: kU* DU*l. (DU*.L]€ 2, so PU DU* l.

By Z-soundness|—U*J“

J.€Z, so FU.L. By Z-soundness: L.

D

P1006 05 7.3

Let T be a theory
We will

such that

FT CPT.

produce an index e such that

|—T(3n Mod(n,e, Ax.U)» UT.l).

|—TE2[e) and

wmne (Ax.U) is a canonical

index

0? the identically zero function.
First we give the computation ot {e}y. Let sy be the smallest
number s such that:
({y}s~TA(({y}s = 0 A ProofT(s,ry
Here {y}s T abbreviates

(3uTysu).

totaljll

v {y}s ¢ 0)).

To compute {e}y we First

compute

sy by tirst considering {y}0, in case {y}0 E U, checking whether
ProoFT(U,ry total1) etc. Of course this procedure need not ter
minate.

when we have Found sy there are two cases:

L)

{y}sy = 0, then put {e}y: % 0

LL)

{y}sy ¢=U. Check whether:

[(Vw< sy Vp'< s
It so put {e}y:

Proo¥T[p,rw total1))-+3k<<{y}sy T[w,sy,k)).
1, else put {e}y E D.

K
W

We have:

Cﬁaim 1

I-T y total

a {§}y+

Reason in T: Suppose y total,

then by CPT: apfﬁpof T

Clearly sy is bounded by p. y is total,

(pfy total‘).

hence the computation

o? sy will terminate. Moreover whenever the computation oF s
terminates, we have {e}y +.
Cﬁaim Z FT-([y total A y’ total A y ~ y’) + {§}y W {§}y’]
Reason in T: Suppose y total, y’ total, y ~ y’. we know From
claim 1: {e}y~+,{e}y’~¢.
s

= s

,

s’

= s

Y

Suppose {e}y = U. {e}y’ = 1. Let

,
Y

Assume {y}s = 0, so Proo¥T(s,ry totalj).
we have y < s, because
in a standard Gddel numbering the proo¥ is longer than the
theorem. Moreover s < s’ because y ~ y’ and {y'}s’

Bk < {yd s’ = {y}s' T(y,s’,k).
a standard

#=U. Hence

But this is impossible, For in

Gddel numbering the computation k must be longer

than the result {y}s’.
Hence {y}s ¢ 0.

we have s = s’,

{y}s = {y}s’.

{e}y’. Contradiction.
Hence, because = is decidable:

{e}y = {e}y’.

Conclude {e}y =

Taking claim 1 and 2 together

we have FT E2(§)_

Reason in T: Suppose KLS, then 3n Mod[n,e,(Ax.O)]
by CPT

‘

3n DT Mod(n,e,[Ax.0]).

we have:

(Vw< n+1 Vp < n+1(ProoFT[p,rQ total‘)
Consider

and hence

+l3T(3k'Hv[n+1)k))).

w < n+1, p < n+1. we have

Proo¥T(p,rW total‘)

» ET 3k Tw(n+1)k

» DT(ProofT(p,rW total?)

» 3k'hu[n+1)k)

and

1 ProoFT(p,rW totalj)

» UT : ProoFT(p,rQ totaljl
.. ElT(Proo-FT(p,'_\XI total—'J

Hence by the decidability

of ProoFT:

(Vw< n+1 Vp < n+1 []T(ProoFT(p,rW totaljl

By a tamiliar

4 (3k'Hu(n+1)k)))

induction argument:

UT[Vw< n+1 Vp‘<n+1[ProoFT(p,rW total‘)
Reason

—>Elk Tw (n+1)k)

+ (3klMI[n+1)k)))

in UT: We have

Vw< n+1 Vp < n+1(ProotT(p,rQ total?)

Hence clearly

+ [3k'Hv[n+1)k))).

there is an m such that:

Vw< n+1 Vp < n+1(Proo¥T(p,rW total‘)->3k<1m[Tw(n+1)kJ.

Let ¥ be a canonical index such that:
0 it

x ¢ n+1

{ m if

x = n+1

W

{F}x:

we have Mod(n,e, Ax.0), hence: {e}? E 0.
On the other

hand: it

{F}s¥ were 0, we had F < sf and

because t is a canonical
This is impossible.

index: n+1 < f. Hence n+1 < sf.

So {F}S¥ = m aﬂd 5; = “*1- BUt the“

by [*]: {e}? E 1. Contradiction.

(*1

Hence we conclude

in T: UTJ“

Hence FT KLS a UT.L.

7.4

Remark

Clearly we cannot establish
methods,

For HA+-11 KLS is a Z-sound base.

Open paobﬁem:

7.5

the consistency

do we have|¥HA-:1

of HA+-1KLSwith our
Thus:

KLS ?

Remark

0? course other independence prooFs using CP and bases are possible.
E.g. we oan prove that

Tor Z-sound bases U:|¥U NPR and|¥U MS, where

MSis Myhill-Shepherdson’s

Theorem. The proof o? the last Fact is a

simple adaptation of the proof in [Be].
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PART 5

On the pnouabiﬂity

Kogic 05 any necunbiueﬁy enumenabﬁe

cxtenéion 05 Peano Aaithmetic
OI‘

Another look at Solovay’s proo¥
Aﬁbcnt

V£AAe&

1)

In [So] Solovay shows that for any recursively

theory T such that T is lg-sound and P is relatively
in T, we have: a modal Formula X is T-valid

it?

axiomatizable

interpretable

X is a theorem o?

G.

Actually a rather lazy inspection of his proof yields a characteri
zation ot the provability

logic 0? any RE theory T such that P is

relatively interpretable in T.
In this paper we will follow [So] rather closely.

Not only do we

adopt most of Solovay's notations, but we will also refer Freely
to subproofs and observations in [So]. Hence the reader is advised
to consult [So].
2)

Wewill state

case o? relative

our main result

interpretability

tor RE extensions

T oF P. The

o? P in T is an easy consequence.

De-Fine:E|0J.:=.L, Un+1J.:=C|(UnJ.),UwJ.=T.C!.?.J.
For U<a<oo is
similarly detined. Here UT stands Por the standard arithmetical

provability predicate for T.
Let ca: = G+ClaJ., (U<a<w).

Theorem

Let T be an RE theory extending

such that:

3)

P. Then there

a modal Formula X is T-valid

iFF X is a theorem oF Ga.

BeFore proving our theorem we First

unexciting

is an a, O‘§a‘<w

turn to the avowedly

Kripke Frame completeness theorems For the Ga.

Let F‘: (x; 4) be a Finite,

irreFlexive,

[Remember that Solovay’s trees

transitive

Kripke Frame.

grow downwards).

DeFine the maximal downward pathlength

m:X-em as:

m(x): = sup{m(x') Ix’ < x}-+1.
Clearly

For bottom nodes x: m(x) = 1.

Let m(FJ: = max{m[x)| xE X}.
I£_e_0_z:1n

Let X be a modal Formula,

then:

GaF XiFF X is valid in every Finite,

irreFlexive

transitive

Kripke

Frame F, with m(F) < a.

Phooﬁ: The only iF side is routine.
Then G Hlﬁal-+x.

For the iF side: suppose GaI¥x.

By the Kripke Frame completeness

theorem For B

[see [So] 3.6, 3.7) there is a Kripke model K = (X;)-,e2>
For some XUEIX e([Cf3l-+xJ,
may assume that

such that

x0] = 0. Without loss oF generality

we

x0 is the top node oF (X; >0 . By an easy induction

one may show: For all x€X, all b with 0<b<w:
m(x]<§b. Clearly
e(DE3l,xOJ
Moreover e(x,x 0 J = O.

= 1,

e(UbJ.,x)

= 1 iFF

hence m(x0 J$§a. So m(F) = m(x
U

4]

we turn to the proo¥ o? the Theorem o? 2). Let a be the

smallest b, U<b<w such that Dgl is a theorem o1°T. The case
that a = U is trivial,
hence we will assume a 950.

The i? side of the theorem is routine.
For the only if side, assume Gallx . Then by 3) there is a Finite,
transitive,

irrei-‘lexive

Kripke model K = (X; >-, e) with top node X0

such that m(xU]<a and e(x,xD) = 0. we identify

xO with 1, X with

{’l,...,n}.
De¥ine 3 and h Tor K as in [So] 4.3, substituting
we have:

4'.)

0<£<n

and T |- 0<£<n

ii.)

it U<i<n and j€Si then:
- if K = i then T+ 1’,= j is consistent

-TI-U’.=i->1E|T£¢j]
Liz) ifl3<ﬁm<n and\j€Si then:

-i1°£=ithenT|-ﬁaéj
- TI-(K = i —>E1T£¢j)

LU) i1° O<i<n

then:

- i¥£= i thenT|-£€Si
v)

-Tl-17.=i->D.|.«C€Si
if 0<i<n then:
—if 2 = 1 then FT D$‘i)'1l
T

K = i ->D[P[i)J.

T for P.

P1006 06 L)-U): The proo¥s o¥ i)-iv)

are simple consequences of

the considerations in [So] 4.4.
The proof of U) is by induction
m[i)

= 1:

We have Si = U, Tl-(Si

on m(i).
= Z),

Tb-DT[Si

= Q), hence by LU):

- i? K = i then Tl-l.
-

m[i) >'1:

TI—,K = i—>DTJ..

Suppose K = i, then by Lu):
TF ‘REES.
i.e.
1

'Tp u/ 3 = j, ByInduction
'

S.

.

JE 1 m(.]

TF- “I E

j€S.1

Hypothesis:
.

max{m[J]IJEISiJ

J l . Hence Tl-UT

TFl3$[l]_1l.

~

l i.e.

The second case is by Tormalizing this

argument.
Suppose Z ¢ 0. Then

D
Z = i,

0<<i<§n.

By U): FT U$(i)_1l.

But Uni)-1‘<nﬁiJ'<nﬁ1]=<a

b with U=<b=<w s.t.

FT Da.L. Contradiction.

and a was the least

Hence E = 0. By LL): T-+£ = 1 is consistent.

Let ( 1* be as in [So] 4.7. we have

l¥T(x)*, tor the obvious adaphﬂjon

oF [So] 4.7 just uses L)-iv) and to repeat [So] 4.8 we just need that
T-+2 = 1 is consistent.
D
5)

Wehave shown that the provability

P are among the Ga(O=<a<§w). Conversely

logics of RE extensions
for any Ga there

extension T of P such that Ga is the provability

is an RE

logic o? T.

of

Plwoﬁ: Take T: =P+E|:J..
We conclude

a

Clearly

TI-DP DP J. hence T|- "P = T”.

Tb-U$.L 9 DE .L For any b with 0<b<m.

a-1
but not [in case a #=0,w) TL-UT .L For otherwise
and by L6b's

Theorem PF-DS_1l.

Quod non. The cases

Hence T|-13$ i.

a-1 L
PL-DS.L-9 UP

a = O, a = w

are trivial.

D

Reﬁenence

[So]

SULUVAY
R.M., Pnouabiiity

Israel

Lntenpnetationé

05 modaﬁ Kogic,

Journal of Mathematics, vol 25, 1976 pp 287-304.

PART 6 EPILOGUE

EPILOGUE

Remarks on the Provability

Logic of HAand extensions

In the epilogue we will make full use of the notations of part 4,

section 6 and of the introductory part. Define further:
L(T):

= {A E Lpr |kﬁ.A}

L[*]:

(T is an RE theory

{A E Lpr [for all

RE T extending

extending

HAkﬁ.A};

CI is defined as B, only with intuitionistic
logic.
Weare interested

instead of classical

in questions like the Following (all open]:

What is the provability

logic of HA?

- what are the provability
such

HA)

logics of interesting

extensions of HA

as HA+ECT0, HA+MPR, HA+KLS, HA+IP etc.?

- what is L(*)? Conjecture:
- Is there

an RE T extending

L(*J = CI.
HA such that

show: T g PA. (Any T < PA satisfiesflw

L(*) = L(T]? One can
1[3A » [JD A and e.g.

HA*

doesn't.)
- what are the possible complexities (our favorite measure is many

one reducibility)
decidable;

of the L(T)'s? L(PA)is (primitive) recursively

the L(T)'s can be at most complete Hg.

The questions above are good questions,

intrinsic
fruitful.
1

not only because of their

interest, but also because they promise to be technically
In particular the first two maybe hard.

On naively applying Solovay’s method

8, of course,

is not sound for HA, but one might hope to prove:

L(HA]E G [here we confuse conveniently

theories

with the sets of

theorems provable in those theories),

by repeating the complete

ness side of Solovay’s proof for HA.
Consider A in Lpr, such that Gl%A. There is a tail model K and a
tail element m with d(m) = d(A). we would like to prove:

HDd[A)

HAl4<A A[3A>KHA

HA L), in order

to get completeness.

Clearly

for completeness:
d(A)+1
d(A]
.
. .
HA+ DHA
l F(<A A DA>K’HA-H-DHA L) 18 sufficient.

when we try

to repeat the arguments of part 0 2.2, it turns out that the only
1+1

non intuitionistic
"lim h exists".

step is the assumption that HA+Dﬁ£A ll
Clearly

HA+Dg£A)+1i Fax hx } m, for some m ¢ 0,

hence we need only the existence of the limit in a given finite

upper part of <. So the relevant natural missing principle is
given by the following scheme:

(*)e k: (" 5 codes a finite sequence of ordered pairs that deter-‘
mines a partial irreflexive ordering 4”
A [vx vy

X < y » au av Texu

A Teyv A Uu ( Uvl 4

"lim{e} exists").
Let:
(**]:

forZ?—benIenceA:

A V ﬂA .

we show:

1.1

Theorem

(*3 and (**l are interderivable

over HA.

P1005:

n[*) = (**)n'
Consider A 5 3x AU[x), AO(x) primitive

Define:
0 it

Vy < x w AU[Xl

1 if

By < x AOIX)

{e}x: E {

recursive.

Reason in HA+(*)

Then {e} is total
lim{e} exists.

and monotonic in < with [0 < 1). Hence

I? lim{e} = 0 we have 1 A, if lim{e} = 1: A.

"(**J = [*)"
Argue in HA+[**]:

Assume the hypothesis

k be {1,...,N}.

oF [*) e,k' Let the domain o? < given by

Wehave by decidability

of Z?-sentences and

propositional logic that one of:
/“{i3x{e}x E i| i E {1,...,N}}

is true. Pick any such possibi

lity. I? it is inconsistent with the totality
o? {e}, we have a contradiction,

and monotonicity

hence lim{e} exists.

Otherwise

there is a j such that 3x{e}x E j and/A{13x{e}x E s |s > j}.
Conclude lim{e} = j, hence lim{e} exists.
U

The theorem indicates

that For a naive extension o? the complete

ness part o¥ Solovay's Theorem, one must consider extensions o?

HA+(**). Wethink these are hardly interesting.
2

Solovay's Theorem and the Completeness Principle.

we can execute something like 1's plan For theories

T > HA, with

TF-CPT (see part 4, p.2].

Hence suppose Th-CPT.

Let K be a monotonic tail

model. Let mHW<A
be defined

as in part

6.8.
Define:
h[U):

= U

h(k+1):
Clearly:

n if For some n > h(k) ProoFT[k+1,r(3x
{h[k] otherwise
FHA "h is weakly monotonic in <".

hx ( n)1]

4,

One easily
Define:

we will

shows:

HAHK: = {w |wﬂW<A} is Finite

[A]K T: = V/{Bx hx = i Ii

E HAHK}if

[A]

= ]N.

KT:

(0 = 0)i1°[[A]]K

conveniently

Take ¥: P a L as:

2.1

identify

F(pi)

or M .
HAHKis finite

V/{Bx hx = i] i 6 ml} with (O = UL

= [A]K T and deFine:

<A>K T: = <A>F’T.

Theorem

"T <A>K,T"’ [A]K,T'

P1006: induction

on A.

L)
Li)

A 2 pi or A 5 l. By definition.
A E (B v C]. Trivial.

iii)

A E [B A C).

we have to show:
|—T([B]K,T

A n:1K’T)«—> [B A c]K’T.

Reason in T:

+ trivial.
"+" Assume

w {Elx hx = 1 | i||—KB}, w {ax hx = j lj||—KC}.

Consider some 3x hx = i of the ¥irst
3x hx = j o? the second.

able w.r.t.

some

In case i and j are incompar

<, we have l, hence [B A C]K’T; otherwise

i < j or j < i, so e.g.

iv)

disjunction,

j|FB A C, hence
A E (B 4 C).

if i < j, we have 3x hx = j and

[B A C]K T.

We have to show:
I-‘T([a1K,T

In case

-» [c]K’T)

H [B —.c]K’T.

HB » CHK = W this

is Firite.

Let jU,...,jS

‘jQVK[B a C). Note that

is

easy.

Hence assume

H8 4 CHK

be the maximalelements such that
jkwk B and.jwVK C.

Reason in T:

First”+"
Suppose

([B]K’T 9 [C]K’T) and

DT(3x hx K jk].
h(p)

Suppose Proo¥T(p+1, r[3x hx ¢ jkljl

= y. In case y < jk,

hence

[C]K T. From h(p+1)

3x hx > jk (For

DT[B a C]K’T. We have

and

h(p+1] = jk and so [B] K,T’
= jk and [C]K T we have:

jk E HCHK). In case y { jk,

h[p+1] K jk.

Conclude: 3x hx { jk.Hemx3/g{3x hx K jk |k = U,...,s},

by the monotonicity oF h: Bx/n{hx K jk|
From this

k = U,...,s}.

we have: V/{Ex hx = i|ﬂFK (B 4 Cl}, i.e.

[B a C]K,T.
By the SLP (see part

without

so

assuming

4, 3] we may conclude

[B a C] K,T

DT[B » C]K’T.

Secondly "+"
Suppose [B » C]K T and [B] K,T. Hence by thereasoning
the

"+" case

of A: M/{Ex hx = i|

of

HFK [(B 4 C] A B)}.

So [C]K T.
U)

A 5 DB

The case that

HAHK= W is easy,

Let j0,...,jS

be all elements such that j~FKE]B, jk IVK B'

Note that For each i s.t.

hence assume HAHKis Finite.

iMﬂ<DBthere is a jk with i < jk.

we have to show: LT DT[B]K T-H-[DB]K T.

Argue in T:

+ first:
Suppose UT[B] K,T’ We have:

UT(3x hx 4 jk) by the deFini

tion of [B]K T and the ¥act that,jdVK B. Suppose

Proo¥T(p+1,r(3x hx ¢ jkljl
we have h(p+1] = jk,

and h(p) = y. In case y < jk

in case y K jk h[p+1) K jk.

Hence

Ex hx K jk.

Conclude /A{[3x hx { jk) Ik = U,...,s},

tonicity

of h:

hence by the mono

3x N\{(hx { jkl Ik = U,...,s}.

mentary reasoning:

V/{Bx hx = i|

So by ele

HFK CJB}.

Secondly "+"
Suppose 3x hx = i Tor an HFKEJB, by the de¥inition

and the Tact that
move up to i"J

of h

i #=D: UT Bx hx K i.("How else

could h

Moreover From 3x hx = i: UT(3x hx = i).

Combining: UT 3x hx > i or

UT\N{£

j Ij > i}.

Hence

UT.[B] K,T (because j > i = jkk B).

2.2
Let

Corollary
d(A) be as in part 0.2.3.3

Tl—CPT. There

is

but now de¥ined For|FK . Suppose

an 1°: P —»L such

that:

I-T<A>‘°’T++El$(A)i.

P1006: as in part 0, 2.3.3.
B

2.3

Corollary

Suppose TF-CPT and a is the least element oF {U,1,...,w}

such that

TL-Bil. Then L(T) E H+Dal, where H is as in part 4, 6.8.
P1005: as in part 0, 2.2.5, using lemma 6.14 o? part 4.
D

2.4

Examples and Applications

1)

L(PA*) = H. Because

Li)

L(T] E H for
T E (HA+DNS)*.

e.g.

PA* is sound For H.

the

tollowing

T: T 5 HA*, T E HA+ECTD+CPT,

iii)

we have De Jongh’s

Theorem For HA, HA+ECT
D’ HA+DNS.

From (L).

iv)

L(HA) 5 H+E||jl
P1005: Consider

T E HA+CP
. By 2.3 and part
HA

L(T) E H+[3D.l.

Moreover L(HA) g L(T),

TI-UHAA

<—>l'_'|TA
(because

4, 4.14

For HA < T and

Tl-DHA CPHA].

OF course this is a rather silly

D

upper bound because

H+E]DL}-[][A V'1A); but it is the only one we know.

3

Translations and Principles

3.1

Independence oF Premiss, The Friedman Translation

and

The De Jongh Slash.

The De Jongh Slash was introduced

by De Jongh [DJ] in 1973. It is

given by:
- (E i P):

= (E 9 P] For atoms P o? L.

- (E l .) commutes with A, V.
- (E i

(A v B1):

- (E i

(A 4 Bl]:

'

= ((E L A A (E a A))

v (E L B A (E a B]))

((E L A A (E 4 Al) 9 E L B]

(E i 3x A]: = (3x(E L A A (E 9 All)

The Friedman Translation

was introduced

by Friedman [Fr] in 1977.

It is given by:
- (P)

: = (P v A) For atoms

P of L.

- (.)A commutes with A, v, e, V, 3.

A typical

application

of the De Jongh Slash is a prooF oF closure

of HAunder the Independence oF Premiss Rule (IPR), a typical

application

o? the Friedman Translation

HA under Markov’s Rule.

is a prooF oF closure oF

Closer inspection

of the De Jongh Slash gives us:

Lemma

The De Jongh Slash is a special case of Friedmans translation.
To be specific:

|—
HA E L A++ (APE.

P1005: it is clearly sufficient to showthat (.)jE satisfies,
modulo provable equivalence, the inductive clauses of the defi
nition of (E L .J:
- FHA(P v wEE)+*(E 4 P], because atoms are decidable

—The other clauses follow easily

in HA.

by noting thatl-HAE 4 [(A)1E++A),

hence|—HA(A)1E-4 [E 4 A]. So e.g.:

FHA(B V cf‘E-4

(B1Ev c‘E)

H uB“EAE—.B)v(c“EAE—»cn
++ ((E

I B A E 4

B)

v

(E

~

The crucial

I C A E 4

Cl]

N

D

lemmason Friedman's Translation are treated

in part 4

of this thesis, 2.15.
we show that

IPR is a derived

Supposel-HAwA 4 3x B(x],

FHA(.A)“"A

rule of HA.

then

1-1A
1'1A
I-HA(wA]
4 (Ex B(x))
, hence

» 3x(wA » B(x)).

But hHA((A)‘'‘A

» (wA » A)
» 1-1A]

and [nA)1-1A = (A1 TA 4 1-1A),

so

FHA(1A]1 TA.

Clearly this proof can be formalized in HA, so
F-HAD HA(1A 4 Bx B(X))

Consequences visible

4 D

HA

3X[WA 4 B(x]).

in Lpr are e.g.:

([3(wA 4 B V C) *[3((1A

4 B) V (wA 4 C)))

is

in L(HAJ. And for

B E ZpP:([](1A 4 B) »[3[4-1A v B)] is a principle of L(HA].
To show this principle;
suppose FHA 1A 4 3x BU[x), where BUIX) is

primitive recursive.

Wehave by IPR:|

HA

3X(1A E B (XJ).
0

Argue in HA:

Pick an x such that

1A a BU(x). In case BU(x) we have B and

so 1-1A v B. In case

3.2

B0(x),

we have 1-1A and so 11 A v B.

Leivants Principle, q-realizability,

In "Stelling"
that:

U

( )qHA.

1 accompanying his thesis o? 1975, Leivant states

(EMA v B) ->D(EIA vEIB)) E L(HA).

whenwriting part 4 o? this thesis we totally overlooked this.
with this principle we think Leivant was the First to state an
HAvalid provability
degree oF Falsity.

principle that together with 8 yields some
Wegive two prooFs o? a slightly

stronger

venﬁon of Leivant’s Principle:
Theorem
L(HA)t-D[A

v B)-+ U[A v DB)

F4141 pnooﬁ: Argue in HA:

Suppose UHA(Av B) then For some recursive

term t:

[3HA(3xt E x A xq[A v B1), where q is o-realizability
[see [Tr]
pp 188-203). Hence by G6del’s Rulezlﬂ HA []HA(3x t E x A xq A v B).
Argue in[]HA:
Let t E x and xq(A v B).

In case

EXJU = 0 we have

and hence A. Moreover we have:[]HA t E x(For
and

[3HA[3x t E x A xq(A V B)),

case (xlo = 1:[]HA[x)1qB.
Second pnooﬁz
DeFine

( )qHA

as Follows:

(P JQHA: = P Por atoms

P of L.

so

(x)1oA

(t E X] is Z?)

EHHAmq(A\/B),hence

Conclude DHAB.

in

E

(.)qHA ccmmutes with A, V, 3.
— (A » a)“HA=

-

HAQHA » BQHA) A (A -» B) A ClHA(A » an

[Vx AJQHA: = ((\/x

One easily

AQHA) A C|HA[Vx All

shows:

a)

1"|-HAA=>1"

b)

A

oHA

qHA

I-HAA

qHA

FHAA

A DHAA.

(One does not have:
HJHADHALJ

QHA

FqHAFHA AQHA= TF}“\A.

B-g- (w1[3HA.LVﬁ“\FHA

.)

Moreover the proofs of a and b can be formalized
in

in HA. we have,

HA:

Suppose
hence

DHAIA v B),

UHA[A v B)qHA.

then

So D HA(AQHA v BQHA].

UHA(A v UHAB].

The principle

D

( D[A v B) *'D(A v DBJJ is 2-inconsistent

with G,

tor in 8 plus this principle:
El(D_L v -:ClJ_), so

U(Dlv Di],or
4

E](DJ_ v (D-.L_.|.L)].

By Lt3b’s Axiom:

DBL.

General insights

on the L(T)

we end our remarks on the provability

logics of HAand extensions

with two gereral results.
The ¥irst
4.1

is due to Gargov:

Theorem

Suppose T 2 HA, T has the Disjunction

Property,

then L[T) has the

Disjunctior Property.
Phooﬁ: Suppose
all

For all

F: P » L:FW.<A>

¥,T

F: P 4 L: 4 FW.<Av B>¥’T. we prove: tor
or

F,T

PW-<B>

Say f(pi)

= Ei, g[pi)

= Di. Define Ei(n):

= [({ﬂ} Q 5 0 » Ci] A

([{E} n_+ A{ﬂ} Q 5 U) 4 Di)) and hn(pi):
h ,T

0 if

Let {d}n: s{

1 if

(FW.<A> n

= Ei(n).
h ,T

] < (kﬁ.<B>

n

h ,T
h ,T
(fW—<B> ”
) < (|—T <A>

)

Clearly {d} is total recursive, since just the restriction
h ,T
to the atoms of A and B is relevant

for finding

<A> n

of hn

and

h ,T
<B> n

Suppose

{d} d 5 0 then

FT {d} d 5 U and so:

by an easy induction

PT
’T
of {d}: Fw.<A> n

<A>

hn’T++

<A>

f,T

h

nition

l'\J

(vH—T <A

) or

Moreover by the defi

kT.<A>

as above: FT.<B>g,T_

reasoning

Conclude: Vf Vg(f=r<A>f,T or FT.<B>g,T)

f,T
>

Hence

f,T

Conclude

Suppose {d} d = 1. By similar

FW.Ci++ Ei(d).

Hence by ciabbicai

logic:

(VgI—.|.<s>g’T).

D

Remark: the proof of 4.1 can be formalized in HA (replacing

refe

rence to Functions by reference to numbers as codes of finite

functions) up to the last step. ("Hence bv c£aAAica£logic ...".)
what we can get is:
3fHT.<A>

f,T

g,T

= VgFW.<B>

Or another variant:
- VfFW.<A>

f,T

= Vg n-1FW.<B>

g,T

Hence in HA+MPwe can prove:T'has
A E L(T]

DP, (A v B) E L(T) and

= B E L(T).

Another question of interest

is this:

as we have seen: T < U #

L[T) g L(UJ, e.g. L(HA)g L(PA), but is it possible
any T and U a V such that

L(V) E L(T) 0 L[U)?

to find for

The next theorem provides a partial
4.2

answer:

Theorem

Let (T.)_

be a recursive sequence of theories,

HA), i.eT€T:F-A is an RE relation

in Aand i.Let

(Xi) be a re

cursive sequence o¥ non empty subsets oFl.(i.e.
RE relation

(extending
A E Xi is an

in A and i) such that Xi is a counterexample set Tor

Ti: we say Xi is a counterexample
set For Ti iF each element of
F,T.
T. is o? the Form <B>
1
F,T.
Tim <B>
1.

we have: there

1 For some F and some B E L
and
Dr

is a T = HAsuch that

1'11

For each i, for each

£ T

<B>

E Xi:

TV <B> ’ .

Pn006:By the methods of part 1 of this
index e such that
Ti+{e}

Thesis one can Tind an

For each n and i and each A E Xi:

2 E nI-/ A.

Define

T: E HA+{B lax

Clearly

T = HA (but

{e} 0 E x A T F-B}.

” ”
X
F,Ti
T # HA). Consider T. and <B.>
f

have Ti+{§}_Q E ib4<Bi>

T

1

1, so certainly

1

E X.
1

We
F

T

HA+{3} Q E iH1<B >

1.

F,T.

But HA+{§} Q 3 1F-'T

2 Ti’, so HA+{e} Q E ik-<Bi>
1 +><Bi>¥’T
f,T
F,T
F,T
Hence HA4-fe} Q E iﬁl<Bi>
, so HAb¢<Bi>
Conclude TF-<Bi>

4.3

Application

There

is

an RE T, T = HA, such

that

L(T] E H n G.

P1005: Let "U: = PA, Ti: = PA*,i E O. Inspecting

the completeness theorems Tor resp.

the prooFs oF

G and H, we Find recursive

sets X and X. (i ¢ 0) such that For each j:
0

A 2 L(Tj)

1

:°,T.

s For some £ <A>

Take T as in 4.2.

3 e x,.

D
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift gaat (voornamelijk) over generalisaties van de
eerste en tweede onvolledigheidsstelling
van Gddel en ever be
grippen die in het bewijs van deze stellingen
In Gddels eerste stelling

voorkomen.

wordt een zin G in de taal van de re

kenkunde geconstrueerd zodat de rekenkunde (bijvoorbeeld zoals
ge¥0rmaliseerd door Dedekind / Peano, met inductieéchemal deze

zin noeh zijn negatie implieeert. Dit resultaat is op spectacu
laire manier te generalizeren

eursiet

met behulp van een zogenaamd re

orseheidbaarheidsargument.

Umdit argument toe te kunnen

passen is nodig dat de partieel reeursieve Funeties semirepresen
teerbaar zijn in de beschouwde (ConsistenteJ theorieen. De Forma
lizering van het begrip bewijsbaarheid en het begrip consistentie
is uit het bewijs geélimineerd. Deel 1 en 2 van dit proefschrift
gaan in wezen over recursieve

onseheidbaarheidsargumenten met het

dog op toepassing

op ¥ormele theorieén.

kunnen natuurlijk

ook elders toegepast worden.)

In zijn tweede stelling

liet

(De bestudeerde methoden

Gddel zien dat bovengendemdezin G

bewijsbaar equivalent is met (de Formalizering van) ’de rekenkunde

is consistent’.

Ldb heeFt in 1955 drie principes geisoleerd die 0m

20 te zeggen aan het bewijs van deze equivalentie
liggen. Natuurlijk

ten grondslag

is ’ten grondslag liggen aan’ Vaag, en men kan

dan ook heel goed andere principes formuleren die ’ten grondslag’
zouden ’liggen’

aan het bewijs. De principes

van Ldb hebben echter

de praehtige eigensehap dat ze op te vatten zijn als principes van
een module phopoéétieﬁogéca.

Bovendien is het bewijs van voornoemde

equivalentie, uit Ldbs principes plus de 'deFinitievergelijking’

van 8 geheel in modale propositielogica

te geven. Lﬁbs werk heeft

aanleiding gegeven tot een nieuwe tak van onderzoek: bewijsbaar

heidslogiea
conéiétency,

(zie bijvoorbeeld G. B00l0s, The unpnovabiﬂity 06
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1979). Be

langrijke resultaten 0p dit gebied zijn de stellingen van D.H.J de
Jongh en van R.M. S010vay. Deel 3, 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift

bijdragen tot de bewijsbaarheidslogica.
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STELLINGEN

Bij het proefschrift
1.

'AbpectA 06 Diagonaﬂization 8 Pnovabi£LIy' van Albert Visser.

Ommee te kunnen praten noet je weten waar je het over hebt. Om"Julius

Caesar

is dood" te begrijpen noet je weten naar wie "Julius Caesar" re¥ereert.
Andenws dan [J. Bel].(zie

BELLD. Fnage'A Theony 06 Judgement, Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1979, pp 60-62) houd ik dat voor onbetwijtelbaar. De problenen
die wen daarin gezien hee¥t zijn het gevolg van het geloof in naive thesen

over kennis, zoals:
a) kennis zit in het hoofd (o? wellicht in de individuele geest).
b) kennis is zeker.
De eerste these lijkt plausibel als menmeent dat het toeschrijven van kennis
aan iemand het toeschrijven van een eigenéchap is, en dat iemand een eigen
schap kan hebben los van de rest van de wereld. Het is beter kennis te zien
als een neﬁatie tussen een persoon, een propositie en de wereld. Celoof in
de tweede these is het gevolg van eeuwenlange tilosotische preoccupatie met
sceptische argumenten.
2.

Iemand weet in voldoende Hate naar wie "Julius

Caesar" re¥ereert

om hem be

grip van "Julius Caesar is dood" toe te schrijven precies dan als hij in de
positie is ommet "Julius Caesar = Julius Caesar” een waarheid over Julius
Caesar uit te drukken.

3.

In tegenstelling

tot wat bijna iedereen vindt, gelooFt iemand die denkt dat

Hesperus = Phosphorus, daarnee sinpelweg dat Venus = Venus. De reden dat
zovelen anders geloven is dat wen onbewust "Hesperus = Phosphorus" leest als

eﬂﬂiptibch voor " "Hesperus" refereert naar Phosphorus en "Phosphorus" re
Fereert naar Hesperus". Zo ongeveer zoals men ”Jongens zijn jongens" leest
also? er stond "Jongens halen nu eenmaal typisch jongensachtige streken uit".

4.

De eenheid van interpretatie

is niet de zin, maar, laten we zeggen, het dis

course: een groep op zekere manier samenhangende zinnen. Een voorwaarde om

een aantal door Piet geuite zinnen tot één discourse te rekenen is dat Piet
van de coreferentiéle namenuit die zinnen weet dat ze coreferentiéel zijn,
zoals het een voorwaarde is voor een zin om Uberhaupt tot een discourse van
Piet te horen dat Piet weet waar de in die zin voorkomendenamen naar refe

reren

(even voorbijgaande aan zinnen als "Sinterklaas bestaat niet").

Stel Piet beweert oprecht (1) "Hesperus is een grote planeet" en (2) "Phos
phorus is een kleine planeet". Wekunnen Piet nu, aannemende dat hij z’n
Nederlands beheerst en weet waar "Hesperus" resp. "Phosphorus" naar refereert,

zowel het gelooF dat Venus een grote planeet is, als het geloo¥ dat Venus

een kleine planeet is toesohrijven. Het volgt eohter niet dat Piet gelooft
dat Venus zowel een grote als een kleine planeet is. Inners (1) en (2)
kunnen niet tot een discourse gerekend worden.
GelooF is niet gesloten onder oonjunotie.
Stel Piet beweert opreoht (3) "Hesperus #=Phosphorus". Nu volgt niet dat
Piet gelooft dat Venus #=Venus. (3) behoort tot geen enkel discourse en

drukt dus geen propositie uit.
Stel Piet weet niet dat "Hesperus" en "Phosphorus" naar dezelFde planeet
refereren, maar Piet is wel in de positie net "Hesperus" en met "Phosphorus"
naar Venus te re¥ereren. (Piet weet dat "Hesperus" naar Venus re¥ereert en
Piet weet dat "Phosphorus" naar Venus refereert, maar Piet weet niet dat
"Hesperus" en "Phosphorus" beide naar Venus reFereren).
Stel nu Jar zegt tegen Piet: "Hesperus = Phosphorus" en dat Piet weet dat
Jan altijd de waarheid spreekt. Nu gebeurt er iets heel merkwaardigs. Piet
kan "Hesperus = Phosphorus” tot nog toe niet interpreteren, aangezien hij
niet weet dat beide nanen oore¥erenti§el zijn. Eohter uit het ¥eit dat Jan
zegt: "Hesperus = Phosphorus" kan Piet oonoluderen dat "Hesperus" en "Phos
phorus" beide naar Venus re¥ereren. En daarna kan hij ook begrijpen wét Jan
gezegd heeft:

dat Venus = Venus.

Het bovenstaande verklaart waarom"Hesperus = Phosphorus" bijna altijd als
elliptisoh voor " "Hesperus" re¥ereert naar Phosphorus en "Phosphorus" re¥e
reert naar Hesperus" begrepen wordt. Menstelt zioh inners, wanneer men zioh
afvraagt wat een zin betekent, bijna altijd een communLcatLeALIuatievoor.
Tevens laat het bovenstaande zien dat de Lnﬁonmaiie die Jans uiting "Hesperus =
Phosphorus" Piet geeft iets heel anders is dan wat Jan zegt. De taal is als
een bril waarvan men altijd ooh de glazen ziet.
Fields claim (zie FIELDH.H., Mentaﬂ RepneAenIatLon, Erkenntnis, Vol.13, no 1,
july 1978, pp 9-61; de relevante opmerking staat op p 49] dat als zinnen pro

posities betekenen dit een algeneen synonymiebegrip oplevert, is juist.
Eohter niet juist is zijn verdere claim dat dit zowel intra- als inter
linguistisoh van toepassing is.
wittgensteins opmerking: "Von zulei. Déngen zu Aagen, A12 beien Ldentibch, L41
ein Unbinn, and van Eirqenw zu Aagen, ab Aei Ldentibch mii éich Aeﬁbbt, Aagt
gan nichtb." is indien welwillend geinterpreteerd, juist.(Zie WITTGENSTEIN
L.
Thactatub Logico Phiﬂoéophicub, Routledge 8 Kegan Paul, 1969, 5.5303.) Dpge

merkt dient eohter te worden:

L) wittgensteins opmerking zegt meer over wat het is iets over iets te
zeggen dan over de identiteit. Identiteit is een doodgewonebinaire

relatie.
LL) Wittgensteins

opmerking zou aantonen dat het hebben van een teken

voor identiteit in de taal overbodig was, als we in een zin alleen
naar een relatie zouden verwijzen omvan zekere objeoten te zeggen
dat die relatie tussen hen bestaat. Dat laatste is eohter niet zo.
Als ik iets geloof, dan gelooF ik dat dat zo is. Eohter ik geloof niet,
dat als ik iets geloof, dat dat dan zo is. Sterker nog, ik weet dat ik
iets geloo¥ dat niet zo is, maar ik kan onwogelijk weten wat.
Wanneer we Kripkes Fixed Points [zie KRIPKES.A., Outﬁine 06 a {heady 06
tnuth, Journal of Philosophy, Nov.6, 1975, pp 690-7%Dbesohouwen met als

basis model de natuurlijke

getallen net plus en naal (0? meer algemeen:

een ‘acceptable structure’) dan blijkt:
L) Elke verzameling elementen van het donein van het basis model is repre

senteerbaar in een zeker Fixed Point.
Li) Elke induotieve verzaneling elementen van het basis model is represen
teerbaar in eﬁh induotief Fixed Point.

iL£)Er is geen naxinaal induotief Fixed Point.
I III
0
I
10. De¥1n1eer
voor Z -zinnen A,B:
1

L)

ASB:¢¢PA|-B->A

ii)

A «'8:

iii)

[A]: = {C E Z?-zinnenl C -A}

®»A SIB en B SCA.

Lu) Laat ’a', 'b', 'C’ over equivalentieklassen als in iii)

lopen.

a,§b:<->Eris eenA€a, B€bmetASB.
U) Vooragbz [a,b]: = {o|aSCSb}
Dangeldt: elke aftelbare partiéle ordening is in te bedden in <[a,b],§;>
voor willekeurige a, b net a §;b. (Dit is een direct gevolg van het bewijé
van stelling 3.12 van deel 1 van dit proeFsohriFt.)
11. Volgens een stelling

van H.P. Barendregt en M. Dezani is iedere necunbieve

applioatieve struotuur isomor¥ inbedbaar in een willekeurige oombinatorisohe
algebra.
Voor elke a¥telbare oombinatorisohe algebra is er eohter een a¥telbare appli
oatieve structuur die daarin niet isomor¥ ingebed kan worden.

12. Een S-tenn is een tenm van de Combinatorisohe Logioa geheel opgebouwd uit

S-en en variabelen (en haakjes). Zij A een S-tenn, X,Y,Z variabelen en U
een variabele die niet in A voorkomt. Dan geldt: elk reduct van AXYZU
is
van de vorm BU, waar U niet in B voorkomt. In slogan:

S-ternen

hebben een

beperkte eetlust, tenzij het genuttigde voedsel ze1¥ aotief wordt.
13. Zij C[ ] een context van de AB-Calculus net tenminste een gat. De ternen M,

die in een B-stap reduoeren naar C[M], modulo a-reduoties,

(waar Mgeen

subternwis van C[ ] nodulo a-reduoties), zijn precies de ternen:
IWE
C[C[...C[D[[[Xx.E[D[(xx)])(Kx.E[D[(xx)]]))]...]
k_.5,__—.a

n C's

waar n = 0 als er meer dan één gat in C[ ] zit, n >=Owanneer er één gat in
C[ ] is, en waar D[ ] en E[ ] Contexten zijn zodat C[ ] E D[E[ ] ] en waar

er preoies één gat in D[ ] zit.
14. De eerste

[Bedenk dat [ ] ook een context is.)

¥ysious moet een wijdse arnbeweging genaakt hebben met de woorden:

ik wil weten wat hier aohter zit. (Wat hier aohter zit = ¢U01o.] De verdere
ontwikkeling van de fysioa noet niet sleohts gezien worden als het geven van
steeds betere antwoorden op deze vraag, maar evenzeer als een steeds nader
interpreteren van die vraag, in het byzonder als een verdere preoisering van

dat 'hier’.
15. P. ;Qcze]_ heeFt in verband met het ¥ornalizeren van oonstruotivistisohe

theorieén het begrip ’taboe’ ingevoerd. Een taboe is een test voor theorieenz
een theorie dient een taboe te impliceren nooh te weerleggen, tenzij nieuwe
substantiele argumenten pro of contra worden aangevoerd. [Dit betekent con
struotivistisoh gezien niet dat de negatie van een taboe weer een taboe is.)
Het verdient aanbeveling de methodologie van taboes ook in de wetensohaps
¥ilosoFie toe te passen. Een wetensohapsFi1oso¥isohe theorie dient een taboe

niet te impliceren of te weerleggen, tenzij:
a) op grond van nieuwe substantiéle argumenten
b) op grond van expliciet gemaakte metafysisohe vooronderstellingen.
Bewering: de volgende uitspraken dienen taboe te zijn:
- Computersimulatie van wetenschappelijk onderzoek is mogelijk.
- Dnze Fysioa en die van de Marsmannetjes zullen op den duur oonvergeren.
- Op een gegeven nonent is de Fundamentele fysioa klaar.
16. Over W. Veldmans argument voor het axiom AC1U [zie VELDMAN
W., Invebiigationb

in Intuitionibtic

HienakchyTheony,proefsohri¥t, Katholieke Universiteit

Nijmegen, 1981, p 8) va1t het volgende op te merken:

Laat ‘a’ over stap voor stap gecreeerde Functies van EN-+BVlopen en ’¥’
over wetnatige tuncties van BV—>Id.W. Veldnen hanteert het principe
V? 3a Vn a(n) = F[n).

(*J

L) volgens Veldnans argument is dit een niet wiskundig, want intensioneel,
principe, en daarnee is het argument zelf niet wiskundig.
Li) Aangezien we voor gegeven a en F per deFinitie nooit een bewijs kunnen
hebben dat ze voor alle n overeen komen, zou volgens de gebruikelijke

uitleg van het constructivistisch redeneren (*] moeten ¥ungeren als
falsum. Daar Veldmanzijn argument duidelijk niet beschouwt als in
stantie van ex ¥also sequitur quodlibet, moet hij een andere (wellicht

’intuitionistische’ in tegenstelling tot ’constructivistische') uitleg
hebben van de betekenis van de logische voegtekens. Het is te hopen dat

hij deze ooit nader toe wil lichten.
17. Zij K een Kripke model van HA. Zij A een zin uit

de taal

van HA. We maken

K’ uit K door alle knopen van K die A forceren weg te laten.
weer een Kripke model van HA.

Bovenstaande simpele stelling
voor HAsanen in ternen

Dan is K’

vat de betekenis van Friedmans vertaling

van Kripke modellen.

(Zie FRIEDMAN
H., Cﬂabbicaﬁiy

and Intuitionibticaﬁky
Paovabﬂy RecunALvQFunctionb, in: Higher Set Theory,
ed. G.H. Muller and D.S. Scott, Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics 669,
Berlin, 1977, pp 21-27.)
18.

De intuitionistische

eerste-orde theorie van paring en identiteit

plus het

axioma (Ex 3y x #=y) is niet conservatieF over de theorie van de identiteit
plus de a><iornas(Ex1 ..Elxn /Y\{(xi aéxjl I 1 <i

<j

<n}).

19. Het is heel goed nogelijk dat een ethisch principe een handeling voorschrijft,

wat ook de gevolgen van die handeling zijn. Dat betekent echter niet dat wen
ontslagen is van de morele plicht na te denken over die gevolgen. Iwmers wat

een individuele handeling ethisch rechtvaardigt is niet het Feit dat ze uit
een ethisch principe volgt, maar dat men gegeven dat ethische principe de
verantwoordelijkheid voor de verwachte gevolgen op zich neemt.

Het is bijvoorbeeld mogelijk ’Gij zult niet doden' zo op te vatten, dat daar
uit volgt dat we eenzijdig moeten ontwapenen ook al zou dit een kernoorlog
eerder bespoedigen dan verhinderen. wie op grond van dat principe voor een
zijdige ontwapening is, moet toch over de nogelijke reakties van verschillen
de naties op die stao nadenken.
16 november 1981

Albert Visser
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